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Abstract
The trend over the past four decades to move manufacturing operations to low-
wage countries has left many developed nations with diminished manufacturing
skills. Manufacturing’s current trajectory appears aimed at automating away
human roles in tasks requiring cognitive skills much as it has automated away
human roles in tasks requiring physical skills. This may prove difficult owing
to the diversity of industrial contexts and skills involved in manufacturing. It
may be possible, however, for humans to perform some cognitive tasks (such as
production scheduling) jointly with artificial intelligence (AI) machine agents.

This thesis reports the research undertaken to improve outcomes in the
cognitive task of formulating production scheduling solutions. The aim is to
develop an effective methodology by which the work of production scheduling
can be divided among human and machine agents, then to develop tools to
support the methodology.

Requirements on joint cognitive work were established through a detailed
literature review and an industrial pilot. These efforts revealed that, though
machine guidance and validation of analysts’ scheduling solutions is theoreti-
cally possible, research gaps make this joint cognitive work impractical. Specif-
ically, difficulties are encountered in (1) analysts translating requirements into
analytical models, (2) machine agents recognizing the scheduling formulation
analysts are attempting, and (3) both analysts and machine agents staying ap-
prised of emerging impediments to production. Analysis of the requirements
and research gaps pointed to the development of a sociotechnical system in
which the joint work is performed as the manipulation of two shared objects:
a notebook for formulating the scheduling problem, and computer simulations
highlighting current production challenges. Methodology and software were
developed to support the shared objects and to validate their use in address-
ing the research gaps.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The trend over the past four decades to move manufacturing operations to
low-wage countries has left many developed nations with diminished manufac-
turing skills. The result of this has been a loss of opportunity in these areas
of the world. Evidence of this loss includes four surveys from Deloitte and
the Manufacturing Institute performed over 17 years to assess the US man-
ufacturing skills gap and the future of work in manufacturing [1]. Based on
data from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the most recent of these reports
suggests that the US lost USD 48 billion in economic output in 2018 due to
a shortage of manufacturing skills. Over the 11-year interval 2018–2028, the
report projects a total loss of USD 2.5 trillion in economic output for the US.
Further, interoperability has made it possible to relocate all aspects of opera-
tions except workers. A 2018 report by the World Economic Forum [2] found
that by 2022, 59% of employers expect to significantly modify how they pro-
duce and distribute, and that nearly half would accomplish this by relocating
operations. In the same report, 74% of respondents gave first priority to the
availability of skilled local talent in making this decision.

Skill is proficiency at a task. Tasks run the gamut from purely physical (e.g.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

lifting) to mixed (e.g. driving) to purely cognitive (e.g. planning). The “big
picture” view of the manufacturing skills gap provided above can be viewed as
a mosaic of “smaller pictures” in diverse skills such as tool making, diagnosing
equipment failures, analyzing manufacturability, and formulating scheduling
solutions. Manufacturing’s current trajectory appears aimed at automating
away human roles in cognitive tasks much as it has automated away human
roles in physical tasks. In many of the “smaller pictures” this may prove
difficult owing to the diversity of industrial contexts in which these tasks are
performed. It may be possible, however, for humans to perform some of these
tasks jointly with artificial intelligence (AI). Joint cognitive work (JCW) is
defined here as work performed jointly by human and machine agents in which
the machine agents exhibit capabilities typically associated with humans.1

Recent reports on advanced manufacturing strategy from various interna-
tional and national bodies [4–6] have emphasized the expectation that ad-
vanced technologies will change the nature of work in manufacturing. The
expectation of many is that human cognitive skills will be augmented by AI,
but the means by which this might occur in many tasks remains unclear. There
are good reasons for pursuing greater clarity on this issue. First, when req-
uisite skills are changing, there is an opportunity to reengage in those tasks
under reduced competitive pressure [7]. Second, automating physical tasks led
to many new physical measurements, standards, and skills; new kinds of in-
teractions between humans and physical automation emerged. Similarly, new
measurements, standards, and skills will be needed as we find new roles for
artificial intelligence (AI) in cognitive tasks. For example, a protocol rich in
explanatory features may be needed when human and AI agents collaborate
on cognitive tasks.

1Cognitive capabilities typically associate with humans include perception, attention,
memory, linguistic functions (verbal, non-verbal), reasoning, planning, problem solving, de-
cision making, reading and calculating [3].

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 The Research Question

Within this thesis, the primary topic of interest is problem formulation per-
formed as joint cognitive work. Problem formulation is understood to be a pure
cognitive task with the goal of constructing a mathematical model representing
a domain problem, its goals, and its constraints. Since many decision processes
can be formulated mathematically, to make progress, the thesis focuses on just
one kind of problem, production scheduling at small and medium-sized man-
ufacturers. Production scheduling is typically a combinatorial problem, and
therefore it is not unusual to apply computers to that part of the task. The
computer-executed portion of the task can be said to be performed by machine
agents. The human agents will henceforth be called scheduling analysts or just
analysts. The following research question has therefore been drawn for this
research:

How is the work of production scheduling best performed jointly by analysts
and machine agents?

1.3 Aims and Objectives of the Research

After consideration of the research question, the following aim has been for-
mulated for this thesis:

to develop an effective methodology by which the work of production schedul-
ing can be divided among analysts and machine agents.

A hypothesis follows directly from this aim:

It is possible to improve scheduling processes through fine-grained inter-
actions with machine agents possessing specific capabilities developed in the
thesis.

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

To address the above research aim and validate the hypothesis, the follow-
ing objectives have been outlined:

Objective 1: Develop requirements for how the work of scheduling can be
shared most effectively among analysts and machine agents.

Objective 2: Develop a methodology by which machine agents can discover
the nature of the scheduling problem analysts are undertaking, and what
elements of the formulation have been performed.

Objective 3: Develop a methodology to support analysts’ awareness of dy-
namic situations that are essential knowledge to effective scheduling.

Objective 4: Develop software prototypes implementing the complementary
goals of Objectives 2 and 3.

Objective 5: Assess the effectiveness of the methodologies of Objectives 2
and 3.

The objectives reflect the reality that roles for machine agents in joint
cognitive work need to be developed in order to achieve the aim. The joint
cognitive work of scheduling is viewed as involving fine-grained interactions
in the performance of various cognitive tasks, rather than as the integration
of human and automated tasks as is usual in cognitive systems engineering
(CSE). Objective 1 will assess how new technologies have made it possible to
“refactor” the work of scheduling among analysts and machine agents. This
assessment will consider the scheduling problem broadly, including how, over
time, analysts seek to refine the model and procedure by which they sched-
ule. The outcome of this objective will guide the development of solutions to
Objectives 2 and 3.

Objective 2 addresses a long-standing problem in production scheduling:
that scheduling problems vary greatly from one industrial setting to the next.
At a most basic level it appears unlikely that machine agents could collaborate
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in any cognitive task were they not to possess information about what the
human is attempting to do. A result of work towards Objective 2 is realized
as a software prototype (Objective 4) for recognizing the analyst’s plan, and
goal through her formulation.

Objective 3 addresses the problem that effective scheduling often depends
on up-to-date information about the status of the production system and sup-
ply chain. Though new technologies make great amounts of information avail-
able, sifting through that information to discover characteristics of the produc-
tion system essential to scheduling is arduous work. Were, for example, soft-
ware able to construct a simulation of the system from up-to-date information,
this might go a long way towards communicating the production challenges to
the analysts. A result of work towards Objective 3 is realized as a software
prototype (Objective 4) providing such simulations for particular production
settings.

Finally, Objective 5 is designed to test and evaluate the proposed method-
ologies and software prototypes.

1.4 Anticipated Benefits

Validation of the hypothesis will enable improvements in production schedul-
ing. The nature of the improvements depend on how the problems of schedul-
ing are perceived (discussed in Chapter 2) and on the design of the solution
(discussed in Chapter 3). These chapters go into their respective topics in
detail inappropriate to this chapter. Nonetheless, to help orient the reader,
the solution and anticipated benefits are outlined here.

Effective production scheduling typically takes into account a diverse scope
of considerations. These may include information about product demand, in-
ventory, availability of inputs, and the status and effectiveness of the produc-
tion resources to be applied in production processes. Information to be con-
sidered may be available directly through observation, or it may be predicted
through historical patterns and knowledge of causality.
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Scheduling is improved by reducing uncertainty in its decision process.
Uncertainty is removed by tapping information about the aforementioned con-
siderations, among others. The considerations touch on many disciplines, so
a system for continuous improvement of scheduling can be viewed as a so-
ciotechnical system in which there are roles for input and validation from the
various disciplines [8, 9]. This viewpoint led to the methodology developed
in the thesis. In the methodology (1) the formulation of scheduling solutions
is done in media that can be used in discussion with all stakeholders in the
scheduling process, and (2) awareness into key processes is communicated to
the scheduler through production system simulations.

The anticipated benefits of this methodology are depicted in Figure 1.1.
The typical baseline process involves a scheduler working alone, possibly using
a spreadsheet describing jobs and prior reservations on production resources.
The spreadsheet software may provide functions and algorithms helpful to
scheduling, but (1) the analytical methods available in spreadsheets are typi-
cally very limited, and (2) validation of the method by others is difficult owing
the lack of provisions for documentation and testing. The result is that spread-
sheet scheduling solutions can be hard for persons other than the spreadsheet’s
author to comprehend. The consequences of this for the enterprise are lost
knowledge (when the author moves on) and unverified solutions.
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Figure 1.1: Anticipated benefits of the work

The thesis uses a shareable notebook in a literate programming [10] method-
ology. The advantages of this methodology include (1) the ability to methodi-
cally integrate with information sources, (2) the ability to notate the program
with text, formulae, and plots, and (3) the ability to decompose a complex
problem into simpler, linear steps. These advantages serve to enable multiple
stakeholders to participate in formulating the scheduling problem, and support
it continual improvement.

1.5 Research Methodology

The thesis explores the research question and addresses research objectives
through development and testing of software research prototypes. Much of
this work is performed in conjunction with an industrial partner. The benefit
of partnering is that requirements can be more accurately identified.

Because the software prototypes are rather complex, a spiral development
methodology [11] was applied in their development. The methodology is com-
prised of four steps that are performed iteratively, with each iteration providing
a more capable prototype and clearer understanding of requirements and op-
portunities. See Figure 1.2, from Boehm [11]. In the first step of each cycle,
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objectives are determined. The second step assesses the feasibility and chal-
lenges of meeting the objectives; a plan to address challenges is conceived. In
the third step, (1) software and test cases are developed, and (2) verification
and validation (V&V) are performed. In the fourth step, the resulting proto-
type is evaluated and, if its shortcoming merit more work, another cycle of the
spiral is initiated.

Figure 1.2: The spiral development process from [11]

The spiral software development methodology described was employed within
a more encompassing research methodology similar to that described by Law [12]
and cited by Eldab et al. [13] for use where the development and validation of
models are key tasks (see Figure 1.3). A theory is a relationship between a col-
lection of models and reality [14,15]. In broad strokes, the theory of this thesis
holds that the joint cognitive work of production scheduling can be achieved
with the help of two mediating entities: a production system simulation, and a
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formulation notebook. These entities are shared in collaborative work. These
shared entities and associated methodology developed in the thesis comprise
the the “model” referred to in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: The methodology applied in the thesis

Steps (b) through (d) of this broader process embody the four steps of
the spiral software development process. Step (e) is an exit from the spiral
development process, at which point it is possible to develop thesis-quality
experiments, Step (f). Steps (f) through (i), involving validation, differ for
Objective 2 and Objective 3; these validation steps are described in Chapters
5 and 7 respectively.

1.6 Thesis Outline

The thesis is comprised of eight chapters. Chapter 2 reviews prior work about
the challenges of production scheduling and approaches to joint work of cog-
nitive tasks. A diverse span of topics need be discussed including cognitive
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systems engineering, situation awareness, planning, plan recognition, construc-
tionist learning, and explanation. The goal of this review is to develop an
understanding of the problem requirements and opportunities.

Chapter 3 is an introduction to the detailed work described in subsequent
chapters. Particularly, it provides definitions of key terminology distilled from
the literature review, a high-level view of a solution to the thesis aim, and a
relational view of tabular data which underpins joint work on formulation.

Figure 1.4 depicts the correspondence between thesis chapters 4 through
7 and the activities of analysts and machine agents in production scheduling.
Chapters 4 and 5 address Objective 2, the ability of machine agents to discern
the scheduling solution formulation. This work develops the notebook model
referred to in Figure 1.3. Machine agents observe work performed on the
notebook to infer the nature of the scheduling problem and validate the fitness
of the analysts’ approach. These activities are depicted in the lower left half of
the figure. Specifically, Chapter 4 describes a “plan recognition” methodology
and Chapter 5 assesses it in the context of experiments and an industrial pilot.

Figure 1.4: Thesis concepts and associated chapters

Chapters 6 and 7 address Objective 3, the problem of making analysts
aware of current impediments to production. These activities are depicted in
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the upper right half of the figure. In the developed methodology, machine
agents tap production system sources of data to compose an explicable and
editable simulation model of the production system.2 Specifically, Chapter 6
describes a modeling formalism used in a model synthesis methodology de-
scribed in Chapter 7. This work develops the simulation model referred to in
Figure 1.3.

Chapter 8 provides a summary of the research conducted and research con-
tribution. It also discusses future work needed to apply the thesis methodology
effectively in diverse industrial settings.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

Chapter 2

A Review of Literature
Supporting Joint Cognitive Work

2.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews literature in support of the first three objectives. Broadly
speaking, Objective 1 develops requirements for implementing production
scheduling as JCW, Objective 2 develops a role for machine agents in shared
problem formulation, and Objective 3 develops a role for machine agents in
apprising analysts of production system anomalies that may affect scheduling.

Objectives 2 and 3 were derived from what was learned reviewing litera-
ture supporting the broad goals of sociotechnical systems. This review, and a
practical understanding of scheduling, suggests that the areas to focus on are
situation awareness (SA), explanation, and systematized learning. Somewhat
surprisingly, some common topics of cognitive systems engineering, including
cognitive task analysis (CTA), did not contribute much to the thesis’s solution.
SA, explanation, and systematized learning are discussed first, CTA later. The
remainder of this introduction describes the rationale for including each area
reviewed.

To begin, there cannot be a cognitive role for humans in a system if the
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system’s humans do not know what is going on.1 There is, in fact, a body
of literature about knowing what is going on, it is the literature on situation
awareness (SA). Section 2.2 reviews this literature.

Generally speaking, joint work requires communication among the entities
collaborating. For example, in baseball, catchers use hand signals to suggest
to pitchers what to pitch next. In joint cognitive work and formulation partic-
ularly, the communication is likely to explain the mental models of the entities
collaborating. The literature review therefore turns to a discussion of scientific
explanation and ways to explain in Section 2.3.

Effective production scheduling typically requires input from many other
aspects of manufacturing. These include supply chain logistics, demand fore-
casting, equipment fitness, and workforce availability. Consequently, though
formulation involves isolated mental models, the need to validate decisions,
and refine models requires social interaction and organizational learning. Sec-
tion 2.4 reviews literature in systematized learning, which can be viewed as
the institutionalization of explanation.

Scheduling problem formulation is a complex task that, by the definition
used in this thesis, consists of three subtasks: (1) describing the work, (2)
describing the capacity of the production system, and (3) describing what
is valued in how the capacity is applied to the work. These three subtasks,
mirroring the Graham notation for scheduling [2], can be viewed as goals in a
plan; formulation can be viewed as elaborating this base plan. In order for a
machine agent to have a cognitive role in these activities, it must be able to
infer the (partial) plan and what remains to be done. Plan recognition (PR) is
an AI technology to link observations (in our case about the analyst pursuing
her role in the system) to elements of plans and to organize sub-plans into a
hierarchy supporting plausible overarching goals. The elements of plans are
steps, but they are also explanations (causal or rationale); prior belief can be
associated with each element for the purpose of recognition. Planning and PR

1This has been called the Basic Compact in the literature [1].
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is reviewed in Section 2.6.
Finally, the small portion of the literature of cognitive systems engineering

(Section 2.7), is reviewed. That body of literature is rather large; only a few
papers specifically relevant to scheduling are discussed.

2.2 Situation Awareness

Effective scheduling requires knowledge of the current fitness of the production
resources with respect to the work to be performed (i.e. their situation). Like-
wise one must be aware of the availability (the situation) of production inputs.
Several authors have noted that uncertainties in the production system’s cur-
rent fitness lead analysts to adjust schedules [3–8]. Cegarra & van Wezel [4]
and Crawford & Weirs [5] report that up to 90% of a human scheduler’s time is
spent identifying constraints on performance. How does one recognize certain
information as relevant to scheduling? The answer lies in matching current
information to mental models or schemata established and refined through
experience. This is a central concern of situation awareness (SA). Byrne [9]
suggests that the US Federal Aviation Administration definition of SA [10] is
roughly consistent with the consensus view:

Situational awareness is defined as a continuous extraction of en-
vironmental information, integration of this information with pre-
vious knowledge to form a coherent mental picture, and the use of
that picture in directing further perception and anticipating future
events. Simply put, situational awareness means knowing what is
going on around you [10].

A useful summary of recent issues in SA is provided by a 2015 issue of
the Journal of Cognitive Engineering and Decision Making [11]. In this issue
Endsley [12] relates her highly-cited 1995 model of SA to work published over
the following 20 years [13]. The Endsley model describes three levels of SA:
(1) perception of the relevant element of a situation, (2) comprehension of
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the situation, and (3) prediction about the future state of the system. She
notes past critique of the work including (a) whether these three element are
achieved sequentially (she argues that this was never the intention) (b) whether
the model is about the process of sense-making or just the state of making sense
from the information (she argues that it is about the former), and (c) whether
it is supported by empirical studies (she cites several works). Whatever the
disposition of Endsley’s work, these questions are important to assessing the
ability to make real progress with SA.

Figure 2.1 from Endsley’s 1995 article depicts key aspects of the decision-
making model. Figure 2.2, also from Endsley’s 1995 article, depicts how the
decision maker’s mental model interacts with goals and plans.

Figure 2.1: Endsley’s role of SA in dynamic decision making from [13]
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Figure 2.2: Endsley’s Relationship of goals and mental models to SA from [13]

Three closely related terms are used in the SA literature by Lundberg [14],
Klein et al. [15], and Endsley [13].

Mental models are (1) knowledge of how things work [14], (2) means for
integrating information and comprehending its meaning and relevance
to the current goal [13].

Frames are structures used to describe relationships among entities; frames
are used to organize information and describe stories, scripts and plans
that guide the search for additional information [15].
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Schema are persisting structures that can be relied upon for active explo-
ration of the environment of the situation [14]. This definition mirrors
the notion Quine and other philosophers refer to as conceptual schema.
Conceptual schema are abstract ontology that make inquiry possible;
memories are traces of past conceptualizations [16].

Endsley [13] views frames and mental models as synonymous terms. A
2000 paper by Endsley [17] views mental models and schema as synonymous
and views frames as “recognition-primed” schema. Lundberg [14] views frames
as a kind of schema. Thus the nuances between these three terms seem minor.
The thesis view is that mental models rely on schema in the active process of
decision making. Thus the term schema is used more as Quine [16] intends; it
can be shared as an ontology.

Endsley [13] argues that situation awareness is a dynamic mental state and
should not be confused with information presented to bring about awareness
of a situation. Designing systems with this distinction in mind is particularly
important where complex circumstances need be considered. Byrne [9], refer-
ring to Endsley’s point, suggests that SA has “orienting power” allowing one
to prioritize concerns. This notion of orienting power is a bridging concept to
the thesis’s use of simulation models. Providing simulations of causality in the
system is one means to orient analysts [18]. The relation of models to under-
standing has been a subject of much research since the early 1980s [19]. More
recently, Epstein [20] offers “16 reasons other than prediction” for modelling.
These include explanation and various ways of enriching one’s understanding
of a subject.

2.2.1 Characterizing System Fitness

There are three principal kinds of “situations” that affect scheduling (1) the
fitness of the production system’s equipment and personnel to the production
demands, (2) the disposition of the production demand itself, including fore-
casts thereof, and (3) the disposition of supply chain operations, including the
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availability of inputs and forecasts thereof. The thesis demonstrates progress
on (1) and argues that analogous work can be performed in the other two
areas. Wherever there is computer-interpretable information from which the
system’s current fitness can be inferred, there is potential to automate the in-
terpretation of that information to a simulation model useful to analysts. An
example of using computer-interpretable information to assess up-to-date sys-
tem health (albeit not a production system) is found in the area of computer
security. A common means of detecting intrusions in computer systems is to
study system logs [21,22]. In the thesis, observations drawn from logs are the
key input to composing system simulation models.

Log observations are likewise the key input to process mining [23, 24]
and advanced system identification methods [25, 26]. These provide semi-
automated means to produce process and system models for various purposes
including process conformance (i.e. determining whether or not the actual pro-
cess being practiced conforms to the normative process). Typically, these
methods have the goal of capturing the most frequent process patterns and
exhibiting robustness to noise [27].

van der Aalst et al. [28] describe a process mining algorithm known as the
α-miner. The algorithm produces structured workflow nets (SWF-nets) from
process logs. SWF-nets are untimed safe Petri nets constrained to avoid two
forms of so-called “confusion” in the composed use of choice and synchroniza-
tion in Petri nets.

Alves de Medieros [27] describes a genetic algorithm approach using SWF-
nets to address some of the limitations of the α-miner. Specifically, it solves
the choice/synchronization confusion problem and addresses invisible and du-
plicate tasks. It is robust to noise by ignoring infrequent events.

Rozinat et al. [29] describe a methodology for constructing simulation mod-
els that involves four perspectives on process: control-flow, data, performance,
and resource. The work uses colored Petri nets. The simulation models pro-
duced do not make a distinction between normative and exceptional events.
In order to do so, it is probably necessary to capture system causality.
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Some relevant work associates more closely with system identification than
process mining. Several of these, including [25, 26, 30] use integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP). Ould El Mehdi et al. [26] uses ILP to produce deterministic
and stochastic Petri net (DSPN) models of systems. The work is targeted to
reliability analysis of repairable systems. DSPNs are of limited use in modeling
production systems because an analytical solution of steady-state can only be
had with DSPNs if no more than one deterministic transition is enabled in any
marking [31].

Basile et al. [25] describes a mixed integer linear programming method
of system identification that produces timed PNs. The underlying algorithm
assumes a bijective relationship between event-log entries and PN transitions.
The work does not use a colored Petri net (CPN) model. Colors in CPNs
can be used to represent differing job types, which is necessary in models of
production lines.

Turner et al. [32] is the only work the author is aware of that uses ge-
netic programming for process mining. This short paper asserts that genetic
programming provides greater flexibility in problem formulation and the pos-
sibility of mining complex and problematic event logs. The systems described
does not use timed PNs nor represent buffers for work in process that is waiting
for service. The methodology does not address exceptional situations. Mod-
eling exceptional situations can be tantamount to capturing causality in the
subject system.

In summary, it appears possible that methodology similar to process min-
ing of system logs might be sufficient to capture system process, structure
and anomalies. The challenge may be accounting for exceptional events. The
process mining, focusing on capturing normative processes, of course, ignores
detail of system structure. Capturing system structure may allow one to ex-
plain exceptional events reported in the logs.

Causality and its explanations are topics important to both SA and schedul-
ing solution formulation. Thus the next section, on explanation, is a fitting
segue to topics less relevant to SA but essential to scheduling solution formu-
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lation.

2.3 Explanation

Scientific explanation is a causal account of phenomena. For example, to
explain a delay in production one might attribute the lack of needed raw
materials. The lack of raw materials is the cause of the delay. At the turn of
the 20th century, C.S. Peirce linked explanation to abductive reasoning [33].
Owing to his work, we commonly describe abduction as inference to the best
explanation.

Abduction is the process of forming an explanatory hypothesis.
It is the only logical operation which introduces any new idea;
for induction does nothing but determine a value, and deduction
merely evolves the necessary consequences of a pure hypothesis [33].

In the same lecture, Peirce links abduction to devising a theory:

Abduction consists in studying facts and devising a theory to ex-
plain them. Its only justification is that if we are ever to understand
things at all, it must be in that way [33].

Being the principal concern in interactions among humans and machine
agents, and for its role in continual improvement, explanation has key roles
in the thesis. In order to grasp the nature of these roles, it is first necessary
to agree on the meaning of some of the basic terms. Explanations involve
theories, models, types, entity, and data [34]. Models reflect abstractions and
idealizations [35]. A review of philosophy of science literature suggests that
there are significant communities around the the following usages, as suggested
by the citations.

theory a collection of models combined with a hypothesis about the relation-
ship between the models and reality [36,37].
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model an abstract description that expresses relationships among types and
their properties [34, 38]. The aims of models are various. In what is
often called a predictive model the model is a “structure that a person
can use to simulate or anticipate the behavior of something else” [39].

type the sort or abstract form of an entity (in C. S. Peirce’s words (CP
4.537) [40]). Types support counterfactual reasoning [34].

entity a particular (in C. S. Peirce’s words (CP 4.537), a token [40]).

data known facts or things used as a basis for inference or reckoning [41], “A
datum is a statement about an entity” [34].

abstraction (also known as Aristotelian idealization) the removal of proper-
ties not deemed relevant to the viewpoint at hand [35,38].

idealization (also known as Galilean idealization) deliberate simplification or
exaggeration in order to make things more tractable [35,38].

Explanation has been a key topic in the philosophy of science since its
inception. The following, from Woodward [42], Giere [36] and Overton [34],
provides definitions of some of the major theories of explanation recognized in
the philosophy of scientific explanation.

Deductive-nomological (DN) is a sound predicate logic argument based
on premises which include necessarily at least one natural law.

Statistical relevance is an argument based on statistical relevance of at-
tributes, viz. P (B|A∧C) 6= P (B|A) and homogeneous partitions of the
attribute A into exhaustive and mutually exclusive subclasses [42].

Unification values the ability of an argument to unify theories.

Pragmatic is an account that simply answers a why-question.
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Causal-mechanical is an account based on singular causal description grounded
in physics.

Mechanistic “Mechanistic explanations appeal to the parts, operations, and
organizations of mechanisms to explain the phenomena for which they are
responsible [43].” In particular, Machamer, Darden, Craver (MDC) [44]
is an account based on mechanism. Machamer et al. states “Mechanisms
are entities and activities organized such that they are productive of reg-
ular changes from start or set-up to finish or termination conditions.” [44]
The MDC account additionally uses constructs referred to as mechanism
sketches and mechanism schemata. The use of graphical constructs is
typical of these more recent accounts of explanation.

Causal Intervention is an account that uses causal networks, counterfactu-
als and interventions (studies of effects holding all but one putative cause
unchanged). It has been implemented in Bayesian networks [45].

Using data analytics, Overton [34], a PhD thesis, seeks to answer ques-
tions about the role and nature of explanation in science. He describes a
metamodel for modeling explanatory statements.2 The metamodel distin-
guishes five categories of elements: theory, model, kind (type), entity, and
data. His definitions of these five types are similar to those above. He defines
a “form” of explanation as a pair consisting of explanans and an explanan-
dum. There are then 25 forms of explanation, corresponding to the Cartesian
product (explanans category× explanandum category) of the five categories.

Twenty-five core relations correspond to the elements of this Cartesian
product, each describes the type of explanation or dependency that exists

2Nowhere does Overton use the term “metamodel” nor does the work speak explicitly
about “instances” of such a notion. In this context, a metamodel is a model of a modeling
language possessing sufficient detail to serve as a storage form for instances (i.e. models). In
his case, the “instances” are explanatory sentences. The definition of metamodel used here
is similar to Seidewitz’s [46].
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between the explanans and explanandum in the structure. For example, be-
tween two entities (an entity-entity core relation), there is singular causality3

and between a theory-model relation is “justification.” Among these, there are
four “primary forms”: theory-model, model-kind, kind-entity, entity-data. For
these, the core relations are called justification, modeling, instantiation, and
measurement, respectively.

Overton claims that some of the forms correspond to existing accounts
of scientific explanation. For example, mechanistic and causal intervention
explanations use the forms relating models, kinds, and entities. Similarly,
unification uses theories and models. Overton’s metamodel further illustrates
an explain-relation that holds between a quality of the explanans and a quality
of the explanandum. In the work, qualities are properties that come from the
domain under study and are populated by words in the explanation structure.

In modeling explanatory English languages sentences with the metamodel
(i.e. in creating a gloss), Overton adds into the sentence words implicit from
a reading of the entire passage. An example of theory-entity is the quote
below from the thesis. In the following example, an example of a theory-entity
sentence, bold font is used to indicate a theory, model, kind, entity and data.
Italic font is used to indicate words implicit in the original text, added by
Overton. Small caps font is used to indicate the explanatory phrase.

The reduction by the interactions of genes of the benefit of certain
mutations in the theory of regulatory genes in models of the
losing lineages of E. coli appears to explain, at least in
part the failure in the evolutionary competition of the losing
lineages of E. coli. [34].

Overton’s justifies the need for inserting elements into glosses by several
arguments, one each, depending on what is being added. For example, adding
an entity in an kind-data gloss is necessary because kinds, being abstract,

3Singular causality is a cause cited for an occurrence, without reference to a type ab-
straction, as would be used in citing a law for the cause.
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cannot be measured or observed; only entities can be measured and observed.
In summary, Overton’s work suggests the form of a metamodel for explanation
that could be helpful when human and machine agents interact on the task of
formulating a scheduling solution.

Some work in category theory can also be viewed as foundational to de-
veloping a metamodel of explanation. Compared with logic-based ontologies,
category theory provides a better basis for integrating mathematical concepts
into explanations. In general terms, Ontology Logs (Ologs) [47] is a way of
representing a domain using sets and functions in a simple graphical notation.
More specifically relevant to scheduling, however, is work in which the author
has been engaged with his colleagues at NIST to describe production planning
and scheduling in categorial terms [48]. The cited paper describes functor
maps between syntactic and semantic categories of scheduling problems and
demonstrates how one may improvise basic models to accommodate aspects
relevant to various industrial settings.

2.4 Systematized Learning

The need to revisit schedules and to reformulate scheduling solutions occurs
frequently in industrial settings [3–8]. Motivating these recurring activities,
for example, are the introduction of new products and suppliers, disturbances
in the supply chain, system failure, or changes to the logistical and physical
process involved. When similarity exists among activities repeated, there is
an opportunity to learn from past experience, and to encode that learning for
future use. Systematized learning is the term used in the thesis to describe the
process by which knowledge can be encoded and preserved in cognitive work
for reapplication and refinement later. The literature relevant to systematized
learning includes that of deliberate learning, dynamic capability, flexecution,
and constructionist learning. These are discussed in turn in the following
subsections.
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2.4.1 Deliberate Learning

Learning has been recognized as an important means to improve manufacturing
operations since the 1920s.4 Direct labor learning, also known as “learning by
doing” was noted by Wright [49] in a 1936 paper.

The improvement in proficiency of a workman with practice and
particularly if time studies for economy of motions are made, is
well known. This applies particularly in assembly operations but
also holds for other types of work. [49]

In a 1990 article for Science Argote & Epple [50] noted that learning rates
can vary substantially among organizations. They attributed this variation to
(1) forgetting how to perform tasks over time or due to work stoppage, (2)
employee turnover, (3) transfer of knowledge from one product to another, or
from one organization to another. The paper notes that failure to control for
economies of scale can affect the ability to accurately quantify learning rates.

Manufacturing systems are unusual among cyber-physical systems in that
they afford the opportunity to dedicate a portion of production resources to
experimentation with processes. A move to distinguish the adventitiously ac-
quired “learning by doing” described by Wright from deliberate learning, such
as that gained from experiments, followed the evolution toward more system-
atic analysis of work processes. That evolution arguably began with Deming’s
work in the 1950s [51] and continued with various quality and continuous im-
provement programs such as Total Quality Management (TQM) [52]. Indeed,
one of the tenets of Deming’s later work was a “theory of knowledge” [53].

Terwiesch & Bohn [54] describes how the learning by means of deliberate
experiments is related to its timing in the span of production ramp-up in
yield-driven manufacturing (e.g. semi-conductor production). They find that
though experimentation reduces production capacity initially, the resulting

4In his 1936 paper, T.P. Wright stated that “The present writer started his studied of
the variation of cost with quantity in 1922.”
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improvements in production capability can provide long-term value, especially
when experimentation is undertaken early in production ramp-up.

2.4.2 Dynamic Capability

Dynamic capability and learning capability are terms used in the business man-
agement literature to refer to an enterprise’s ability to improve its competi-
tiveness through (1) its ability to learn, and (2) how well it systematizes its
learning process. In manufacturing specifically, the term manufacturing flexi-
bility is used similarly.

Defining ordinary or “zero-level” capabilities as those that permit
a firm to “make a living” in the short term, one can define dynamic
capabilities as those that operate to extend, modify or create ordi-
nary capabilities [55].

As a first step before discussing dynamic capability, it is reasonable to ask
whether it has a positive effect on manufacturing performance. Patel, Ter-
jensen & Li, [56], note that most recent studies have indicated that it does.
They suggest further that outliers might be explained by the effect of two
mediators: absorptive capability, concerning how well new knowledge is recog-
nized as such, and operational ambidexterity concerning the degree to which
the knowledge is additionally used for exploration. Using a moderated me-
diation model based on a survey of 852 US manufacturers (all less than 250
employees), a strong mediating relationship was found between manufacturing
flexibility and firm performance where environmental uncertainty (in demand,
competition, and technology) exists. Further absorptive capability and opera-
tional ambidexterity moderated the relationship.

In a 2003 paper [55], Winter notes that though firms can improve through
ad hoc problem solving, there is value (and a trade off) in investing in this
“higher-order” capability that improves the firm’s ability to adapt to change.
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This higher-order capability is also distinct from automation; automation sys-
tematizes what is learned. What can be systematized in the higher-order
viewpoint is the cycle of the discovery process involving forming hypotheses,
quantifying uncertainty, and choosing a course of action as a project in process
improvement.

Studies in economics, including Huang et al. [57] and Zollo & Winter [58],
follow the lead of Nelson & Winter [59] in making a distinction between op-
erating routines that are activities directed to generating revenue, and search
routines that provide dynamic capability to improve operating routines. Zollo
& Winter, a paper that is not specifically about manufacturing, notes that:

Dynamic capabilities arise from learning; they constitute the firm’s
systematic methods for modifying operating routines. To the ex-
tent that the learning mechanisms are themselves systematic, they
could . . . be regarded as “second-order” dynamic capabilities. Learn-
ing mechanisms shape operating routines directly as well as by the
intermediate step of dynamic capabilities [58].

Zollo & Winter’s dynamic capabilities include R&D into processes, restruc-
turing, re-engineering, post-acquisition integration, and alliances. The paper
described three dimensions of tasks that affect the effectiveness of learning:

Frequency: Tasks that are frequently repeated are relatively easier to pre-
serve as tacit accumulation of experience rather than as articulated or
codified knowledge.

Heterogeneity of executions: The ability to effectively use articulated and
codified knowledge about a task increases as the similarity among its
occurrences increases.

Causal ambiguity: Where causes are not well understood, effort to articu-
late and codify knowledge is more effective than tacit accumulation of
experience.
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Romme, Zollo et al. [60] describe a system dynamics model used to model
the effects of deliberate learning and the development of dynamic capability.
Their primary interest is in understanding how the articulation and encoding
of knowledge affects the ability to change operating routines in dynamic busi-
ness environments. The system dynamics model looks at flows to and from
three quantities: articulated knowledge5, codified knowledge, and operating
routines. Management determines how much effort to commit to articulating
and codifying knowledge. Conversely, the dynamics of the business environ-
ment determines attrition rates on those quantities as well as the value of
operating routines themselves. For example, attrition in codified knowledge
occurs when, due to dynamics of the business environment, the knowledge
becomes irrelevant. The paper describe four effects of knowledge articulation
and codification:

Mindfulness effect: Articulation is a form of rehearsing and thereby pro-
vides the opportunity to question the causal links attributed to the sub-
ject process. Knowledge articulation also increases the the likelihood that
one would question the effectiveness of articulated methods themselves,
and the likelihood that one sees the need to respond flexibly. These are
positive effects on operating routines and the ability to change them.

Experience (crowding out) effect: The more time employees spend artic-
ulating knowledge, the less time they spend experiencing the thing they
are articulating. These are negative effects on operating routines and the
ability to change them.

Tool utility effect: A virtuous effect follows from using a tool that codifies
knowledge. Codification helps in establishing shared protocols and re-
finement of processes.

5Articulation in the context of the cited paper is essentially the exercise of recalling and
using the knowledge. Knowledge is codified in software and manuals.
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Inertia effect: Codification can stifle the ability to oppose the established
method. This negatively affects the ability to change operating routines.

Returning to the Zollo & Winter paper [58], the authors provide an ac-
count of how collective understanding and institutional learning are acquired.
Figure 2.3, from the paper depicts the process.

Figure 2.3: Zollo & Winter’s knowledge evolution from [58]

The authors indicate that the evolutionary paradigm, involving variation,
selection, and retention of the most successful examples is the guiding paradigm
for the their knowledge evolution viewpoint. The notion that this viewpoint
is rather abstract does not escape them; they write:

To our knowledge at least, the literature does not contain any at-
tempts at a straightforward answer to the question of how rou-
tines — much less dynamic capability — are generated and evolve.
This is hardly surprising, for it seems clear that routines often
take shape at the conjunction of causal processes of diverse kinds
— for example, engineering design, skill development, habit for-
mation, particularities of context, negotiation, coincidences, efforts
at imitation, and ambitions for control confronting aspirations for
autonomy [58].
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Though their answers are hardly “straightforward,” two other communities
are interested in how knowledge and routines evolves. The cognitive systems
engineering (CSE) community has, for some time, been seeking to systematize
problem solving. A progenitor to CSE, Checkland and Wilson’s soft systems
methodology [61], introduced the notion of a “learning system” in the 1970s.
Secondly, and not as obvious, constructionist learning is a means to evolve
understanding and a knowledge artefact simultaneously. The next section
describes a recent effort from CSE, flexecution. The emphasis shifts from
institutionalization to problem solving. The final section on constructionist
learning concludes the discussion of systematized learning.

2.4.3 Flexecution

Flexible execution of a problem solving strategy or flexecution has been de-
scribed by Klein in two papers from 2007 paper [62] [63]. Figure 2.4 depicts
Klein’s flexecution. “During flexecution, we’re simultaneously trying to achieve
goals and to discover, clarify, and define them” [62].

Figure 2.4: Klein’s Flexecution from [62]

Flexecution can be viewed as cognitive science’s view of spiral development
(discussed in Chapter 1). Both methods can be viewed as requirements engi-
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neering practices for situations where prototyping is practical. These method
can be embedded in more encompassing activity affecting enterprise learning,
such as was describe above as higher order capability by Winter, [55].

In light of this review’s discussion of the relationship between models and
theory, and the role of a model as public object, this diagram might be revised
as depicted in Figure 2.5. In the revision “theory” replaces “goal” wherever
the term “theory” appears.

Figure 2.5: A revision of Klein’s flexecution to distinguish goals from beliefs
[62]

Regarding the notion of plan used in flexecution, Klein remarks that “plans
as prescriptions are the exception, not the rule, and rigid adherence to pre-
defined goals leads to unanticipated costs down the road and ultimately to
technologies that are user hostile and not human centered” [63]. This view is
quite consistent with the constructionist view discussed in the next section.

Hoffman & Klein [64] suggests that “causal reasoning in search of expla-
nations” is central to macro-cognitive (planning) functions and work systems.
Eldabi et al. [65] viewing scientific discovery through a lens similar to Hoff-
man’s work systems; they describe a flexecution-like methodology based on
discrete event simulation (DES). Whereas classical quantitative analysis in-
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volves a sequential process of hypothesis generation based on beliefs about
causal links, and design of experiments to test the hypothesis, DES might be
used to refine one’s understanding while refining the corresponding DES model.
Eldabi argues that in contrast to the “post-decision rationalization” that crit-
ics of the classical methodology claim sometimes underlies work to confirm
a hypothesis, a qualitative viewpoint on DES (concerning model refinement
more that DES’s ability measurement system performance) provides several
positive effects. Among these are (1) the ability to respond dynamically to
new information revealed during the investigation, (2) accommodation of ex-
pert opinions, (3) a role in enhancing understanding, (4) the ability to provide
a “rich picture” of interactions, (5) the ability to enhances one’s understanding
of the hypothesis, (6) the possibility of progress without large volumes of data,
and (7) the ability to add and remove theoretical assumptions.

2.4.4 Constructionist Learning

Constructionism is a term coined by Seymour Papert referring to a method
of learning by means of constructing a “public entity” that encourages “build-
ing knowledge structures” [66]. In practice, the public entity is typically a
computer program. In the terminology established above, Papert’s knowledge
structure is a schema. Papert defined the Logo programming language [67] to
help young children develop abstract thinking skills. The modern example of
constructionism by means of programming is the Scratch programming envi-
ronment [68], also developed by the MIT Media Laboratory. Figure 2.6 depicts
the author’s implementation of the Simon Says game in Scratch.
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Figure 2.6: The author’s implementation of Simon Says in the Scratch pro-
gramming language

Constructionism is distinguished from Piaget’s constructivism [69] in the
special role constructionism places on the public entity. Both theories are
principally concerned with cognitive development in children, and both are
adherents to the notion of situated learning, in which concepts are “situated”
in the sense of the relations in which they are used, and developed progressively
through the activities in which they are involved [70].

Constructionist learning is discussed here because it suggests an approach
to formulation and flexecution-like refinement of the scheduling process. Specif-
ically, the thesis views the Jupyter6 notebook [71] used in the solution described
in Chapter 3 as a public entity (called a mediating object there), shareable by
analysts in the process of model refinement.

Only a few papers were found that discussed constructionist learning for
adults. A blog post by University of Michigan professor Mark Guzdial “Con-

6Juptyer is a registered trademark of the Jupyter Project and Community.
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structionism for Adults” [72] discusses the positive effects of constructionism
but notes three differences apparent when adults engage in constructionist
learning. First, owing to their tendency to be mindful of prestige, adults are
less comfortable with making their work public. Second, and closely related,
the presumption of expertise can impede exploration. And finally, construc-
tionist learning is not time efficient; adults are, generally speaking, more busy
than children. A paper by Stager [73] reporting on work with post-graduate
students at Pepperdine University over several years noted several positive
effects of the school’s constructionist approach, including more active involve-
ment and willingness to take on greater challenges.

In summary, the relevance of constructionist learning to the thesis is not so
much owing to its use of “soft” exploratory environments like Scratch. Rather
what seems most relevant is (1) the public entity as a means to validate solu-
tions and methodically refine processes, and (2) the “conceptual machinery” of
languages like Scratch that engage users in concepts that they might otherwise
find inaccessible. In his book Mindstorms [67], Papert used the term “artifacts
of inaccessible formalisms” to refer to the idea that researchers often leave be-
hind a record of their struggle with a topic using mathematical formalisms
that non-experts find difficult to comprehend. The goal of environments like
Scratch is to make hard concepts more accessible.

2.5 Planning for Formulation

.

2.5.1 AI Planning

Planning is the task of deciding which actions to perform and how to perform
them to achieve an objective [74]. Planning and plan recognition is discussed
here for its possible role in engaging a machine agent in formulation. Plan-
ning relies on predictions of the consequences of actions and search through
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a space of actions the lead to achievement of the plan’s objective. Early AI
planners [75,76] were domain-dependent, designed for specific domains such as
robot mobility. Domain-independent planners, on the other hand, typically use
a language that has distinct propositional and action-oriented aspects. Hybrid
planning systems, known as domain-configurable planning systems combine
element of domain-independent and domain dependent planning.

In mechanistic terms, AI planning [74] is the work of decomposing a high-
level goal into a plan (a collection of partially ordered simpler tasks) that will
accomplish that goal. For example, the goal of visiting Grenoble might involve
a plan that requires flying to Paris. In order to fly to Paris, however, one must
already be at an airport. Being at the airport (with passport in hand) is a
precondition of the flying task. This precondition may be achieved by other
tasks that involve taking a taxi or a bus, and so on. Tasks can be distinguished
as primitive or compound. Primitive tasks can be executed directly using the
operators of the domain. Compound tasks are tasks that can be achieved by
possibly many partially ordered sequences of primitive and compound tasks.

Plan steps can be expressed as propositional statements, for example, as
rules to be interpreted in backward-chaining inference. An inference rule
known as selective linear deductive resolution (SLD), commonly associated
with the Prolog reasoning language [77] can be used to unify backward-chaining
rules, ultimately linking them to ground facts. For use in planning, backward-
chaining rules allows description of arbitrary planning domains. In our example
of visiting Grenoble, a proposition (at-airport ?x) might express a precondition
for flying. ?x is a variable that might be unified with with a constant repre-
senting a person. The action-oriented aspect of backward-chaining rules allows
specification rules defining preconditions, post-conditions, and decomposition
of actions.

The history of AI planning is marked by planning languages of increasing
expressiveness and sophistication. In the early 1970s, Fikes & Nilsson’s plan-
ner, STRIPS, [75] used closed-world theorem proving to plan robot actions.
Sacerdoti’s planner, ABSTRIPS, [76] distinguished planning from more gen-
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eral problem solving by emphasizing the value of an abstraction hierarchy in
the planning process. Pednault [78] described a more expressive action de-
scription language for robot planning called ADL. Compared to the language
of STRIPS, ADL allowed quantified propositions and negated literals. The
UMCP planning language [79] formalized hierarchical abstraction in planning
in what has come to be known as a Hierarchical Task Network (HTN). This
language was implemented by some of the same authors in the HTN planner,
SHOP2 [80]. SHOP2 is an ordered planner; it plans in the order tasks will be
executed. Since the actions of plans change the planning domain state, and
elements of state are used as preconditions of action, ordering tasks greatly
simplifies the tracking of state. The Planning Definition Domain Language
(PDDL) is a de facto standard for expressing domain-independent planning
problems useful for benchmarking. [81]. It aims to be as expressive as UMCP
and ADL.

2.5.2 Viewing Formulation as Planning

Schedule problem formulation can be viewed as a planning task. For example,
the three tasks of scheduling described earlier (characterizing the system, work,
and process desiderata) can be viewed as high-level goals that are elaborated
by lower-level operations in the language of a solver.

However, the planning of problem formulations is subtly unlike the plan-
ning of many other tasks where AI planners have been applied such as process
planning [82], and robot path planning [83]. In these other areas, and in our
example of traveling to Grenoble, the goal itself is rather concrete. In contrast,
at the outset of formulating a scheduling solution one might need to remain
open-minded about what might suffice. Further, details of the industrial set-
ting and production objective, for example, might still be vague in the analyst’s
mind. These circumstances are also unlike those in typical dynamic planning
where the goals change during planning [84]. In formulation as planning, the
goal may appear abstract at the beginning of planning but must be concrete
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by the end.
In contrast to dynamic planning, in formulation the dynamic nature of the

scheduling goal is typically addressed outside of plan formulation. This is not a
requirement however. Bessier et al. [85], for example, describe a method for au-
tomating the formulation of constraint problems. In their inductive constraint
programming loop, observations about an area of interest (the “world”) are
used in a machine learning algorithm to refine constraints used in a constraint
programming problem. “The inductive CP loop will cope with changes in the
world by iteratively solving a learning problem and a constraint problem [85].”
Being mostly automated, however, the methodology does not account for ex-
ogenous sources of relevant phenomena in the world and therefore cannot plan
to acquire such information. Therefore, the methodology cannot adapt its so-
lutions as robustly as methods where humans are able to direct work towards
new goals for sensing and model refinement.

Problem classification [86,87] is an effective means to relate formulation to
domain problems, at least in pedagogical settings. One may speculate that
classification could be useful towards automated planning of formulations. A
work from 1979, Graham et al. [2], sometimes referred to now as “Graham no-
tation” classified problems using three parameters (α, β, γ) where α describes
the system, β, describes processing characteristics such as batching and re-
lease date, and γ describes the goal (e.g. makespan). With some elaboration,
this scheme is still used in textbooks [86]. Graves [88], also an early work,
extends Graham’s classification with additional details across four dimen-
sions: number of processing stages, parallel/serial processors, flow shop/job
shop, and open/closed shop. More recently, additional properties such as syn-
chronous/asynchronous, paced/unpaced, system layout, launching discipline,
buffering discipline, closed/open station, and many production objectives have
been considered in the literature [87].

Owing to the diversity of industrial settings, it can be difficult to capture
sufficiently the requirements of the problem through classification. The prob-
lems addressed in the literature are diverse. For example, Bautista et al. [89]
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describes a mixed-model sequencing problem on unpaced synchronous lines
where work can be performed at a workstation throughout some time window
that might ultimately depend on the physical region to which the workstation’s
tools can reach the workpiece. For example, a pneumatic tool is constrained by
the length of the compressed air hose that powers it. The minutia of domain
considerations draws the problem away from easy classification.

Further, the history of operations research has more generally reflected a
trend towards addressing increasingly specific industrial problems. A recent
month of articles in the International Journal of Production Research is fairly
representative of the diversity; it includes problems in (1) machine eligibility in
a digital dental laboratory [90], (2) pharmaceutical quality control laboratories
[91], (3) unrelated parallel machine scheduling with tool changes, minimizing
the total energy consumption [92], (4) the impact of incomplete vessel arrival
information on container stacking [93], and (5) homogeneous transfer lines
with unreliable buffers subject to time-dependent failure [94], among others.
Capturing this level of diversity and detail in a static classification of scheduling
problems seems impractical.

A very different tack in addressing problem classification is taken by Mon-
ette [95], a PhD thesis. In this work, classification is performed dynamically
based on problem features. Problem features are classes, and the classifica-
tion is used to synthesize a solution for use with a domain-specific language
for constraint problems similar to the Optimization Programming Language
(OPL) and MiniZinc. Nonetheless, to address the diversity of concerns such
as enumerated above, Monette’s method would require extending the classifi-
cation features. This work requires detailed knowledge of the operation of the
tool implementing the methodology.

In summary, formulation based on a pre-defined classification seems prob-
lematic, especially so as the solution is refined. Practical scheduling may re-
quire composing sub-problems, or solving problems sequentially [96]. The next
section considers plan recognition as a possible means for machine agents to
recognize the plans of analysts in the process of formulation. The idea be-
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ing that, equipped with a (partial) plan and characterization of the problem,
software might validate steps taken and help direct the analysts in formulation.

2.6 Plan Recognition

Plan recognition (PR) is the ability to recognize the plans of other agents
[97]. The general area has also been described as intent recognition and goal
recognition. These other terms are often associated with the ability to recognize
the highest level goal of the agent, rather than how the details of the agent’s
activities associate with goals and how goals assemble into a hierarchy leading
to the agent’s principal intent. This latter objective, “plan recognition proper”,
is the principal concern of this section of the literature review. Plan recognition
emerged as an area of study in 1978 with a paper in the journal Artificial
Intelligence by Schmidt, Sridharan and Goodson [98]. In cognitive science,
the human activity equivalent to AI plan recognition is sometime referred to
as inverse planning [99].

Mechanistically speaking, PR is the task of inferring the most plausible ex-
planation for an agent’s actions (her intent and, perhaps, means) by observing
her actions. Mirroring hierarchical task planning, intent can be decomposed
hierarchically; intent at the highest level can be associated with the intent of
more detailed enabling activities that may be observed. The observation-to-
hypothesis associations can be implemented as mapping to plan elements from
a plan library. Often, the plan libraries of PR can take the same form as plan
libraries in planning [100, 101]. In what is known as a relational approach,
plan elements can take the form of backward-chaining rules such as used in
the Prolog [77] logic programming language.

In summary, planning and plan recognition might offer a solution to prob-
lematic classification. More generally speaking, recognizing the plan of another
agent is typically a prerequisite to collaboration. There is great uncertainty,
however, in the general characteristics of a sociotechnical system that might
use plan recognition in formulation. The next section considers works in cog-
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nitive systems engineering that address such larger questions.

2.7 Cognitive Systems Engineering

Cognitive systems engineering (CSE) is the engineering of systems in which
cognition plays an important role. CSE, as a field distinct from Man-Machine
Systems (MMS), originated with a 1982 report Cognitive Systems Engineering:
New Wine on New Bottles by Hollnagel and Woods [102]:

Instead of viewing an MMS as decomposable by mechanistic prin-
ciples, CSE introduces the concept of a cognitive system: an adap-
tive system which functions using knowledge about itself and the
environment in the planning and modification of actions [102].

The study of CSE and joint cognitive systems (JCS)7 has been justified as a
counter to the “substitution myth” [104] in which it is believed that automation
can be substituted for human cognition without significant consequences to the
overall system. About this Potter et al. [105] notes

More typically, from a JCS perspective, introduction of new au-
tomation has shifted the human role to one of monitor, exception
handler, and manager of automated resources leading to a new
class of “human error” types of problems [105].

This focus on the human role as monitor suggests why the literature of CSE
is not more relevant to the problem of formulating scheduling solutions; it sim-
ply is not the case that humans serve this role in formulation. Perhaps more
to the point, CSE, and particularly Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) [106], con-
cerns important systems issues in integrating human roles with automation in

7Research about the relation of humans to automation has evolved over many years,
resulting in nuanced distinctions among the names given to the evolving and overlapping
bodies of knowledge. An overview of these distinctions is provided by Hoffman et al. in the
paper “Complex Sociotechnical Joint Cognitive Work Systems?” [103].
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complex systems; its jointedness is typically between humans and automation,
not humans and machine agents.8

This is not to say that the CSE body of literature is irrelevant to the task of
formulation. Among the CSE literature, Cegarra and van Wezel [4] is especially
relevant because it focuses on cognitive engineering of production scheduling
systems. The authors argue that the root cause of failure in scheduling stems
from the tendency to disregard the capabilities that humans can bring into
the scheduling process. They attribute these capabilities to cognitive readiness,
which they define as the knowledge that human schedulers acquire over years of
experience scheduling in the particular industrial setting in which they work.
They describe three elements that influence cognitive readiness. These are
attributes of the decision support system (DSS), not the humans working with
the system:

Adaptability is the ability of the DSS to “accommodate medium- and long-
term changes in the problem-solving environment.”

Flexibility is the ability of the DSS to “accommodate heterogeneity in the
current (short-term) decision-making context.”

Acceptability is the ability of the DSS to “take into account the cooperative
outlook of the humans who participate in the decision-making process.”

Though the authors do not make this observation, it appears that adapt-
ability and flexibility afford some measure of acceptability. For example, the
(adaptive) ability to redefine scheduling goals affords cooperation.

The three abilities can be seen as the need for the DSS to accommodate
expertise and contingency. The authors make the points that the constraint

8Though the quote from Hollnagel and Woods [102] starting this section suggests that
CSE emphasizes humans interaction with automation, their later work on joint cognitive
systems [107] clearly focuses on human interaction with machine agents possessing some AI
characteristics.
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programming functionality that is so much the focus of scheduling research is
decidedly not about such things.

Also emphasizing the cooperative aspect, van Wezel and Jorna [96] describe
a mixed-initiative approach to planning in which work done by software is
viewed as either (1) performed by a “closed-world black-box algorithm” or
(2) decomposed to subtasks and performed by a human planner. The paper
notes that the ability to break down planning tasks into subtasks provides
several advantages including (a) greater acceptance by planners, (b) improved
interaction, (c) choice in what subtasks to execute, (d) reduced complexity, and
(e) more agile formulation of solution strategies. Also noted is the importance
of finding representational formats that are meaningful to the human planner.

An earlier paper (2005) by some of the same authors, Kiewiet, van Wezel
and Jorna [108], asserts that mental models of the planning domain can vary
substantially among persons expert in the same tasks, but that similarities
among the models can be found. They describe a framing effect9 as a conse-
quence of having researchers define the conceptual structures of the domain
rather than scheduling analysts. They suggest that planning analysts are not
as effective when using a researcher’s conceptualizations of the scheduling prob-
lem as they are when using their own. They point out the need for further
research of this question, however.

9Though the paper used the term “framing effect” and cites Tversky and Kahnemann’s
seminal work [109], both the seminal work and Kahneman’s later work define framing with
reference to emotions, loss, and gain: “Framing effect: Different ways of presenting the same
information often evoke different emotions” [110]. An article by Entman titled “Framing:
Towards Clarification of a Fractured Paradigm” [111] defines framing in a way that is perhaps
more like what Kiewiet et al. had in mind: “To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived
reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote
a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment
recommendation for the item described.”
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2.7.1 Kinds of Cognition

Knowing the kinds of cognition required of the human participants is con-
sidered essential to cognitive systems engineering methodologies [112]. The
following is a survey of some of the distinctions that have been made on the
general concept of cognition. There is some overlap in meaning and the terms
are not always defined consistently across authors, so multiple definitions are
provided.

Microcognition: (1) cognition that “takes place exclusively within the hu-
man mind or without overt interaction” [113], (2) invariant processes
that are the building blocks of cognition [112], (3) cognition that ad-
dresses topics such as puzzle solving and strategies for searching problem
spaces [112].

Macrocognition: (1) cognition that involves realistic tasks and interacting
with the environment. [113], (2) cognition that involves ill-defined or
multiple conflicting goals, time pressure, high stakes, or high risk [112].

Metacognition: active control over the cognitive processes of learning, in-
cluding planning how to learn a task, monitoring comprehension, and
evaluating progress [114].

Situation Awareness: (See also Section 2.2.) (1) knowing relevant fleeting
aspects of a subject at a time at which actions can be taken to affect out-
comes [14], (2) “a fundamental precursor to decision making” consisting
of three ascending levels (a) “perception of elements in the current situ-
ation” (b) “comprehension of the current situation”, and (c) “projection
of future status” [13].

Sensemaking: a more deliberative process of SA than present in (b) “com-
prehension of the current situation” above [13].

The above kinds of cognition are present in decision making processes.
Definitions of three decision processes are provided below.
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Naturalistic Decision Making: decision making in realistic environments [115].

Laboratory Problem Solving: decision making in experimental settings [106].

Expert Problem Solving: the decision making processes of individuals who,
through experience, have become unusually skilled in the task [106].

2.7.2 Cognitive Task Analysis

Scheduling is an integrative task touching on potentially many manufacturing
activities. In any particular production setting, one can learn of the chal-
lenges of scheduling in that setting by viewing the work as a human decision
process. Indeed, at least two books [116, 117] focus on this. Cognitive Task
Analysis (CTA), which has its origins in CSE, is a methodical approach to
understanding human cognition. CTA can be viewed also as an element of
requirements engineering focusing on human roles in cognitive tasks. CTA
integrates analytical processes for (1) knowledge elicitation, (2) data analysis,
and (3) knowledge representation to capture how minds work [106]. The three
analytical processes mentioned can be achieved by many means; the book by
Crandall et al. [106] cites over 80 methods just for knowledge elicitation.

It is likely that within any given industrial setting, one could perform CTA
to help illuminate how work can be effectively divided between scheduling an-
alysts and decision support algorithms. However, formulation differs in impor-
tant ways from many applications where CTA has been successfully applied.
The following subsections discuss these differences.

2.7.2.1 CTA’s Mismatch to Sociotechnical Effects

Sociotechnical effects concern how human agents interact with technology.
Baxter and Sommerville attribute failures of this type as failures in system
design to recognize complexity in the organization in which the system is de-
ployed [118]. A broad reading of the literature suggests the following challenges
in relation to CTA:
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Task-orientation: As the name suggests, CTA focuses on tasks. Thereby,
it ignores other dimensions of the formulation activity including human
and enterprise learning, and communities of practice that can be relied
upon in model refinement and continual improvement.

Perspective on Interoperation: The typical CTA view of interoperation
between human and information technology components focuses on user
interfaces and their relation to the human user. The thesis view is that
interoperation begins with ensuring that the goals of agents working
jointly are aligned. This perspective is also reflected in a short paper by
Jones et al. [119].

Communicating Puzzle Solving: An emphasis in the early CTA literature
is in capturing the human’s cognitive process in tasks that are, at their
core, combinatorial problems [4,96]. However, where solvers can be used,
capturing an expert’s heuristics is not a concern. In these contexts, the
central concern is how puzzle solving is conveyed to the solver.

Shared Ownership of the Conceptual Schema: Inevitably, joint cogni-
tive work requires a shared conceptual schema through which all agents
can collaborate. In formulation particularly, the user does not so much
own the conceptual schema as negotiate its attributes within the bounds
of what is possible with given technology10. This viewpoint, concerning
shared ownership and negotiation, runs contrary to CTA, which in this
regard is only concerned with the user’s mental model.

Shared Ontology: In formulation, because the conceptual schema is neces-
sary shared and negotiated, so must be the terminology used by par-
ticipants. CTA captures the terminology of subjects individually. An

10Closely associated with this idea is Challenge 7 from Klein et al.’s [1] paper Ten chal-
lenges for making automation a “team player” in joint human-agent activity: “Agents must
be able to engage in goal negotiation.”
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additional design tension here is in choosing a terminology familiar to
analysts, rather than researchers and system developers [108].

2.7.2.2 CTA and the Challenges of Jointedness

Since the goal of CTA is to capture the workings of human cognitive processes,
the analysis is made more difficult when the human is already using tools in
these processes. The challenges of CTA in this setting include the following:

Role confusion: It may not be clear to users what responsibilities belong to
what roles.

Role opacity: It may not be clear to users what role the system is play-
ing, making it difficult to determine how its recommendations should be
interpreted.

Causal opacity: The process by which system recommendations are pro-
duced may not be fully understood by users.

2.7.2.3 CTA and Design Tension

There are also challenges in designing a system to do joint cognitive work.
Keinonen [120] defines design tensions as conflicting trends occurring in the
design of systems performing joint work. The paper highlights the five design
tensions described below. These are not so much criticisms of CTA as they
are problems with any methodology that would starts with CTA rather than
more inclusive requirements engineering.

Technology Tension: A fresh look at a problem, with existing means of
how the problem might be solved in mind, can radically alter the form
of the solution, even to the point of eliminating the use of technology.
Keinonen cites Thackara’s “walking school bus” example [121], in which
school children and a “driver” walk together to school, safely solving the
transportation problem while allowing the children some exercise.
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Innovation Tension: New technology may provide new opportunities, but
the need to interact with established technology diminishes these oppor-
tunities.

Competence Tension: Researchers with advanced training in design may
have great transdiciplinary views, but nonetheless the whole cannot be
understood “independent of insider’s views.”

Readiness Tension: The “open, non-complete nature of technologies” pro-
vides users with “options to design for themselves” but require mainte-
nance and adjustment.

Generality Tension: Problems are becoming more complex and senistive to
domain-specific situations, but at the same time the work of designers is
becoming more abstract.

2.8 Chapter Summary

In a 2015 paper by van Wezel et al. [122] “Outflanking Undecided, Ever-
Changing Puzzles: The Role of Human Behavior in Scheduling”, the authors
note

Each paradigm is vulnerable to criticism. Analytic optimization
approaches solve nonexisting problems, heuristics do not solve to
optimality, automatic learning algorithms in artificial intelligence
are black boxes that can give unpredictable results, and so on.
However, I would like to emphasize that the paradigms are not
mutually exclusive. Each still exists and each has its own specific
context within which it can be employed successfully.

Later in the paper, the authors list four design criteria for the design of
planning and scheduling systems, these are, verbatim:
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1. The scheduling goals of the human scheduler and system need to be
aligned. Misalignment of goals and variability in performance decrease
trust.

2. The system should communicate the decision strategy and schedule in a
comprehensible way, which increases acceptance and trust and decreases
complacency.

3. The system should account for human limitations such as short-term
memory and attention span, and individual differences.

4. Human schedulers should be provoked to participate in the scheduling
process, or risk losing their long-term mental model of system functioning
and structure, and their ability to deal with exceptions.

As will be discussed in the next chapter, the thesis solution embraces all
of these criteria. In particular, their criteria (1) and (4) are achieved simulta-
neously by having the analysts develop the scheduling solution in a notebook.
Further, small and medium-sized manufacturers typically do not have the re-
sources to build software systems such as implied in that paper. These issues
are taken up in the next chapter.

The literature review was organized around the premise that explanation
and SA are essential to joint cognitive work. The chapter provided back-
ground needed to investigate joint cognitive work in production scheduling.
A conventional approach to conceiving a system for scheduling would start
with cognitive task analysis. Such an approach would focus on what analysts
do and can do in performing scheduling. Rather than that conventional ap-
proach, the thesis focuses on fine-grained interactions in joint cognitive work,
and the sociotechnical challenges of practical scheduling. The remaining chap-
ters develop novel solutions for formulating schedules and fostering situation
awareness that can aid in formulation.
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Chapter 3

Overview of the Solution

3.1 Introduction

Discussion now turns to solutions to the thesis aim. One idea threaded through
the literature review is that joint cognitive work is more about fine-grained
interaction on cognitive things than it is about integrating automated and
human tasks. The aim is thus necessarily distinct from the aim of automation;
automation is often defined as an effort to remove human roles from a process.
In the joint cognitive work of scheduling, it is necessary to bring the human
along because (1) involvement in formulation helps analysts understand the
strengths and weaknesses of the solution, and (2) the solution may someday
need to be refined or adapted to changing conditions. A key objective then is to
help the analysts understand the “modeling work” and its relation to evolving
production circumstances. That work involves relating a familar viewpoint
(existing spreadsheets of required work and system capabilities) to ones that
may be unfamiliar, including datatypes, constraints, and objective statements.
As the above suggests, success with the thesis solution depends on the analysts’
ability to adapt their experience with spreadsheet-based scheduling to new
media and methods. Unlike what one hopes for with automation, there are
no silver bullets; the solution is subject to what Woods and Hollnagel [1] call
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the Law of Demands: “What makes work difficult, to a first approximation, is
likely to make work hard for any JCS regardless of the composition of human
and/or machine agents.”

In four short sections, this chapter overviews a solution to the thesis ob-
jectives for SA and formulation. Specifically, the first section defines thesis-
specific terminology, bringing focus to just a few of the concepts discussed
in the literature review. The second section then outlines a system-wide de-
sign supporting joint cognitive work in scheduling. The third section intro-
duces some ideas at the intersection of formulation and relational sentences.
Spreadsheets, commonly used in scheduling at small and medium-sized manu-
facturers, typically contain information that can be viewed through the lens of
controlled natural language. The aim of the discussion in this section is to set
the stage for the discussion of formulation in the final section of the chapter.

3.2 Thesis-specific Definitions

The review of literature highlighted a number of concepts that are central to the
thesis. Definitions of key terms are synthesized from the reviewed works and
provided below. A more comprehensive list of terms is found in the ontologies
provided in the appendices.

analytical model: a model expressing causality explicitly
NB Newton’s Second Law, F = ma, for example, is an analytical model
whereas connectionist models [2] are not.

formulate: to render one’s understanding of a problem as a concrete analyt-
ical model

joint cognitive work: (JCW) work performed jointly by human and ma-
chine agents in which the machine agents exhibit capabilities tradition-
ally associated with humans1

1Cognitive capabilities traditionally associate with humans include perception, attention,
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machine agent: software endowed with artificial intelligence capabilities for
planning and plan recognition

mediating object: a concrete representation of information shared among
humans and machine agents to help inform, verify, validate, or advance
formulation
NB The term is inspired from the constructionist notion of public entity.

metamodel: a model of a modeling language providing sufficient detail to
serve as a storage form for instances of the model

model refinement: effort directed at reducing the uncertainty inherent in a
model2

scheduling solution: an executable model that provides a schedule as result
of its execution

solver: software designed to work out deductive or combinatorial problems
when those problems are rendered in a language accepted by the software

3.3 A Methodology for Joint Cognitive Work

Objectives 2 and 3 of the thesis, concerning formulation and SA respectively,
are part of an overarching methodology for production scheduling as joint
cognitive work developed in the thesis. This section presents that methodology.

The methodology views scheduling as a mix of macro-cognitive and micro-
cognitive activities. The micro-cognitive activities concern mental models, SA,
and decisions about formulation detail. One’s awareness of production situa-
tions informs one’s mental model. The choices made in formulation originate
in micro-cognition as a strategy to describe the scheduling problem.

memory, linguistic functions (verbal, non-verbal), reasoning, planning, problem solving, de-
cision making, reading and calculating [3].

2See the ontology in the appendix for kinds of uncertainty.
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The macro-cognitive activities of scheduling include critiquing the formu-
lation. Since formulation results in a model, critique is theory (a hypothesis
about the relationship between the model and reality). For example, critique
may focus on uncertainty about the amount of time it actually takes to per-
form certain operations. The difference between the model’s view of these
operations and the reality of the situation might be crucial to the fitness of
the model. The process of deciding where uncertainty in the models exist,
and what can be done about it, is an on-going macro-cognitive process similar
to the theory-based flexecution process described Chapter 2 and depicted in
Figure 2.5.

The thesis methodology posits two mediating objects, one for formulation,
and one for SA. The mediating object for formulation is an analytical model3

of the scheduling problem in a Jupyter notebook (or similar technology). The
mediating object for SA is a simulation of production system behavior.

The key activity enabling joint work with the mediating objects is the ab-
ductive inference of most probable explanation (MPE) [4]. The MPE problem
for formulation provides an explanation of analysts’ formulation. The MPE
problem for SA provides an explanation (a simulation) of system behavior.
The thesis provides a general solution to the formulation MPE problem; the
thesis solution can be extended to address a larger class of scheduling problems
than was used in validation. The thesis provides a specific example of a solu-
tion to the situation awareness MPE problem; the thesis example is adequate
for buffered asynchronous production. Section 7.5 of the thesis discusses how
the SA solution can be adapted for use in other industrial settings.

3It is possible that part of the model (a submodel) is not itself analytical. For example,
in manufacturing vinyl flooring, residual pigment in the production machinery from the last
batch run may discolor the next batch if the sequence of colors processed is not compat-
ible. An algorithm that compares the compatibility of colors could be connectionist, not
analytical. It must be possible, however, to use that algorithm in relational queries. For
example, to query whether running job y after job x is likely to produce less scrap (better
color match) than running z after x.
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The methodology was conceived through a thorough review of relevant lit-
erature (of course), but also as a solution to shortcomings of the author’s earlier
model for scheduling formulation [5]. Figure 3.1 depicts a conceptualization of
the formulation problem from that earlier work. In that model, the require-
ments of a scheduling solution originate in the system environment as views of
the disciplines affecting scheduling. These are composed to a problem formula-
tion as a collection of constraints and an objective statement. The formalism
used at this point (the middle section of the diagram) could be declarative
sentences. A key idea of this solution is the use of a metamodel of the opti-
mization tool, for example, a metamodel of MiniZinc [6] or the Optimization
Programming Language (OPL) [7]. In the thesis solution, the problem formu-
lation is mapped (translated) to an instance of the metamodel, concrete input
to MiniZinc or OPL.

Figure 3.1: A three-tier architecture for production scheduling

The thesis objectives address four shortcomings in the three-tier architec-
ture. First, the three-tier architecture does not provide guidance on how mod-
els in the system environment are composed into a formulation. Second, it is
likely that the language used in formulation (such as predicate calculus) is just
as difficult for the user to grasp as the target language used by the Optimiza-
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tion Metamodel (e.g. MiniZinc or OPL). Third, it does not contains provisions
to alert the analysts of dynamic situations relevant to scheduling. Finally, it
does not address sociotechnical aspects of scheduling such as team-based ver-
ification and continuous improvement. The thesis solution retains use of an
optimization metamodel. The thesis solution assumes that spreadsheet-based
data provide the discipline-centric views in the production system environ-
ment. Other lacunae of the three-tier architecture, those concerning SA and
macro-cognition, are addressed by joint cognitive work with the mediating
objects.

The thesis methodology is a method and associated tools. The method is
the manipulation of spreadsheet data in a relational paradigm described in the
next section. The operations on the spreadsheets are performed in Python in
a Jupyter notebook because the effort required of analysts to learn a new tool
just for scheduling appears prohibitive. What is learned in using Python and
Jupyter notebooks, on the other hand, is applicable to other cognitive tasks in
manufacturing.4

The tools of the methodology are (1) a Jupyter notebook (2) a notebook
agent that engages machine agents in validation and advice, and (3) a system to
compose simulation models capturing scheduling concerns. The methodology
is depicted in Figure 3.2. In the figure, which is similar to Figure 1.4 in Chapter
1, the mediating objects are depicted as rectangles with rounded corners. The
two loops depicted reflect the need for the scheduler to concurrently sense
the existing production situation and react to it dynamically. Martinelli et
al. refer to this as the “scheduler’s balancing act of sensing and reacting” [8].
In the Refinement Loop, annotated 1–3, (1) analysts initiate or refine the
formulation in a notebook. They are aided in this effort by a notebook agent
(at (2)) that uses observations about the formulation to provide guidance and
to validate aspects of the formulation (3). In the Awareness Loop, annotated 4–
8, a simulation composition agent uses data from system logs (4) to produce an

4Recall that the industrial problem of the thesis is, roughly speaking, to chip away at
some aspect of the manufacturing skills gap.
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executable simulation (5) which, together with what the analysts witness about
the production system’s behavior (6) and the advice about the formulation
from the formulation loop (3) is used in another cycle of refinement (1), and
to produce schedules (7) which ultimately results in control signals (schedules)
to the production system (8).

Figure 3.2: Methodology for production scheduling as JCW

3.4 A Relational View of Formulation

The notebook agent described in the following chapters makes observations
about the developing scheduling solution occurring in the analyst’s notebook.
From these observations, the notebook agent infers the goals and solution
design being pursued by the analyst. Ideally, the explanatory information dis-
covered by these means would be saved between the analyst’s sessions refining
the model. However, the specification of a persistent metamodel of explanation
such as that discussed in the literature review Section 2.3 is outside the scope
of the thesis. Nonetheless, some organizing principles are warranted to manage
the complexity of representing elements of explanations. Ideally, some of these
elements would be such that analysts can grasp their intent. For example, in
the constructionist learning viewpoint these elements are part of the public
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entity that one can discuss with others. In particular, in the Scratch program-
ming language the shape and color coding of program building blocks help the
programmer relate the block to its function in the program (see Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: Four blocks from a Scratch program

In formulating a scheduling solution, declarative sentences could serve a
similar purpose. Spreadsheets are a common means to schedule production at
small and medium-sized enterprises. The data in spreadsheets can be viewed
as a set of declarative sentences. The following paragraphs develop an example
of using sentences derived from spreadsheets.

A solution to a combinatorial scheduling problem can be viewed as a set
of relations (or “sentences”) describing the schedule. Likewise, each row of a
spreadsheet typically represents one or more sentences, each involving some
selection of columns, where each column headings describe the role in the
relation. For example, a spreadsheet with the columns employee name and
employee number and a row with the values “Bob Smith” and 123 in those
columns respectively might express the sentence “Bob Smith has employee
number 123.”

A satisfaction problem can be viewed as the problem of identifying what
sets of sentences, elements of the powerset of all possible sentences given the
tables, meet the scheduling problem’s criteria for a feasible solution (viz. not
violating any constraint). An optimization problem can be viewed as the
problem of scoring the feasible sentence sets and identifying the highest scor-
ing solutions. This idea is demonstrated below using the linear assignment
problem [9], the problem of assigning n tasks to n workers, where each worker
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works one task and there is a cost associated with a worker doing a task (which
can differ from among workers and among tasks).

Suppose three workers, w1, w2, and w3 are available to do three tasks,
j1, j2, and j3. There are, therefore, 9 sentences (relations, the “possible
sentences” above) of the form (worker-does-task ?w ?j) where ?w is a worker
and ?j is a task. Further, 9 sentences of the form (cost-to-do-task ?w ?j ?c)
may be provided, where ?c is a cost value, ?w is a worker and ?j is a task.
These additional cost-to-do-task sentences are not elements of a solution, since
the solution can be expressed with only worker-does-task sentences. There are
29 = 512 sentence sets in the powerset, thus 512 potential solutions, but most
of these, for example, the empty set (signifying that no work gets done) are not
feasible sentence sets because they do not meet the constraints. For example,
the empty set does not meet the constraint that every task is worked. Any
sentence set that contains an illogical sentence is also infeasible. A sentence is
illogical if it asserts something not possible in the domain, for example, that a
task ends before it starts. In this regard, constraints can be viewed as filters
on the sentence sets in the powerset5.

In this example, finding optimal solutions can be viewed as the task of
scoring feasible sentence sets. More generally, the expression of an objective is
a submodel built from sentences in feasible sentence sets.

Sentences and some constraints on feasible sentence sets can be expressed
accurately using Object Role Model (ORM) [10], an information modeling
language that has been refined over several years. Figure 3.4 depicts the rep-
resentation of sentences expressing the cost incurred for each worker doing
each task. In ORM, type concepts are described with rounded rectangle and
their relationship to other types is expressed through connections to fact types,
depicted as one or more adjacent rectangles, one rectangle for each role in the
fact. The figure depicts one 3-role fact type. ORM diagrams are designed to
be read as natural language. The forward reading of Figure 3.4 is “Worker per-

5Powersets are used as an explanatory device. It is very unlikely that a solver would
actually generate the (typically astronomically large) powerset.
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forms Task at Cost.” The bar over the roles Worker and Task stipulate that,
among sentences in the sentence sets, those of this form must have unique
combinations of those two roles. The solid circles on the end of the arcs into
the fact block indicate (in both cases) the relationships are mandatory; every
Worker × Task is represented. This implies that complete data is available.

Figure 3.4: The ORM representation of the notion that a cost is associated
with each pair of Worker and Task. The rounded rectangle around Cost is
drawn dotted to indicate that this is a value type (as opposed to an entity
type, such as Worker or Task).

The ORM above implies a corresponding indexing scheme in solver tech-
nology. The encoding of the notion is depicted in MiniZinc in Figure 3.5 below.

Figure 3.5: The ORM of Figure 3.4 implies the MiniZinc shown.

set of int: Workers = 1..n;

set of int: Tasks = 1..n;

array[Workers, Tasks] of int: cost;

The sentence abstraction, power sets, and ORM can be used to help bridge
the gap between the analysts’ understanding of the domain, and the require-
ments of the solvers.
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3.5 A Formulation Process

The relational and powerset abstractions just described have been developed
into a more comprehensive methodology for formulation described below. The
example sentences and constraints used below correspond to those used in the
industrial pilot MiniZinc model in Chapter 5, Figure 5.11. An example of the
process applied is provided in Section 5.7.2.

1. Write examples of imperative sentences that describe typical scheduling
actions for the problem. Examples: “Job 7 starts July 1.” and “When
Job 7 is being worked, 12 sewers are working on it.” These sentence types
will be transformed to decision variables in subsequent steps.

2. Identify the real-world objects in the sentences that are topics of the sen-
tences. In the previous examples, the topic is a job. In the formulation,
these define index sets.

3. Describe the abstract properties of the objects. These capture the intent
of the sentences. In the first example, “Job 7 starts July 1”, the property
is the start date. In the second, it is the number of workers on the
job. Optionally, model these sentences with ORM. In the formulation,
these become data declarations for arrays representing sets of sentences
indexed by the topic object.

4. Transform the abstract properties to simple data types such as numbers
or strings. For example, the date in the example is July 1; that might be
described as some integer number of days after the first day scheduled.
Define the corresponding data declaration.

5. Read into the notebook spreadsheets containing actual data about jobs
and resources. These correspond to sentences and determine the size of
each topic object’s index set.

6. Index the spreadsheet data as defined in Step 3.
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7. Transform the actual data using the transformation conceived in Step 4.

8. Write sentences stipulating what must be true about the solutions. Un-
like the sentences of Step 1, these sentences typically refer to whole classes
of objects. For example, “No job ends before it starts.”

9. If the sentences are not represented by data declarations already defined
by Steps 1–4, repeat those steps for these new sentences. In this case,
these sentences represent a sub-model constraining solutions or process
desiderata.

10. Write constraints representing the intent of the sentences of the last step.6

11. Write a sentence describing desiderata of the solution. This is similar to
the process of defining constraints in the last step, but instead of stating
categorically that something must or must not be so, it states what one
is seeking to minimize or maximize.7

12. Attempt to execute the resulting optimization, debugging the formula-
tion until it is able to run to completion.

13. Invert the transformations made in Step 4 to obtain a sentence set rep-
resenting the schedule.

14. Write the result to media such as a spreadsheet that can be used in
managing manufacturing operations, or upload it to a system managing
operations.

The steps above describe a general process that is applicable to most sim-
ple scheduling optimization problems. It serves to start the analysts along
a path of model refinement. More complex problems may involve additional

6This is typically the most challenging part of the methodology. The burden can be
reduced by notebook agent tools that permit exploratory evaluation of candidate constraints.

7This step benefits from use of the same tools as used in the previous step, defining
constraints.
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conceptualizations that are not directly associated with scheduling actions (as
the term is used in Step 1). These additional conceptualizations typically con-
cern some perspective or sub-model defining a constraint or process desiderata.
The states of the sub-model must be functionally dependent on the model’s
parameters and decision variables. An example of such a sub-model is the
concept of overload in the MiniZinc model in Chapter 5, Figure 5.10, Line 36.

3.6 Commercial Solutions

As the literature review indicates, scheduling solutions that are not tailored
to the idiosyncrasies of the industrial setting can fail to meet needs. Rec-
ognizing this (in settings more general than production scheduling), software
vendors have developed low-code development platforms to allow analysts that
do not posses programming skills to develop simple applications. “Through a
combination of drag-and-drop user interfaces (UIs), form builders, and visual
process modeling, users can leverage low-code development platforms to pro-
duce a working app that you can download, open, and start using in hours or
less [11].” As the quote suggests, the low-code movement also claims a cost
advantage over conventional software development. The academic literature
on low-code platforms is sparse.

An obvious similarity between low-code platforms and the thesis solution
is that neither solution assumes that the analysts developing the application
have significant programming skills. Other than that, however, there is not
much similarity between the approaches; there are many differences. To begin,
low-code platforms offer no solution to what is referred to above as the aware-
ness loop; synthesizing a simulations is out of reach of these tools. Secondly,
low-code platforms assume that the application remains simple. In contrast,
formulation in the thesis may initiate as a simple model but could become
quite sophisticated, if the return on investment merits it. For example, the
industrial pilot described in Chapter 5 chronicles the field study’s refinement
of a simple model to one of increasing sophistication and capability. The goal
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of the notebook agent is to allow analysts to use sophisticated tools.
Finally, the thesis solution encourages institutional learning. As the in-

dustrial pilot experience suggests, analysts develop skills with sophisticated
but general-purpose tools such as the Python Pandas library [12]. (Analysts
do learn some programming in the thesis solution.) As the industrial pilot of
Chapter 5 illustrates, the value of learning about these general-purpose tools
extends beyond the immediate goals of scheduling.

3.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter provided a high-level view of a solution to the thesis’s objectives.
The joint cognitive work of scheduling is viewed as involving fine-grained in-
teraction in the performance of cognitive tasks, rather than as the integration
of human and automated task as is usual in cognitive systems engineering.
Two mediating objects, a notebook for formulation, and a system simulation
for SA are used in the solution. The key activity enabling joint work with
these objects is abductive inference of most probable explanation (MPE). Ob-
servations about the on-going formulation in the notebook allow the notebook
agent, a machine agent engaged in formulation, to infer the goal and approach
taken by analysts. With this information it is possible to aid in validating
the approach and guiding completion of the formulation. Observations about
the system performance available, for example, through system logs, allow a
model composition machine agent to produce simulation models of the running
system. The simulation is intended to help analysts form an accurate mental
model of system behaviour useful to scheduling.

The remaining chapters describe the detailed design of these solutions and
validate their use on example problems. The next chapter begins with discus-
sion of a plan recognition approach developed for the thesis to provide MPE
while formulating scheduling solutions.
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Chapter 4

Plan Recognition for
Joint Problem Formulation

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes a novel methodology for recognizing the emerging plan
of the analyst’s formulation. Plan recognition (PR) technology enables the
machine agent to infer the analyst’s modeling objectives and thereby assist with
expert advice. The thing observed, the mediating object providing evidence
of the analyst’s plan, is a Jupyter notebook. Section 4.2 describes notebook
technology. Section 4.3 then overviews functional components of the thesis
methodology for PR. The PR methodology is based on Bayesian networks
and estimating the most probable explanation (MPE) of queries about the
plan. Section 4.4, a relatively long section, describes the general PR process
and methods applied to provide focused explanations efficiently. Section 4.5
describes a realistic plan recognition task, recognizing the notion of job implicit
in notebook code. Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

The methodology assumes that the analyst has substantial knowledge of
the challenges of scheduling production at the facility. It further assumes that
the manufacturer’s baseline scheduling process is mostly manual and involves
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spreadsheet-based information about the work and production system capabil-
ities. The methodology does not assume substantial prior modeling experience
nor significant programming experience; it assumes rather that the basic ideas
of these will be learned as work on the notebook proceeds.

The goal of machine recognition of the formulation plan is synergistic to the
sociotechnical goal of keeping the analysts apprised of the solution method.1

If the machine can recognize the plan of the formulation, perhaps the analysts
can too. If the machine can explain the formulation, that can only help.
Further, in the thesis, scheduling is flexecution expressed through software,
and “software that is not comprehended cannot be changed” [2].

4.2 The Notebook

In the thesis methodology, analysts formulate a scheduling solution in a Juptyer
notebook. The notebook is the object studied by the machine agent (heretofore
called the notebook agent). Jupyter [3] is a popular open-source project to
enable the integration of program code, annotations, diagrams, plots, user
interface elements, and web links into a browser-based notebook. A notebook
developed for the thesis is depicted in Figure 4.1.

1Recall that one of the four design criteria cited by van Wezel et al. [1] and discussed in
the summary of Chapter 2 is that analysts should “participate in the scheduling process, or
risk losing their long-term mental model of system functioning and structure.”
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Figure 4.1: An example Jupyter notebook

In the Jupyter software development community [3], notebooks are imple-
mented as a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) object presented and edited
by a browser-based JavaScript program. Two such programs are Jupyter Note-
book and Jupyter Lab. The notebook depicted in Figure 4.1 is presented by
Jupyter Lab. The JSON object is divided into cells that are individually exe-
cutable so as to enable the analyst to step through the execution of the pro-
gram, review intermediate results, and plot outputs. The program is edited by
opening new cells and adding content or selecting existing cells and modifying
their content.

Currently over 70 programming languages have been hosted as Jupyter
notebook types. Hosting a language involves implementing a protocol that
communicates with a kernel capable of evaluating code fragments of the hosted
language. The kernel maintains the definitions of variables and functions for
use during the session with Jupyter Lab.

In validating the methodology, including the industrial pilot, the Python
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programming language was used by analysts developing the notebook.2 Python
was the first language implemented by Jupyter; Jupyter notebooks were orig-
inally called iPython notebooks.

It is assumed that most scheduling notebooks will contain one or more cells
containing a MiniZinc specification to solve a combinatorial problem central
to providing a schedule. In this arrangement, the Python code executed before
the MiniZinc prepares inputs to the combinatorial problem and Python code
executed after the MiniZinc cell post-processes the output into whatever form is
appropriate to the industrial problem. The scope of cells studied in recognizing
the formulation plan ends with the MiniZinc cell. The post-processing steps
are out of scope.

MiniZinc [4] is a open-source constraint modeling language developed by
Monash University.3 It provides an algebraic modeling language similar to Van
Hentenryck’s Optimization Programming Language (OPL) [5] and a prepro-
cessors to enable use of several open-source and commercial solvers. MiniZinc
has been under continuous development since 2006, has strong infrastructure
to support users including a 378-page handbook [6] that is updated every few
years, an 80-page tutorial [7], an integrated development environment (IDE),
and a on-line course teaching problem solving with MiniZinc [8]. It integrates
with Jupyter notebooks, allowing Python variables to be used as MiniZinc
data and variables.4

2The choice was based on the assumption that it would be easier to convince industrial
pilot participants that learning a little Python would more be useful to their career than
learning most other languages.

3MiniZinc is not a language hosted by Jupyter. In fact, MiniZinc is an abstract declar-
ative (non-procedural) language that is processed into a more technical language called
FlatZinc which is processed by several open-source and commercial combinatorial optimiza-
tion solvers.

4The thesis implements its own version of this functionality owing to the need to capture
more detail about how the user’s MiniZinc is interrelated with the notebook.
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4.3 An Overview of the
Plan Recognition System

The plan recognition element of the methodology uses a probabilistic plan
recognition (PR) technique. Observations about the developing formulation
are used to make predictions about user intentions. Knowledge of these in-
tentions can then be used to validate the user’s solution and guide additional
development of the scheduling solution. The discussion begins with an archi-
tectural overview of this process and then proceeds into details of the plan
recognition process. The design of the software implementing PR is depicted
in Figure 4.2. A description of the roles of the components depicted in the
figure follows.

Figure 4.2: System architecture for joint formulation

In Figure 4.2, Jupyter software provides a Browser-based View of the Note-
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book. The Jupyter Python Kernel depicted in the figure is a process managing
the state of a computer program executed step-wise in cells of a notebook.
Jupyter kernels have been implemented in many computer programming lan-
guages [3]. In the thesis, the kernel runs Python, thus the user needs to know
(or learn) fundamentals of programming in Python. Notebook cells contain
(1) Python code to perform tasks such as reading spreadsheets and cleaning
data, (2) MiniZinc code to implement the combinatorial optimization problem
of scheduling, or (3) text to annotate and describe the solution. In order to
allow the PR system to access information from the running kernel process,
the kernel process asynchronously runs a server called the Notebook Gateway.
The Notebook Gateway, developed for the thesis, responds to queries from the
notebook agent to (a) parse Python code in Gateway requests to abstract
syntax trees (ASTs), (b) provide the values of Python variables, and (c) set
the value of Python variables. These last two capabilities, of getting and set-
ting variable values, are how the combinatorial problem is communicated to
MiniZinc-capable solvers. The Notebook Gateway works with the MiniZinc
Server developed for the thesis to run MiniZinc-capable solvers and commu-
nicate results into the notebook as Python variables.

The MiniZinc Metamodel implements a metamodel (a model of a modeling
language) of the MiniZinc language. The MiniZinc Server parses the MiniZ-
inc code of the notebook into a computer-interpretable structure conforming
to the metamodel. Knowledge of the user’s MiniZinc model variables allows
the server to query for same-named Python variables instantiating data for the
MiniZinc problem. The metamodel additionally enables execution of MiniZinc
constraint declarations using sample data. Such execution can provide obser-
vations about the domain constraints and whether the encoding is fit for the
purpose hypothesized.

Observation Interfaces implement interfaces to query the Notebook Gateway
for Python and MiniZinc code, natural language annotations and markup.
Python code observed by the PR process is first regularized as abstract syntax
trees and entered into the Datalog Repository as collections of interrelated
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facts. These facts are represented as triples consisting of an entity reference,
attribute name, and attribute value. In the observation process, Datalog [9]
queries against the triples are used to identify important features of the user’s
program. The content of the repository are elements of explanation, therefore
immutable database technology [10] is used to implement the repository. In
an immutable database, information is rarely deleted or modified, instead it
is added with a timestamp indicating a complete temporal order. Though
persistent management of explanation is outside of the scope of the thesis, it
is envisaged that the immutability feature will be important to managing the
refinement of models in theory-based flexecution.

In small and medium-sized manufacturers, scheduling is often performed
with spreadsheets [11, 12]. The User Interface consists mostly of the Jupyter
notebook browser interface where the scheduling solution is formulated and
executed step-wise, cell by cell. The Original Spreadsheets are spreadsheets
assumed to exist as part of the user’s baseline process of scheduling. Typically
these would describe jobs and system capacities.

Plan Recognition is a subsystem to implement PR. This subsystem is de-
scribed in detail in the next section.

4.4 The Plan Recognition Process

The plan recognition subsystem consists of three principal components: a plan
library, an abductive proof generation component, and a component to perform
most probable explanation (MPE, closely related to maximum a posteriori,
MAP) analysis. These components are described in turn below.

The plan library is a collection of causal rules, each probabilistically relat-
ing a set of direct preconditions to a postcondition. The rules in the thesis
methodology collectively define a Bayesian network (BNs), a directed acyclic
probabilistic graphical model (PGM) where random variables are represented
by nodes and the conditional independence assumption is used to compactly
model the problem.
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The conditional independence assumption is essential to BN modeling [13].
By the chain rule of probability theory, the joint probability of n random
variables {X1, X2, . . . Xn} is calculated as

P (X1, X2 . . . Xn) = P (X1)P (X2|X1)P (X3|X2, X1) . . . P (Xn|Xn−1, Xn−2, . . . X1).
(4.1)

Obvious from the equation, in high-dimension situations the probability of
certain variables (e.g. Xn) are nominally conditioned on several other vari-
ables. However, depending on the actual causal pathways and interventions
in the system, such extensive condition information may not be needed; do-
main properties may indicate conditional independence among certain of the
variables, for example, that P (X3 |X2, X1) = P (X3 |X1). This simplification
is equivalent to asserting that given the value of X1, X2 does not provide ad-
ditional information about X3. This assertion of conditional independence is
written as:

(X3⊥X2 |X1) (4.2)

In a BN, the absence of an edge between two nodes is the assertion of condi-
tional independence between the nodes. Figure 4.3 (a) depicts a highly-coupled
BN. Figure 4.3 (b) depicts a net in which (X4⊥X1, X2 |X3), (X3⊥X1 |X2), and
X1 is marginally independent of the other random variables. The direction-
ality of the edges between the nodes is interpreted as causality, for example
X1 causes X2, thus no other independence assumptions need be stated in the
Figure 4.3 (b) BN.
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Figure 4.3: Conditional independence in two Bayesian networks

Similar to the use of rules in the ProbLog probabilistic programming lan-
guage [14], in the thesis methodology, the relationship between a BN node
and its parents is represented using a Prolog-like syntax. For example, in the
following, a child node alarm is related to two parent nodes burglary and
earthquake.

Figure 4.4: Three rules describing a three-node Bayesian Network

0.90 (alarm ?loc) :- (burglary ?loc) (earthquake ?loc)

0.80 (alarm ?loc) :- (burglary ?loc) (not (earthquake ?loc))

0.10 (alarm ?loc) :- (not (burglary ?loc)) (earthquake ?loc)

The first of these rules can be interpreted as stating that an alarm is caused
with probability 0.90 when both a burglary and earthquake are present at
some location represented by the free variable ?loc. The three rules together
describe a conditional probability table (CPT), Table 4.1, for the effect vari-
able A = alarm, where B = burglary, and E = earthquake. Probabilities
where no statement applies, for example, the case where neither a burglary
nor earthquake occurred, are 0.
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Table 4.1: Conditional probability table for the alarm example
B E A P (A|B,E)
true true true 0.90
true true false 0.10
true false true 0.80
true false false 0.20
false true true 0.10
false true false 0.90
false false true 0
false false false 0

The use of statistical relational models and Prolog-like semantics in PR
has been described by Raghaven et al. [15]. The basic process of PR with
statistical relational models is to (1) generate all “abductive proofs” possible
from observations, and (2) determine which proof among those generated is
most probable. A proof represents an explanation supporting a particular
interpretation of the observations. Certain propositions used in the proof may
be hypothesized rather than being grounded to observations, thus the term
abductive proof.

The abductive proof process used in the methodology is a recursive version
of the algorithm described by Raghaven et al. [15] and Stickel [16]. The proof
process is similar to the selective linear definite5 (SLD) proof procedure of
Prolog [17] except that where an antecedent to a rule is not found, it is assumed
to exist (and is added to a set of assumptions supporting the proof). Proofs
must resolve all free variables. This is achieved by either unifying the literal
with a ground fact (such as an observation) or introducing a skolem constant.6

Proofs can be viewed as plans constructed from a plan library. Such plan-
5SLD resolution is also known as backward reasoning, or reasoning from fact to conclu-

sions supported by the facts.
6A skolemized constant represents a hypothesized existentially scoped instance consistent

with the surrounding context [18].
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ning is NP-complete and in the worst case undecidable [19]. The number of
possible plans becomes intractable as the goals become broader and the ob-
servations fewer. Therefore, the thesis methodology focuses on incrementally
establishing (and verifying with the user) tightly scoped basic goals (e.g. discov-
ering the concept associated with a formulation variable) before hypothesizing
the higher-level goals.

Algorithm 1 below describes the recursive abductive proof procedure. Func-
tion ProveFact is originally called with the top-level observation for which a
proof is sought. If this observation matches the head of any rule (line 2), then
for each rule matched, the corresponding substitutions are made into the lit-
erals of the body of the rule (line 5) and proving each of these literals becomes
a new goal (line 6). If no match to a rule is found on line 2, then either an
existing matching fact or assumption is sought. Failing that, a new assumption
is added to the knowledgebase. Viz. on lines 10,12, and 14 respectively, a fact
is recalled, an assumption is recalled, or a new assumption with free variables
skolemized is added to the proof.7

The abductive proof procedure constructs proof structures needed for in-
ferring the likelihood of each explanation conforming to a proof. Such in-
ferences include most probable explanation (MPE) and maximal a posteriori
(MAP) [13]. MAP is the task of finding the most likely assignment to a set
of random variables X given a set of observations about some of variables, e.
Formally,

MAP (X|e) = arg max
x

P (X | e) (4.3)

7An interesting phenomenon was observed in experimenting with various values for the
probability of assumptions. (This probability is a system parameter applied to most assump-
tions.) When the probability of assumptions is set too high (say P = 0.80) the MaxSAT
solver may favor proofs that, in essence, ignore Occam’s Razor; they too easily add conjec-
tures about how the observation may be justified. Currently, the default probability used
for assumptions is 0.40.
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Algorithm 1 Recursive abductive proof procedure
1: function ProveFact(kb, proof)
2: if matches← HeadUnifiers(kb.rules, proof.lit) then
3: for rule in matches do:
4: for rlit in rule.body do:
5: rlit← Substitute(rlit, rule.subs)
6: proof ← AddBranch(proof, ProveFact(kb, rlit))
7: end for
8: end for
9: else if match← MatchFact(proof.lit, kb.recalledFacts) then

10: proof ← AddFact(proof, Skolemize(match))
11: else if match← MatchFact(proof.lit, kb.assumptions) then
12: proof ← AddAssumption(proof, match)
13: else
14: proof ← NewAssumption(proof, Skolemize(proof.lit))
15: end if
16: return proof

17: end function
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MPE, an NP-complete decision problem [13], is a MAP problem where the
values of all variables not decided by evidence are sought.

For the MPE inference task, an approach similar to the MaxSAT-based
method developed by Park [20] was used. MaxSAT is an optimization prob-
lem based on a boolean satisfaction problem; the goal of a MaxSAT problem
is to find the values of problem clause variables that maximizes the sum of
weights associated with satisfied clauses. The problem clauses are conjunctive
normal form (CNF) clauses.8 The weights are based on the declared proba-
bility of the associated rule or fact. In the thesis, the probabilistic rules are
interpreted as Horn clauses, disjunctive clauses in which at most one literal
(the head) is positive (not negated).9 The abductive proof provides ground
clauses based on the probabilistic rules. Being Horn clauses, a rule is violated
by an instantiation of the variables (a possible world) in just the case that all
the instantiation’s variables disagree with all of the variables of the rule. When
a clause is violated in the MaxSAT optimization, a penalty associated with the
weight of the clause is accrued to that instantiation of the variables.10 The
following steps describe the process by which the MaxSAT problem is derived
from the abductive proofs.

1. The abductive proof procedure produces ground clauses inferred from
the observation queried, the rules and facts of the BN, and assumptions
hypothesized to complete the proofs.

8CNF is a logical form in which a theory is expressed as a conjunction of disjunctive
clauses. The disjunctive clauses are disjunctions of positive or negated literals. In practice,
each disjunctive clause correspond to a rules or fact.

9Intuitively, the motivation behind reasoning with Horn clauses is that the only truth
table entry that is false is one in which all the body literals are true and the head literal is
false. This can be interpreted as requiring necessarily that if the body literals are true, the
head literal is also.

10MaxSAT is usually described as maximizing the sum of weights of the satisfied clauses,
but the particular MaxSAT tool used, RC2 [21], scores instances by the sum of weights of
clauses violated.
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2. Clauses corresponding to inversion of rules used are added, with proba-
bility 1−P where P is the probability of the original rule. For example,
Figure 4.4 contains the rule
0.90 (alarm ?loc) :- (burglary ?loc) (earthquake ?loc) correspond-
ing to the clause A∨B ∨E with probability 0.90. The additional clause
¬A ∨B ∨ E with probability 0.10 is added.

3. Each clause collected from the proofs may be subject to simplification
by the observations. Since clauses are disjunctive expressions, a clause
that contain true (i.e. that matches an observation on some literal) is
dropped and false is dropped from clauses.

4. The clauses are negated.

5. The probabilities of the clauses are used to define weights for the MaxSAT
analysis. The weight of a clause is 100 ∗ −log(P ) where P is the proba-
bility associated with the clause.11

6. Hard clauses (clauses that are required to be true) are added to direct
the MaxSAT analysis to answer the query (i.e. provide an explanation).

7. The solution (truth assignment to the grounded literals of the instantia-
tion) with the lowest cost (sum of weights) is the MPE.

A proof that the optimal instantiation found by MaxSAT is the MPE
(i.e. proof of step 7 above) is as follows and is similar to the proof provided
by Park [20]. The weight of the negated clause (of step 5) is the negative
log of its probability (w = −log(P )). A clause is unsatisfied by an instanti-
ation of the variables if all the variables of the clause evaluate to false when
bound to the values provided by the instantiation. This is equivalent to being
compatible (agreeing on truth of all variables they have in common) with the
corresponding CPT entry. By definition, the probability of the instantiation

11The code used, RC2 [21], requires integer weights, thus the multiplication by 100 (and
rounding to the nearest integer).
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I is the product of the CPT entries with which it is compatible (agrees on
truth of all variables they have in common). The sum of the weights is thus
−log(I). Minimizing the sum weight of the unsatisfied clauses maximizes the
sum weight of the satisfied clauses. Thus the solution to the MaxSAT problem
is also the solution to the MPE problem.

4.4.1 Tseitin Transformation

Step 6 in the procedure described above is used to ensure that the analysis pro-
vides individuals (truth assignment to each proposition, also known as possible
worlds) that reflect explanations of the query, rather than simply the gener-
ally most probable truth assignment. Typical queries for type analysis (see the
next chapter) involve about 50 propositions; thus the number of individuals
is typically about 250. Hard clauses, effectively stated, can ensure that each
feasible individual corresponds to exactly one proof from the abductive proof
procedure, typically reducing the number of feasible individuals substantially,
for example, 10 to a few hundred.

An objective then is to produce such hard clauses. Proofs provide conjunc-
tions of propositions (leaves of the proof tree). However, hard clauses, like the
“soft” probabilistic clauses of the MaxSAT, are stated in CNF (each formula a
disjunction of literals). Direct translation of a formula of n conjunctive propo-
sitions to CNF results in a formula containing 2n disjunctive clauses. Thus
direct translation is typically not a reasonable approach. In 1966, Tseitin [22]
developed a procedure for transforming formula to CNF that reduces the com-
plexity of the problem; Tseitin’s transformation is the basis of logic circuitry
design. The procedure described below, developed for the thesis, uses a key
idea from Tseitin’s work: the introduction of additional variables to represent
the original conjunctive formulas.

1. The n conjunctive clauses, [p1,1 ∧ . . . ∧ p1,m1 ], . . . , [pn,1 ∧ . . . ∧ pn,mn ] rep-
resenting n proofs, where each pi,j is a proposition, are retrieved from
the proof tree. The propositions pi,j are distinct within a proof, but not
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necessarily distinct across the conjunctive formulas. There are q distinct
propositions among the n clauses.

2. n new variables, {z1 . . . zn}, corresponding to the n proofs are introduced.

3. The hard clause (CNF) {z1∨ . . .∨zn}, representing the requirement that
at least one proof must be satisfied, is added to the MaxSAT clauses.

4.
(
n
2

)
hard clauses {−zi ∨ −zj | i, j ∈ {1 . . . n} i 6= j}, representing the

requirement that no more than one proof shall be satisfied, are added
to the MaxSAT clauses. (The minus sign on the variables indicates that
the proposition is negated.)

5. q hard clauses {pi,j ∨Zouti,j,1∨ . . .∨Zouti,j,k}, where Zouti,j is the set of
k variables where pi,j does not appear, are added to the MaxSAT clauses.
These clauses represent the constraints that either the proposition is false
or one of the other solutions in Zouti,j is true.

6. q hard clauses {−pi,j ∨ Zini,j,1 ∨ . . . ∨ Zini,j,l}, where Zini,j is the set of
l variables where pi,j appears, are added to the MaxSAT clauses. These
clauses represent the constraint that if the proposition pi,j is true, so is
a solution in which it appears.

4.4.2 Performance Characteristics

The PR algorithm is applied to the task of recognizing formulation in a num-
ber of sub-problems. An example sub-problem, described in detail in the next
chapter, is that of classifying identifiers into several domain categories (e.g.
assessing whether the identifier “tsk” represents a job). Owing to the creation
of many assumptions in the abductive proof process, the identifier classifica-
tion sub-problem (possibly among others yet to be encountered) can result
in well over 200 separate explanations to be considered by the MaxSAT al-
gorithm. Due to the combinatorial nature of the fourth step in the Tseitin
transformation, the number of constraints in the MaxSAT problem can easily
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exceed 40,000. Experience with the MaxSAT solver indicates that problems
with 40,000 constraints can run as long as 25 minutes on a modern laptop
computer. To reduce computational cost while trading little in terms of qual-
ity of assessment made, a single-elimination tournament process was developed
whereby smaller collections of explanations can be tested and winnowed toward
a final few of the best.

The single-elimination tournament process is performed through the fol-
lowing steps.

1. The collection of n explanations (called individuals) is randomly parti-
tioned into subsets of size g. (g is the called the game size.) If g does
not evenly divide n, individuals already represented in other games can
be added to bring the remainder game up to size g.

2. MaxSAT is run on each of the dn/ge games.

3. From each game the best scoring w individuals, 1 ≥ w < g, are retained.

4. The union of individuals retained from each of the games is collected.

5. If the resulting union is larger than desired for the final analysis, another
round of steps 1–4 are performed on the union of retained individuals.

6. If, instead, the union is of the desired size or smaller, a final analysis is
performed on the remaining individuals.

The process described results in order n/(g − w) games being played. In
the identifier classification problem with g = 10 and w = 5, the algorithm
analyzes 200 explanations on a modern laptop in about 6 seconds. Owing
to the random selection of individuals to compose games, the results of this
algorithm may not identify all of the top g individuals found by a single analysis
of n individuals. For example, were a game composed of the top g individuals,
the individuals scoring at positions {g − w, . . . , g} would be eliminated. In
practice, this typically is not a problem because top-scoring individuals tend
to share many of the same facts and inferences.
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4.5 An Example Recognition Task

A job is a schedulable unit of work. One task in formulating a scheduling
solution involves identifying jobs in the emerging formulation. It may be the
case that data from the original spreadsheets does not explicitly designate
something as a job.12 In some settings, the notion of job will be associated
with customer orders. In others, for example where product is made in large
batches and then divided to satisfy customer orders and hold as inventory, the
relationship to customer orders is not as useful. The example below illustrates
the former situation, where a single spreadsheet may contain sales information
including product types, quantities, and dates and these together can be in-
terpreted as designating a job. An ORM diagram representing this notion of
job is depicted in Figure 4.5

Figure 4.5: The concept of a job represented as a concatenated key in ORM.
There is a many-to-many relationship between product and due date. Each
pair of product and due date for which a quantity is attached is considered a
job. Each job has exactly one associated quantity.

In situations where an ORM diagram is not provided by the analysts, this
situation could be inferred through observation. Analysis of spreadsheets can
easily identify dates; dates are a datatype in spreadsheet technology and are
preserved when, for example, the spreadsheet is read into a notebook using the

12This was the case in the industrial pilot.
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Python Pandas library [23]. Identifying quantities and product types in the
spreadsheet may be less certain. In addition to using the names of spreadsheet
fields and datatype information, the notebook agent can observe how the user
indexes the spreadsheet. The Pandas groupby function, for example, can be
used to provide a view on a spreadsheet organized by a concatenated key.
A key consisting of a product type field and a date can be interpreted as
evidence that the user is abstracting a notion of job from these fields of the
data. The notebook agent can make the observations needed for this inference
using Datalog queries against abstract syntax trees of the Python cells of the
user’s notebook. Table 4.2 describes relevant observations made.

Table 4.2: Observations relevant to identifying a job
ID Form Meaning
Obs1 (groupby Table-1 col-a col-b), This groupby was observed.
Obs2 (date Table-1 col-a) col-a contains a date.
Obs3 (productDesc Table-1 col-b) col-b contains a product description.

Figure 4.6 depicts probabilistic rules that can be used to recognize a job as
a concatenated key consistent with the ORM of Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.6: Rules and a fact relevant to using a concatenated key to identify
a job. The number before the form is the probability of that rule.

0.70 (concatKey ?tab ?x ?y) :- (jobID ?tab ?x ?y)

0.70 (jobID ?tab ?x ?y) :- (date ?tab ?x) (productDesc ?tab ?y)

0.05 (productDesc ?tab ?x) :- (date ?tab ?x)

0.40 (groupby ?tab ?col1 ?col2) :- (concatKey ?tab ?col1 ?col2)

0.40 (groupby ?tab ?col1 ?col2) :- (concatKey ?tab ?col2 ?col1)

0.01 (jobID ?tab ?x ?x)

Note in the figure that there are two rules with groupby as head. The
order of concatKey literal arguments has meaning, so two rules are needed to
capture the alternative orderings of columns. Also, there are instantiations of
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the rules that will bind the same value to both arguments of jobID. This is not
meaningful, so the fact (jobID ?tab ?x ?x) is given low probability.

Abductive proof on the groupby observation, Obs1, result in identification
of the ground literals depicted in Table 4.3. An identifier is associated with
each ground literal for use in a MPE query, depicted in Table 4.4. The first
line of table, containing weight 2661 and reference to the two literals 1, and
2 from Table 4.3, is interpreted as indicating that a cost of 2661 (the hard
clause weight, the sum of all the other weights, plus 1) is incurred if both of
the referenced literals are false. This forces an answer to the groupby query.
The other lines, for soft clauses, are interpreted similarly, with minus on the
literal ID indicating that the literal to match is negated.

The Comments column of Table 4.4 describes the origin of the clause and
the reductions applied due to observations. For example, the second line com-
ment indicates that the inverse of Rule 2 was applied (on Literal 2 ) and re-
duced by observation (Obs 1).

Results of the analysis are depicted in Table 4.5.

Table 4.3: Literals and literal ID
Literal ID
(concatKey Table-1 col-a col-b) 1
(concatKey Table-1 col-b col-a) 2
(date Table-1 col-b) 3
(jobID Table-1 col-a col-b) 4
(jobID Table-1 col-b col-a) 5
(productDesc Table-1 col-a) 6
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Table 4.4: MaxSAT problem for Job identification. The weights of clauses
violated by the best solution are in bold.

Weight Comments
1359 7 8 Section 4.4.1, step 3
1359 -7 -8 Section 4.4.1, step 4
1359 1 8 Section 4.4.1, step 5
1359 2 7 Section 4.4.1, step 5
1359 3 7 Section 4.4.1, step 5
1359 4 8 Section 4.4.1, step 5
1359 5 7 Section 4.4.1, step 5
1359 6 7 Section 4.4.1, step 5
1359 -1 7 Section 4.4.1, step 6
1359 -2 8 Section 4.4.1, step 6
1359 -3 8 Section 4.4.1, step 6
1359 -4 7 Section 4.4.1, step 6
1359 -5 8 Section 4.4.1, step 6
1359 -6 8 Section 4.4.1, step 6

51 3 Assume (date Table-1 col-b)
92 -3 Assume (date Table-1 col-b) (inverse)
92 1 Rule-4-i ?col1=col-a, ?col2=col-b
51 -1 Rule-4 ?col1=col-a, ?col2=col-b

120 1 -4 Rule-1 ?col1=col-a, ?col2=col-b
36 -1 -4 Rule-1-i ?x=col-a, ?y=col-b
92 2 Rule-5-i ?col1=col-a, ?col2=col-b
51 -2 Rule-5 ?col1=col-a, ?col2=col-b

120 2 -5 Rule-1 ?x=col-b, ?y=col-a
36 -2 -5 Rule-1-i ?x=col-b, ?y=col-a

120 -3 5 -6 Rule-2 ?x=col-b, ?y=col-a
36 -3 -5 -6 Rule-2-i ?x=col-b, ?y=col-a

120 4 Rule-2 ?x=col-a, ?y=col-b Obs2, Obs3
36 -4 Rule-2-i ?x=col-a, ?y=col-b Obs2, Obs3

5 6 Rule-3 ?x=col-a, Obs2
300 -6 Rule-3-i ?x=col-a, Obs2

Table 4.5 depicts the interpretations (most probable explanations) for the
observations. The most probable interpretation (by a wide margin) is that
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(concatKey Table-1 col-a col-b) and (jobID Table-1 col-a col-b) are true, and
all the other literals in Table 6.1 are false. The query, through this jobID fact,
thereby hypothesizes that jobs are associated with columns col-a as a date, and
col-b as a product description. Further analysis of the notebook may indicate,
for example, whether this key is injective on jobs (each key represents a job),
or alternatively, multiple so-identified units of work are batched to make a job.
For example, in apparel manufacturing, the concatenated key may represent
a product in a certain size, and the actual jobs will be a collection of items of
differing size batched together.

Table 4.5: MaxSAT results for the explanations
Instantiation Cost

[ 1, -2, -3, 4, -5, -6] 271
[ -1, 2, 3, -4, 5, 6] 727

4.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter provided an introduction to the PR algorithm implemented to
support machine agent involvement in the joint work of formulation. Plan
recognition is implemented using proofs that interpret observations in the con-
text of plan library rules. Each such interpretation provide an explanation
justifying the queried observation. Where a proof requires an antecedent fact
that is not among the observations, nor derivable from observations, an as-
sumption is abductively inferred. Proofs are explanations and are translated
to a MaxSAT problem which scores each possible world that corresponds to
an explanation. The next chapter validates a methodology based on the PR
algorithm describe here. In the process, it fills in some detail not discussed
here.
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Chapter 5

Verifying and Validating
the Formulation Methodology

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes steps taken to verify and validate (V&V) the thesis
approach to joint formulation. The thesis aim is to develop an effective means
to divide the work of scheduling between analysts and machine agents. Vali-
dation therefore would confirm that the formulation methodology developed is
effective in scheduling. A thesis premise is that joint work on cognitive tasks
requires that the agents (human or machine) working jointly possess informa-
tion about the shared goal and the plan in which they are engaged. AI plan
recognition (PR) is used to discover elements of the plan. Information about
the plan can then be used to orchestrate machine-assisted validation and guide
formulation to completion.

Because success of the PR capability is important to success of the method-
ology, the first part of the chapter verifies this capability. The claim that needs
to be verified is that software can discover information useful to subsequent
joint work. This is achieved by (1) demonstrating that there are methodical
and effective means to collect and organize the information, and (2) demon-
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strating that the information collected is, in fact, useful to subsequent machine
agent-mediated guidance. A consequence of organizing the chapter this way is
that the most basic capabilities, such as collecting and recognizing identifiers,
are described and assessed before the capabilities that are built upon those,
such as executing constraints and guiding completion. The correspondence of
V&V steps to chapter sections is depicted in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The verification and validation process and its correspondence to
chapter sections

The goal of recognizing formulation is similar to the goals of program com-
prehension [1] (PC), a topic of computer and cognitive science that has been
the subject of much research. The PC literature provides some direction to-
wards establishing methodical and effective means to discover the formulation
plan. The relation to PC is discussed in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 then in-
troduces the techniques developed for collecting evidence. Verification of the
PC capability begins with Section 5.4 which assesses theses techniques in the
context of recognizing the most basic elements of a formulation: index sets,
parameters and variables. Since larger elements of PR and joint work are built
up from these, this section describes the technique’s capabilities and shortcom-
ings in great detail. Building on these capabilities, Section 5.5 then describes
the ability and effectiveness of techniques for assessing the completeness of the
formulated solution. Section 5.6 assess how well PR and the information it
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discovers enables the machine agent to guide formulation.
With the PR verification complete, validation of the formulation method-

ology is then take up in Section 5.7. Subsection 5.7.1 introduces the field study
industrial scheduling problem. Subsection 5.7.2 describes the use of the 14-
step formulation process introduces in Chapter 3, and the sociotechnical char-
acteristics of the methodology in the industrial pilot setting. Subsection 5.7.3
returns to discussion of criteria for successful systemization of scheduling de-
scribed by van Wezel et al. [2] and discussed in the conclusion of Chapter 2.
Section 5.8 concludes the chapter with a summary of verification and validation
findings.

5.2 Recognizing Formulation as
Comprehending a Program

Program comprehension (PC) has been defined as the process by which an
individual constructs a mental model of a program [1]. PC is generally viewed
as a necessity arising out of the need to maintain software [1, 3]. Both of
these points correlate well with the goals of discovering formulation: like PC,
discovering formulation is about constructing a model; the refinement of a
formulation manifests as the maintenance of the notebook software.

Consistent with the data mining needs of PR, PC is also about effective
and methodical means to collect and organize information about the program.
The literature views this information as both founding the mental model and
motivating external representations that might help the programmer better
comprehend the program [1]. Various models of the PC process have been
defined. Bottom-up [4] processes begin with the study of the basic elements
of a program, typically identifiers1. In a top-down process of PC, the pro-

1Identifiers are the lexical elements of a program that are not language keywords nor
syntactic elements; they are named by the programmer to model concepts. The MiniZ-
inc code in Figure 5.7 depicts five identifiers: NumWorkstations, Workstations, NumProd-
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grammer maps her understanding of the problem domain to the details of the
program [1]. Opportunistic strategies have been defined that reflect the prag-
matic value of interleaving bottom-up and top-down tasks [1, 5]. PC has also
been described as a constructivist learning activity [6].

There are a few notable difference between PC and the needs of joint for-
mulation, however. First, PC is strongly oriented toward human understand-
ing. Second, it is strongly oriented toward the comprehension of complete
programs. In contrast, formulation may start tabula rasa, with and empty
notebook. Figure 5.2 depicts the organization of a formulation notebook as
sequences of three kinds of notebook cells2.

Figure 5.2: The three principal sections of a scheduling notebook

In the cells of the pre-processing phase, data is cleaned [7,8] and associated
with variables that may subsequently be used by the solver. Object Role

ucts,ProductType and ptime. With the possible exception of ptime, you might guess what is
intended by each of those identifiers.

2The cells of a notebook are its individually executable blocks of code or text. Figure 4.1
in Chapter 4, depicts a Jupyter notebook in which a text cell is centered. Its contents read
“Step 1: Defining highest-level scheduling parameters. . . ”. Below that is a code cell with a
gray background.
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Modeling (ORM) models of the data can be used here to illustrate functional
relationships among the data. These are particularly useful toward formulating
indexing schemes in the MiniZinc formulation. The PR process can be applied
without further information, though information from the execution phase
(which requires a MiniZinc cell containing a valid MiniZinc model) is essential
to identifying broad aspects of the plan.

The execution phase is typically implemented as a single solver (MiniZinc)
cell. Values are assigned to decision variables when the solver executes. Solver
variables are copied to like-named Python variables. Typically, these variables
are not, in themselves, easily interpreted into production operations but rather
will need to be mapped into a viewpoint that is. Thus a post-processing phase
is usually necessary.

Though the cells contain parts of a program and discovering a formula-
tion plan is similar to comprehending a program, there are factors that work
to make PR a relatively easier task. First, MiniZinc, the combinatorial opti-
mization language used in the thesis, is declarative not procedural; declarative
languages describe goals and constraints explicitly, as opposed to through the
behavior of procedural code. Goals are essential elements of plans, so the less
work that is required to understand them, the easier it should be to discover
the plan. Second, and as will be argued in Section 5.3, the set of fundamental
domain concepts relevant to scheduling PR is small. Third, two levels of the
plan are already given: (1) the highest level goal is to formulate a scheduling
solution3, and (2) scheduling inevitably requires characterizing three sub-goals:
(a) the work to be performed, (b) the ability of production resources to perform
the work, and (c) desiderata of how resources are applied to the work. Fourth,
a part of the thesis software tooling, the notebook gateway (see Figure 5.3),
enables inspection of the values of program variables; this provides a type of
evidence sometimes not easily provided to programmers. Finally, PR in the

3In contrast, some applications of PR need to distinguish plans of many agents with
differing goals. For example, in computer intrusion detection, the system must distinguish
plans of malicious users from those of ordinary users.
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methodology benefits from the capabilities of the MiniZinc metamodel, which
translates MiniZinc constraints to executable code and translates MiniZinc
data definitions to functions that can validate and generate test data (for use
with executable constraints, for example).

With these differences in mind, discussion now turns to the methodology’s
approach to collecting evidence for PR. Reference to related concepts from PC
are made as appropriate.

5.3 Techniques for Collecting Evidence

5.3.1 Where, When, and How to Look for Evidence

Evidence needs to be collected so that PR inference (as described in the last
chapter) can be based largely on facts and observations, rather than on as-
sumptions. A question that arises, then, is how to organize the search for
evidence. As the discussion above suggests, much of the need for top-down
analysis is obviated owing to production scheduling being a focused problem
space. Thus, a bottom-up process that (1) classifies identifiers, (2) analyzes
indexing schemes and, finally, (3) analyzes constraints, appears to be advan-
tageous4. The following sequential process is used in the methodology:

1. Identifiers are classified to a small set of domain concepts.

2. Indexing schemes for data and decision variables are analyzed.

3. Decision variables are traced to the objective statement.

4. Constraints are tested for feasibility.

The above process prescribes ordering on the collection of evidence. Ev-
idence for latter steps of the above process can include inferences made in

4A more flexible process, interlacing PR with planning, could be defined using AI planning
technology such as that discussed in Chapter 2. This is planned future work.
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the earlier steps. In the implementation, separate Bayesian networks are ap-
plied progressively to each goal. These network definitions can be found Ap-
pendix A.4. Evidence can be extracted from several sources including the
following:

• Evidence for elementary PR tasks:

The identifier’s name: The name can be used in machine-mediated
classification to domain types.

The identifier’s value: The value can be found through queries to the
notebook kernel and other means.

Relationships in code: Identifiers can be traced through the code to
find interrelationships.

Spreadsheets: Table-based data can be correlated to indexed data in
the optimization problem.

ORM annotations: Annotations can be used to check for validity of
indexing in the optimization problem.

• Evidence for recognizing whether formulation is complete and correct,
and for guiding further formulation:

Constraints and objective statement: Definition and executable code
of these is available through the MiniZinc metamodel. Their anal-
ysis is useful in reasoning about the correctness of the formulation.

The analysts: Explanations for inferences made can be presented to
the analyst. Where facts were misinterpreted or bad assumptions
made by the machine agent, the analyst can note the error and a
new cycle of PR can be undertaken.

The above are the sources of evidence analyzed in the methodology; an ad-
ditional source, not investigated in the scope of the work, is natural language
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sentences. Semantic parsing [9, 10], the task of creating formal structures in-
terpreting natural language statements, may have value in methodology. For
example, each of the constraints in the MiniZinc examples provided in this
chapter is preceded by an English language statement describing the stipula-
tion encoded; these could be used in such semantic parsing. The author has
prior work in parsing controlled English statements of requirements [11].

Evidence about each identifier including its name, value, use in constraints,
and interrelation with other identifiers, must be collected from the notebook.
Figure 5.3 highlights system components associated with the collection of this
basic evidence.

Figure 5.3: Components used in elementary recognition tasks are highlighted
in the system architecture.

Names of identifiers are found by two means. Identifiers used in the MiniZ-
inc are available directly from the instance of the MiniZinc model created by
parsing the MiniZinc cell of the notebook. Identifiers for Python variables
are available from a datalog [12] repository populated with the abstract syn-
tax trees (ASTs) [13] of the code in the notebook’s Python cells. Using the
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datalog repository, all of the detail of Python language cells is available.
Datalog provides a simple interface to complex data. It represents data

as a collection of triples 〈e, a, v〉 where e names an entity; information about
the same real-world object share an entity name. a is an attribute and v is
a value. The attribute is typically a name string; in the ASTs they name
the tree attributes. Figure 5.4 depicts a datalog query to retrieve all Python
variable identifiers using the ASTs. Line 3 binds all entities with attribute
:Assign/targets. The ?tar variable refers to another entity by its entity
number. Line 4 then binds ?id to the name of the identifier. Line 1 declares
that all of the qualifying ?id are sought.

Figure 5.4: A datalog query to retrieve all identifiers

1 (query [:find [?id ...]

2 :where

3 [_ :Assign/targets ?tar]

4 [?tar :Name/id ?id]])

Once the identifier names are found, additional information about the data
associated can be established by (1) querying the live notebook for values, (2)
querying the metmodel instance for assignments in the MiniZinc, (3) executing
MiniZinc constraint declarations that constrain values of the identifier, and (4)
querying the datalog repository for structural relationship among identifiers.

Method (3) is possible owing to the MiniZinc metamodel compiling con-
straints to executable code. Method (4) involves additional datalog queries.
For example, Figure 5.5 depicts a segment of code from a notebook5 loading
a spreadsheet (line 1), isolating a column, transforming it to a Python list,
and assigning that list to the variable demand (line 2), and subsequently us-
ing the Python variable in a formulation cell to initialize an array indexed by
ProductType (line 4).

5The complete MiniZinc cell for this notebook is provided in Figure 5.10 and the complete
notebook is provided in the Appendix A.2.
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Figure 5.5: A section of a notebook reading a sheet from a spreadsheet

1 Demand = pd.read_excel(’April23-demand.xlsx’, sheet_name=’demand’)

2 demand = Demand[’Demand’].tolist() # Accessing a column named ’Demand’

3 # Later, in a MiniZinc cell:

4 array[ProductType] of int: demand;

Figure 5.6 depicts an example datalog query that could be used to retrieve
calls to any function. It can be used, for example, to retrieve uses of read excel

such as provided above.

Figure 5.6: An example datalog query seeking all calls to a function the name
of which is provided by the variable func-name (e.g. read excel as shown in
Figure 5.5).

1 (query [:find [?call ...]

2 :where

3 [?func :Attribute/attr ˜func-name]

4 [?call :Call/func ?func]

5 [?call :ast/type "Call"]])

The remaining subsections, examining identifier classification, complete
discussion of elementary evidence. The processing of more complex evidence
used in assessing completeness and guiding formulation is discussed in Sec-
tions 5.5, 5.6, respectively.

5.3.2 Identifiers: Resemblance to Words and
Proximity to Concepts

Human subject studies of program comprehension indicate that use of mean-
ingful identifier names improves human comprehension of the larger aspects
of the program [14–16]. The process of forming association from identifiers
to meaning is context-sensitive, evidence-based, and bottom-up. The most
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elementary parts of a scheduling formulation, from the standpoint of the for-
mulation as code, are its variable, parameter, and index set identifiers. A
variable identifier is an identifier that the program can associate and disasso-
ciate from various program entities in the course of executing the program. A
parameter identifier is similar to a variable identifier except that during execu-
tion its value remains as declared. Parameters provides a characteristic of the
program, or what it models, as a whole. The notion of index sets is specific to
analytical modeling; these are parameters by which the code refers to or counts
the instances of a class of entities. Experience suggests that index sets are the
elements of the model most likely to represent real-world entities. In PR, the
presence of an index set is especially useful because it typically declares a key
concept of the formulation; it is a good place to start when seeking to discover
the broad goals of the analysis. In the PC community, this technique, in which
one seeks promising program structures to study, is known as a strategy for
concept location [3].

Index sets often correspond to rows of spreadsheets read into the notebook
in the pre-processing phase. The index set can serve as identity conditions [17]
for the rows of the spreadsheet (counting them), or an ORM diagram can be
used to indicate that certain columns provide identity conditions. Figure 5.7
depicts a portion of a MiniZinc problem formulation for synchronous schedul-
ing with work overload [18] in which index sets for workstations and product
type are used to describe the processing time of each product type at each
workstation.
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Figure 5.7: MiniZinc for two index sets, Workstation, and ProductType, and
their use in defining required processing time of each product type at each
workstation.

int : NumWorkstations = 13; % Number of workstations

set of int : Workstation = 1..NumWorkstations; % An index set, the workstations

int : NumProducts = 4; % Number of product types

set of int : ProductType = 1..NumProducts; % An index set, the product types

array[ProductType, Workstation] of int : ptime; % Processing times

The lowest level work of bottom-up PR or PC involves classification of
identifiers. Identifiers are analyzed by one of two means, lexical or conceptual
analysis, the choice depending on whether or not the identifier is recognized
as a word in the WordNet [19] taxonomy. In both cases, the objective is
to produce a value indicating how closely the identifier suggests each of 18
common scheduling concepts.6 Where the identifier is not recognized as a
word, lexical analysis is performed. For example, the identifier tsk does not
spell a word, but is lexically similar to the word “task”. Where the identifier
is recognized as a word in WordNet, concept analysis is performed. The two
kinds of analysis are described in turn below. The two are treated as alternative
methods to the goal; both associate with the string a score in [0, 1]. The score
can be viewed as the probability that the identifier refers to a given concept.

Lexical similarity involves assessing the resemblance of the identifier, parts
thereof, or its stem7 to strings representing the 18 scheduling concepts. The
parts of the identifier (if it is not best viewed as a whole) are produced by

6The technique of encoding a domain using a small sets of primitives can be traced back
to Roger Schank’s work [20,21] in natural language understanding, 1977–1981, in which the
meaning of sentences is built up from “conceptual dependencies” among “primitive acts.”
The 18 terms in Table 5.1 appear sufficient to describe aspects of many scheduling scenarios.
This is demonstrated by the use of these terms in the analysis of the case study notebooks.

7Word stems are produced by stemmer algorithms, algorithms for removing morphological
and inflectional ending from words [22]. In the work, three stemmers are applied to the word
and its parts: The Lovins stemmer [23] searches about 300 word endings for the longest one
matching the word. The truncated word is then transformed by one of several rules. The
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two methods. The first method breaks the string into parts at the boundaries
between its CamelCase, kabob-case, or snake case lexical structure. Thus,
identifiers such as ProcessingTime, might be recognized as a tuple of the
known concepts Process and Timepoint or Duration. The second method
for splitting strings searches for embedded words and abbreviations gener-
ated for lexical similarity as described below. The procedures for breaking
identifier strings also make note of identifiers that might be part of a series
(e.g. workstation-1, workstation-2,. . . ).

Lexical similarity is calculated as the average of the Jaccard [25] and
Dice [25] similarity measures against all strings produced as described be-
low. The concept associated with the string that best matches the identifier
is chosen as the lexical candidate, the score of which is compared to the score
of a concept-based candidate, in the case that the identifier is a word.

The collection of strings used for comparison is quite small and is generated
from synonyms of the 18 WordNet synset concepts. Added to this are manually
specified non-word for the concepts (e.g. “qty” and “num” for the Quantity

concept). The 18 scheduling primitives are listed in Table 5.1. The additional
string are listed in Table 5.2

Porter stemmer is similar to the Lovins stemmer but uses less complex rules and suffixes
and a single context for application of the rules [24]. The Lancaster stemmer [22] iteratively
tries to remove the last letter of the word using rules.
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Table 5.1: 18 scheduling primitives and their relation to WordNet synsets.
Concept WordNet Synset WordNet Synset Definition

Cost SID-13296870-N
the total spent for goods or services
including money and time and labor

Demand SID-13482365-N
the ability and desire to purchase
goods and services

Duration SID-15158573-N
the period of time during which
something continues

Flawed SID-01757051-A having a blemish or flaw

Job SID-00720957-N
a specific piece of work required
to be done as a duty or for a specific fee

Late SID-01907298-A after the expected or usual time; delayed

Machine SID-03705309-N
a . . . device. . . to perform or assist
in the performance of human tasks

Process SID-00516235-V
subject to a process or treatment, with the aim
of readying for some purpose, improving,
or remedying a condition

Product SID-03754377-N a commodities offered for sale

Quantity SID-00033914-N
how much there is or how many there
are of something that you can quantify

Rate SID-15311467-N a magnitude or frequency relative to a time unit
Short SID-02344882-A of insufficient quantity to meet a need

Start SID-15290329-N
the time at which something is supposed
to begin

Stop SID-07380449-N the event of something ending
Timepoint SID-15154879-N a reading of a point in time as given by a clock
Type SID-05848697-N a subdivision of a particular kind of thing
WIP SID-04608945-N a piece of work that is not yet finished
Worker SID-09655706-N a person who works at a specific occupation
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Table 5.2: Strings for lexical analysis. This list includes (1) strings generated
as abbreviations to words associated with the concept synset (e.g. “tsk” for
concept Job), (2) strings typically used as abbreviations (e.g. “qty” for concept
Quantity) (3) words that are found in WordNet or are but not strongly linked
to the intended sense. (e.g. “route” as used in the industrial pilot as a synonym
for the concept product).

Concept Similar Lexical Forms
Cost cst
Demand dmnd, req, required
Duration dur, drtn
Flawed flwd
Job tsk
Late trdy
Machine workstation, workcenter, workst, mchn
Product part, partn, partnum, partnumber, route
Process prcss, treat, proc
Quantity qty, quant, num, amt
Rate rt
Short sht
Start strt
Stop stp
Timepoint tp, time
Type typ
WIP workinprocess, wip
Worker emply, emp

Concept analysis uses WordNet more directly. In Table 5.1, the column
WordNet Synset specifies a WordNet synset [19] (a meaning provided by an
English language definition) for each of the 18 concepts deemed fundamental
to scheduling. The need to associate the concept with a synset rather than a
word is due to words having multiple senses8.

8For example, there are 17 synsets under “job” including a few that involve reference to
the biblical persona of Job, and one defined as “”a damaging piece of work;”. The example
given for this is “the barber did a real job on my hair” (sic).
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WordNet does not explicitly quantify conceptual proximity between synsets.
Instead, it defines a network of relationships among synsets including kind-of
(hypernyms), instance-of, and part-of [26]. When an identifier (or a recognize
part of one) is a word known to WordNet, the topological relationship in the
network between the synsets associated with the word and the synsets of the
scheduling concepts is assessed to find the greatest similarity between each
sense of the word (each of its synsets) and the synsets of the scheduling con-
cepts. Conceptual proximity is calculated as the average of three algorithms
for semantic relatedness in WordNet: The value from the Path method is the
reciprocal of the shortest kind-of path between the two senses (synsets). (The
path from a term to itself has a value of 1.) The value from the Wu-Palmer
method [26] is based the depth of the two sense in the network (viewed as a
taxonomy) and the depth of their most common ancestor. The value from
the Leacock-Chodorow method [26] is −log(p/2d) where p is the shortest path
length between the terms, and d with the depth of the taxonomy (a constant
for each WordNet network).

Table 5.3 reports results from lexical analysis of various strings against
seven of the scheduling concepts (the seven terms listed in the table heading).
In the following discussion, these seven are called archetypical concepts, they
are the concepts used in the lowest-level pass of identifier recognition. Since
the table reports a multi-class classification, a quantitative assessment [27] of
the classification is possible. However, caution must be exercised in making
this assessment owing to the subjective nature of language interpretation. For
example, the author of the test identifiers may have intended by the identifier
“drill” a machine tool for making holes, or the process of using such a machine.
(In fact, he did intend this!) However, the highest value attained for “drill”
against the seven archetypical concepts, 0.462, is for the concept Job. This is
owing to the interpretation of drill as “systematic training by multiple repeti-
tions” (WordNet synset SID-00896250-N). Further, it is possible that for any
given identifier no domain interpretation was intended, but rather the identi-
fier represents a program concept. For example, programmers associate single
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letters in the range of “i” through “m” with index variables, “t” with time and
“s” with strings [16].

Table 5.3: Classifiying identifiers by lexical resemblance
Identifier Demand Job Worker Machine Product Process Quantity
amnt 0.183 0.042 0.028 0.134 0.143 0.083 0.575
amount 0.375 0.283 0.288 0.219 0.238 0.333 1.000
d 0.167 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.063 0.000 0.000
demand 1.000 0.505 0.338 0.261 0.283 0.333 0.375
dmd 0.533 0.185 0.175 0.143 0.153 0.000 0.283
drill 0.242 0.462 0.257 0.208 0.220 0.290 0.308
jb 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.025 0.000 0.000
job 0.548 1.000 0.291 0.413 0.449 0.290 0.338
m 0.083 0.000 0.042 0.125 0.036 0.000 0.083
mCenter 0.184 0.161 0.156 0.450 0.144 0.104 0.125
mach 0.188 0.153 0.255 0.467 0.242 0.036 0.238
mch-center 0.509 0.486 0.481 0.888 0.469 0.429 0.775
part 0.383 0.641 0.375 0.396 1.000 0.333 0.482
processing-time 0.308 0.505 0.421 0.308 0.437 0.968 0.711
ptime 0.088 0.112 0.094 0.108 0.200 0.125 0.125
task 0.242 1.000 0.188 0.153 0.163 0.256 0.308
tsk 0.000 1.000 0.050 0.125 0.042 0.290 0.050
worker 0.261 0.637 1.000 0.598 0.449 0.563 0.338
wrk 0.050 0.050 0.900 0.393 0.667 0.042 0.000
wstation 0.031 0.063 0.100 0.742 0.083 0.101 0.083
x 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
xxx 0.242 0.197 0.242 0.315 0.338 0.000 0.409
xxxx 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Some shortcomings in the algorithm are reflected in the table. For exam-
ple, it is less than ideal that “jb” receives a perfect score against the concept
Job. Strings, be they whole words or abbreviations, do not perfectly correlate
to concepts. Mindful of these limitations, it is still possible to meaningfully
quantify the classification with respect to subjective expectations. Average
categorical cross-entropy (ACCE) [28], a loss function, (see Equation 5.1) can
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express the degree to which the decisions of a classifier algorithm depart from
expected values. Categorical cross-entropy is zero in the case that the model
perfectly interprets the data.

H(y, ŷ) = −1/N
N∑
i

C∑
j

yi,jlog(ŷi,j) (5.1)

where

• N is the number of samples (identifiers, in our case),

• C is the number of classes,

• yi,j is the expected probability that sample i is of class j, and

• ŷi,j is the model’s predicted probability that the sample i is of class j.

For example, the results in Table 5.3 excluding the samples x, xxx, and
xxxx for which perhaps no domain concept is intended, might be as shown in
Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: An interpretation of the identifiers of Table 5.3
Identifier Interpretation (certainty)
amnt Quantity (1.0)
amount Quantity (1.0)
d Demand (1.0)
demand Demand (1.0)
dmd Demand (1.0)
drill Process(0.5), Job(0.5)
jb Job (1.0)
job Job (1.0)
m Machine (1.0)
mCenter Machine (1.0)
mach Machine (1.0)
mch-center Machine (1.0)
part Product (1.0)
processing-time Process (1.0)
ptime Process (1.0)
task Job (1.0)
tsk Job (1.0)
worker Worker (1.0)
wrk Worker (1.0)
wstation Machine (1.0)

Table 5.5: Categorical Cross-entropy of the example
Test Average Categorical Cross Entropy
Predictions as shown in Table 5.4 0.406
with drill interpreted as class Job 0.422
with drill interpreted as class Process 0.450

As Table 5.5 suggests, with this small dataset ACCE is sensitive to small
changes in the interpretation. The first row of the table, and ACCE value
0.406, depict a situation close to what was actually calculated by the classi-
fication algorithm, where “drill” is moderately associated with both Job and
Process. The second row of the table, and value 0.422, depict interpretation
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of “drill” as Job with zero probability of the other classes. The third row is
similar, but with an interpretation to Process as was intended.

The value of ACCE to the methodology is that it provides a metric for
continual improvement of the concept definitions. For example, if it is decided
that “due” should bind closer to Demand than to Cost, additional WordNet
synsets can be associated with Demand to make that happen.

In summary, though the subjectivity of intended meaning of identifiers can
potentially lead interpretation astray, studies show it effective toward human
program comprehension. WordNet and lexical similarity can be used in clas-
sification to at least a very small set of classes. Fortunately, interpretation
can appeal to additional sources of evidence. The next section discusses these
other sources.

5.3.3 Contextual Clues to the Roles of Identifiers

Identifiers need not be studied in isolation; their use, and their relationships to
values and other identifiers all provide evidence to their purpose. For example,
Chapter 4 described a situation where the notion of a job was synthesized from
data about product type, quantity and due date. Other examples of non-lexical
evidence include (here the italicized text refers to the concept archetypes listed
in Table 5.1):

• Demand concerns a Quantity of Product and may reference a Timepoint.

• Processes execute for a Duration or at a Rate and may involve Machine
and Worker resources.

• Start and Stop Timepoints are related through Process Duration.

• Cost is incurred for Product that is Late, Flawed, or Short.

• WIP (work in process, input materials) have names and quantity.
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Contextual clues can combine bottom-up and top-down PC strategies.
Sanchez et al. [29] describe a methodology they call Multistaging to Under-
stand that involves “distilling” code to its “essence” through decomposition
to a sequence of code stages. Stages that cannot be further decomposed are
considered “prime” subsets of behavior. Their decomposition algorithm begins
by recognizing declared variables.

5.4 Assessing Elementary Recognition

The previous section reviewed the process used to classify identifiers; this sec-
tion assesses that capability in the context of notebooks with embedded MiniZ-
inc problem formulations. The discussion references three notebooks as test
cases and provides MiniZinc formulation for each9: (1) an asynchronous line
cyclical scheduling problem, (2) a synchronous line work overload scheduling
problem (also cyclical), and (3) the thesis industrial pilot problem. The ap-
pendixes A.1, A.2 and A.3 provide the complete notebooks and other detailed
data for these test cases.

The choice of assessment procedure was influenced by examples of empir-
ical studies of human-subject PC [14–16, 29, 31]. Avidan [14] and Avidan &
Fietelson [31], for example, demonstrate that programmers comprehend pro-
gram intent better when program identifiers are (subjectively) expressive of
intent. Owing to recognition being achieved through Bayesian rules, expres-
siveness here is effectively the prominence of the classification of the identifier
to a single class among the 18 scheduling primitives. For example, “tsk” is
expressive of the class Job because the probability of that class dominates (see
Table 5.1). A hypothesis of the procedure is that as the dominance of a single
class decreases, so should the ability to accurately infer the purpose of the
identifier. For example, were “x1” used in place of “tsk” and a Job concept

9This section, especially Subsection 5.4.1, continues the gentle introduction of MiniZinc
started in Chapter 4. If the reader desires a more comprehensive introduction, A MiniZinc
Tutorial by Marriott & Stuckey [30] is quite good and freely available.
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intended, the ability to recognize the identifier as a Job decreases. Recognition
may still be possible owing to rules that concern the contextual clues described
in the previous section. The influence of contextual clues versus lexical clues
is discussed in the examples.

5.4.1 Asynchronous Line Example

The asynchronous line example is a mixed-model scheduling problem. The goal
of mixed-model sequencing problems (MMSPs) [32] is to find the most effective
order in which to introduce jobs into a production line. The jobs are distin-
guished by their model type; the various model types may require differing
amounts of time at each of the line’s workstations. MMSP is relevant to both
synchronous paced lines [18] and asynchronous lines with buffers [33]. Asyn-
chronous operation typically implies buffering and often high-volume, highly
automated production systems such as automotive underbody assembly. This
section describes asynchronous lines such as those characterized and simulated
using genetic programming in Chapter 7.

Figure 5.8 depicts a self-contained MiniZinc problem; the data needed to
run the problem is provided in the source code. When embedded in Jupyter
notebooks, data is typically provided through the kernel (e.g. Python code).
In the example, line 3, an index set implemented as an enumeration, provides
a list of jobs to schedule and lines 6–11 provide the processing times for each
of these jobs at each resource. Data declarations are provided in lines 3–13
and lines 16 and 17. Data can be viewed as providing problem parameters;
they are invariant in execution. Lines 14, 15 and 19 are similar in form to data
declaration but are distinguished by the use of the keyword var, declaring a
decision variable, the value of which will be defined through optimization.

The form of constraints is similar in structure to their mathematical nota-
tion common to the literature. For example, lines 24–26 describe a constraint
requiring that one job can start on a resource only after the previous job leaves
it.
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enterSeqi,r > exitSeqi−1,r ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ {2 . . . n} (5.2)

where R is a resources, n is the total number of jobs, and Seq is a vector
of size numToMake, [l1, . . . , lnumToMake], whose values li are the jobs (A1, A2,
B1, etc.). Note that Seq is the key decision variable describing the optimal
order of introduction of the jobs at the first workstation.

The formulation of this problem benefits from a modeling technique de-
scribed by Pinedo [34] in which buffers are treated as workstations requiring
zero processing time. This is evident in the ordering of Resource on line 5,
and the second and fourth values in ProcessingTime being zero for each Job

in line 6–11.
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Figure 5.8: MiniZinc for the asynchronous line cyclical scheduling analysis.

1 include "alldifferent.mzn";

2
3 enum Job = {A1, A2, B1, B2, B3, B4};

4 % Resources are ordered; you can think of WS3 as the last resource.

5 enum Resource = {WS1, BF1, WS2, BF2, WS3};

6 array[Job, Resource] of int : ProcessingTime = [|4,0, 4,0,6|

7 4,0, 4,0,6|

8 4,0,10,0,6|

9 4,0,10,0,6|

10 4,0,10,0,6|

11 4,0,10,0,6|];

12
13 set of int: makeTime = 0..1000; % arbitrarily large.

14 array[Job, Resource] of var makeTime: Enter;

15 array[Job, Resource] of var makeTime: Exit;

16 int : numJobs = 6;

17 set of int: LaunchSequence = 1..numJobs;

18 array[LaunchSequence] of var Job : Seq;

19
20 % Work starts at time 0.

21 constraint (Enter[Seq[1],WS1] == 0);

22
23 % A job starts at a resource after the previous job leaves.

24 constraint

25 forall(r in Resource, i in LaunchSequence where i > 1)

26 ((Enter[Seq[i],r] >= Exit[Seq[i-1],r]));

27
28 % A job enters the next resource after it exits the previous one.

29 constraint

30 forall(j in Job, r1,r2 in Resource where r1 < r2)

31 (Enter[j,r2] >= Exit[j,r1]);

32
33 % A Job exits a resource no sooner than ptime[p,r] after it enters that resource.

34 constraint

35 forall(j in Job, r in Resource)

36 (Exit[j,r] >= Enter[j,r] + ProcessingTime[j,r]);

37
38 % Do all the jobs.

39 constraint alldifferent(Seq);

40
41 % Minimize the makespan, the time at which the last Job exits the last resource.

42 solve minimize (Exit[Seq[numJobs],WS3]);
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Table 5.6 depicts results from running the PR algorithm on a notebook
containing variables with what are intended to be meaningful identifier names
(Job, Resource and ProcessingTime). The Order column of the table iden-
tifies the ordinality of interpretation. Specifically the first line of the table
shows that the identifier Job was identified with the class Job as part of the
most likely explanation. The second line identifies the first explanation to fail
to identify Job as a Job. In this case, the second explanation interpreted Job

as a Machine concept. Note, however, the large difference in scores10 between
the two explanations (1675 versus 2114). The results for all three explanations
show good results, similar to what one would expect from a human interpre-
tation.

Table 5.6: Buffered Async Lines, meaningful names

Identifier
Intended

Class
Inferred

Class
P/F Order Score

Job Job Job Pass 1 1675
Job Job Machine Fail 2 2114
Resource Machine Machine Pass 1 1606
Resource Machine Job Fail 2 2045
ProcessingTime ProcessDuration ProcessDuration Pass 1 1791
ProcessingTime ProcessDuration Machine Fail 4 2917

Table 5.7 depicts results on a notebook identical to that used above but with
jb replacing Job, wrkstn replacing Machine and p dur replacing ProcessingTime.
As the table suggests, results are still quite good, though the margins between
intended and unintended interpretations has decreased in the case of wrkstn

and p dur and an unintended interpretation of p dur eclipsed the intended one
by a small margin.

10In Chapter 4 a table like this additionally provided a probability of each explanation.
Accurate calculation of explanation probability in moderately complex Bayesian nets re-
quires a relatively sophisticated technique such as weighted model counting []. As a matter
of expediency and owing to the fact that probability does not provide more information than
the scores, implementing such an algorithm has been deferred to future work.
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Table 5.7: Buffered Async Lines, somewhat obscured names

Identifier
Intended

Class
Inferred

Class
P/F Order Score

jb Job Job Pass 1 901
jb Job ProcessDuration Fail 4 1647
wrkstn Machine Machine Pass 1 1255
wrkstn Machine Job Fail 2 1299
p dur ProcessDuration ProcessDuration Pass 2 1773
p dur ProcessDuration Job Fail 1 1623

Table 5.8 depicts results on a notebook identical to that used above but
with meaningless names. Achieving intended results under these circumstances
could only be attributed to random chance or evidence other than the identifier
name. Such evidence includes the identifer’s role in expressions that indicate
common reference schemes for identifiers of the intended type. In the case of
x3, for example, the best interpretation is the intended one because x3 is being
used in a situation where it is reasonable enough to assume that x1 is a Job
and x2 is a Machine. The relevant Bayesian rule for this is shown in Figure 5.9.
Note that the probability of this rule is only 0.30, indicating the likelihood of
the conditions on the right hand side of the rule are cause for concluding the
fact on the left hand side of the rule 30 percent of the time. Yet this is enough
to produce the intended interpretation as the best explanation.

Table 5.8: Buffered Async Lines, meaningless names

Identifier
Intended

Class
Inferred

Class
P/F Order Score

x1 Job Job Pass 2 1126
x1 Job ProcessDuration Fail 1 1019
x2 Machine Machine Pass 2 1184
x2 Machine ProcessDuration Fail 1 1077
x3 ProcessDuration ProcessDuration Pass 1 1026
x3 ProcessDuration ProductType Fail 2 1133
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Figure 5.9: Bayesian rule using a reference scheme about process duration

1 {:prob 0.30

2 (ta/conceptRefScheme ta/ProcessDurationType ?x)

3 :- [(mz/multiIndexed ?x ?i ?j)

4 (ta/simMatchVar ?x ta/ProcessDurationType)

5 (ta/simMatchVar ?i ta/ProductType)

6 (ta/simMatchVar ?j ta/MachineType)]}

In Figure 5.9 Line 2 is the head of a rule to conclude the fact that the
identifier bound to ?x is of type Process Duration. Lines 3-6 are the conditions
that have to be met to conclude this. (mz/multiIndexed ?x ?i ?j) binds
to (mz/multiIndexed x1 x2 x3), an observation (probability 1.0). The next
three conditions, Lines 4-6 are probabilistic facts. These facts do not have
high probability because the identifiers x1, x2 and x3 do not resemble the cor-
responding archetypical concepts. However, these identifiers do not resemble
other archetypical concepts either, so the explanation that uses this rule is
favored.

5.4.2 Work Overload Example

This example is an example of a synchronous lines. Compared to the asyn-
chronous lines discussed in the last section, such lines are more common in
lower-volume, and less automated production settings such as tractor and air-
craft assembly.

Optimal sequencing interleaves the introduction of jobs of the various types
so as to satisfy the objective and constraints. Typical objectives include mini-
mizing work overload, maximizing work performed [35,36] and reducing varia-
tion in the rate at which input materials are consumed [37]. Typical constraints
include (1) the production of a given amount of each product type over the
interval, and (2) limits on the production capacity at a work center.
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Figure 5.10: MiniZinc for the synchronous line work overload problem de-
scribed by Bautista et al. [36]

1 int : cycletime = 4; % cycle time

2 int : windowSize = 6; % window size

3
4 enum ProductType = {A, B, C}; % Product types

5 int : NumWorkstations = 3; % Number of WSs

6 set of int: Workstation = 1..NumWorkstations;

7
8 array[ProductType] of int: demand = [3,1,2]; % Demand by model.

9 array[Workstation] of int: nWorkers = [1,2,1]; % Number of workers

10 array[ProductType, Workstation] of int : ptime; % processing time

11
12 % ===================== Design Vars =======================================

13 int : TotalToProduce = 6; % total demand

14 set of int: LaunchSequence = 1..TotalToProduce; % Index on launch seq

15 int : maxtime = 3000;

16 array[LaunchSequence, Workstation] of var int : overload;

17 array[LaunchSequence, Workstation] of var int : rho; % proc time by WS.

18 array[LaunchSequence, Workstation] of var 0..maxtime : start_time;

19 array[LaunchSequence] of var ProductType : sequence;

20
21 % --- The following are required but not described in the paper. ------

22 % Cannot start before the start of the window; a WS offset.

23 constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

24 (start_time[t,k] >= cycletime*(t-1) + cycletime*(k-1));

25
26 % Like Eqn 6 but for s: Start after previous instance finished.

27 constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation where t>1)

28 (start_time[t,k] >= start_time[t-1,k] + rho[t-1,k] - overload[t-1,k]);

29
30 % Like Eqn 7 but for s: start on WS after done at previous WS.

31 constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation where k>1)

32 (start_time[t,k] >= start_time[t,k-1] + rho[t,k-1] - overload[t,k-1]);

33
34 % Work overload is the amount that the instance extends beyond the window.

35 constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

36 (overload[t,k] == max(0, start_time[t,k] + rho[t,k] - cycletime*(t-1)

37 - cycletime*(k-1) - windowSize));

38
39 constraint start_time[1,1] == 0;

40 %---------------------------------------------------------------------

41
42 % Eqn 2: Demand by model is met. (Eqn 1 is solve stmt. )
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43 constraint forall (i in ProductType)

44 (demand[i] == sum (t in LaunchSequence)

45 (if sequence[t] == i then 1 else 0 endif));

46
47 % Eqn 4: Ptime at workstation is ptime of that model at WS.

48 constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

49 (rho[t,k] == ptime[sequence[t],k]);

50
51 % Eqn 5 overload cannot be larger than work required.

52 constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

53 (rho[t,k] - overload[t,k] >= 0);

54
55 % Eqn 10: Work overload is non-negative.

56 constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

57 (overload[t,k] >= 0);

58
59 % Eqn 11: {sequence \in {0,1}} is part of the var definition.

60
61 % Eqn 1

62 solve minimize

63 sum (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

64 (nWorkers[k]* overload[t,k]);

Elementary recognition using obvious and slightly obscured names for this
example are similar to those from the asynchronous line discussed above. The
results of those test types for the work overload notebook can be found in Ap-
pendix A.5. Table 5.9 describes a test of recognition using single-letter names.
In these tests, the letter used does not necessarily associate strongly with the
intended archetypical concept. Specifically, regarding the three identifiers in
the test:

d associates most closely to Duration (P = 0.17), not Demand.

p associates with ProcessDuration, as intended but weakly (P = 0.125), and

w associates most closely to Product (P = 0.25), not Worker,
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Table 5.9: Work Overload Notebook, single letter names

Identifier
Intended

Class
Inferred

Class
P/F Order Score

d Demand Demand Pass 5 2647
d Demand Worker Fail 1 2465
p ProcessDuration ProcessDuration Pass 1 2750
p ProcessDuration Machine Fail 2 3450
w Worker Worker Pass 1 2318
w Worker Machine Fail 2 2503

Except for the case of d, the results are nonetheless reasonably good. Note
that there are no referencing scheme rules for d, the only identifier of the three
where the intended archetypical concept was not part of the best explanation.

5.5 Recognizing Completeness

Formulation can be incomplete for both simple and complex reasons. The
most obvious signs that a scheduling problem is incompletely include lack of
evidence that definitions of the resources and jobs have been defined. The
following examples illustrate moderately more complex scenario.

5.5.1 Industrial Pilot Example

This example illustrates how it is possible in some cases to determine that
a constraint is missing and what additionally needs to be stipulated. The
example used is an early version of the industrial pilot scheduling problem.
A thorough discussion of that problem is provided in Section 5.7; for our
immediate purpose, however, it is sufficient to know that the analysis is seeking
the start week, end week, and level of staffing for a collection of jobs. This is
declared to be so in lines 20, 22, and 24, respectively, in the figure depicting
the analysis, Figure 5.11 below.

Evidence that this problem might be incompletely constrained originates
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from two sources. First, in executing the problem, the decision variable startWeek
always takes on its minimum value. Of course, this in itself is not sufficient
evidence; perhaps not even sufficient to issue a warning. The second reason
is more incriminating: unlike the case for endWeek, there are no constraints
that mention startWeek in their body. Without a constraint defining what is
intended by start week, the solver will set all instances of startWeek to 1 to
maximize the objective.

Figure 5.11: MiniZinc for an early version of the industrial pilot model

1 %%run_mzn --print-vars --time-limit 20 --solver gecode

2 include "arg_max.mzn";

3
4 int: workforce_size = 570;

5 int: numLines;

6 set of int: Lines = 1..numLines;

7 int: numJobs;

8 set of int: Jobs = 1..numJobs;

9 array[Jobs] of Lines: LineOfJob;

10
11 int: numWeeksScheduled;

12 set of int: Weeks = 1..numWeeksScheduled;

13 array[Weeks] of int: Workdays;

14 %# RequiredWorkEffort is the # of sewer/days needed to complete the job.

15 %# It is LHPG times quantity.

16 array[Jobs] of int: WeeksTillDue;

17 array[Jobs] of int: RequiredWorkEffort;

18
19 %# Number of workers on the line in any week.

20 array [Jobs,Weeks] of var 0..workforce_size: WorkersOnJob;

21 %# The week at which the work on the line starts.

22 array [Jobs] of var 1..numWeeksScheduled: startWeek;

23 %# The week at which the work on the line ends.

24 array [Jobs] of var 1..numWeeksScheduled: endWeek;

25
26 %# There are no weeks for which we have assigned more people than we have.

27 constraint forall (w in Weeks)

28 (sum (j in Jobs) (WorkersOnJob[j,w]) <= workforce_size);

29
30 %# Work on a job ends when it is due.

31 constraint forall (j in Jobs) (endWeek[j] == WeeksTillDue[j]);

32
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33 %# The number of workers on a line is constant over all weeks.

34 constraint forall

35 (lin in Lines, w1, w2 in Weeks

36 where w1<w2

37 /\ exists(j in Jobs) ((LineOfJob[j] = lin) /\ (w2 <= endWeek[j]))

38 /\ exists(j in Jobs) ((LineOfJob[j] = lin) /\ (w1 >= startWeek[j])))

39 ((sum (j in Jobs) (if (LineOfJob[j] == lin)

40 then WorkersOnJob[j,w1]

41 else 0 endif))

42 ==

43 (sum (j in Jobs) (if (LineOfJob[j] == lin)

44 then WorkersOnJob[j,w2]

45 else 0 endif)));

46
47 %# Nobody assigned when it is not being worked.

48 constraint forall (j in Jobs, w in Weeks where w < startWeek[j])

49 (WorkersOnJob[j,w] == 0);

50
51 constraint forall (j in Jobs, w in Weeks where w > endWeek[j])

52 (WorkersOnJob[j,w] == 0);

53
54 %# Effort over weeks worked is sufficient to finish the job.

55 %# NYI: but not so much as to use more workers than necessary.

56 constraint forall (j in Jobs)

57 (RequiredWorkEffort[j]

58 <=

59 (sum (w in Weeks) (8*Workdays[w]*WorkersOnJob[j,w])));

60
61 %# Maximizes run length.

62 solve maximize sum (j in Jobs) (endWeek[j] - startWeek[j]);

5.6 Guiding Formulation

Formulating a combinatorial optimization problem can be challenging, espe-
cially for analysts with limited programming and modeling experience. Coffrin
et al. [38] note that when formulation is incorrect (1) the solver may return no
answer, even after the program has executed for an unreasonably long time,
(2) the solver may incorrectly decide that the problem is unsatisfiable, and (3)
the solver may return an incorrect answer. The paper describes a checking
methodology for MiniZinc problem formulations that emphasizes interaction
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with the solver. Specifically, they recommend that in development of the
model one proceed by (a) fixing the values of decision variables, and the objec-
tive, (b) broadening the value space of decision variable domains, (c) adding
“hidden variables” functionally dependent on primary decision variables to ex-
press models of complex constraints, (d) constraining the hidden variables so
that their value space is the image of the primary decision variables, and (e)
checking the validity of values calculated and truth value of constraints using
output statements. Though (a)–(e) are quite reasonable steps, the develop-
ment method it reflects is the pattern that has existed since the early days
of computers: write a program and submit it and the data for execution; if
the results are not as desired, hypothesize what might be wrong, add more
print statements, and execute again. For common programming languages,
this workflow has been superseded by integrated development environments
(IDEs) that allow the programmer to test parts of programs individually, and
to step through the execution of code to see intermediate values and validate
the flow of control. A small empirical study by Kosar et al. [39] indicated that
programmers provided with IDE debugging tools better comprehend programs
than programmers not provided with these tools.

Though the thesis work does not develop an IDE for formulation, the
Jupyter notebook, augmented with capabilities from the Notebook agent, pro-
vide many of the capabilities of an IDE. The following are reasons that the
challenges of guiding formulation may be less than those of guiding general
program specification and even less than guiding formulation of more general
optimization problems.

1. Owing to the focused problem scope of scheduling, rather than a more
general optimization scope, the need to establish data for certain con-
cepts can be anticipated. Where there is no evidence that those data
have been provided, this can be confirmed with the analyst.

2. Because key identifiers are classified (as modeling resources, costs, jobs,
etc.) the use of these identifiers can be traced through the formulation,
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checking whether assignments are consistent with domain understanding.

3. Values assigned to identifiers can be checked for consistency with defini-
tions, domain assumptions, and constraints.

4. One can anticipate that data read from spreadsheet will trace to solver
arrays and their index sets.

5. Owing to the relative simplicity of the abstract execution model of op-
timization problems (relative to general programming), an executable
metamodel of the language can be implemented to support user experi-
mentation.

6. Since decision variables must be traceable to the objective, software tool-
ing can be created verify this.

The following subsections illustrate how these capabilities can be used in
fine-grained interactions with scheduling analysts.

5.6.1 Assignment Problem Example

The linear assignment problem is the problem of optimally assigning n workers
to n tasks where (1) there is for each 〈worker, task〉 pair a (possibly distinct)
cost associated with the worker doing the task, and (2) each worker works one
task and all the tasks are worked. This problem was mentioned in Chapter
3, where an ORM diagram, Figure 3.4, was provide for the data describing
the cost incurred with each assignment. As Step 1 of the 14-step formulation
process suggest, one can write example scheduling action sentences for this
problem. An example scheduling action is “Mary does Task 3.” Because the
problem stipulates that each worker does one task and each task is performed,
there is a bijective relationship between tasks and workers. This bijection can
be depicted in ORM (see Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12: The bijective ’Worker performs Task’ relationship represented in
ORM.

In addition to the forward reading “Worker performs Task”, the model
allows a backward reading, “Task is performed by Worker.”

The linear assignment problem can be formulated using so-called zero one
(0-1) variables, decision variables that only take the values zero and one. This
is depicted in Figure 5.13 below. In this formulation, doesTask is a 0-1 decision
variable. It does the work of activating costs in the objective statement and is
required to be a bijection owing to the two constraints shown.

Figure 5.13: The linear assignment problem modeled with 0-1 variables.

1 set of int: Workers = 1..n;

2 set of int: Tasks = 1..n;

3 array[Workers, Tasks] of int: cost;

4 array[Workers, Tasks] of var 0..1: doesTask;

5
6 % Every worker does one task:

7 constraint forall (i in Workers) (sum (j in Tasks) (doesTask[i,j]) = 1);

8
9 % Every task gets done:

10 constraint forall (j in Tasks) (sum (i in Workers) (doesTask[i,j]) = 1);

11
12 solve minimize sum (i in Workers) (sum (j in Tasks) (cost[i,j]*doesTask[i,j]));

Some analysts may not find the formulation above intuitive. An alternative
formulation uses a global constraint, a constraint that represents a structured
collection of simpler constraints [40]. The alldifferent constraint, one of the
most commonly used global constraints, stipulates that none of variables in
the collection can take on a value held by another of the variables. Formally:
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Let S = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}.
alldifferent(S)

⇔
∀xi ∈ S, xi = c ⇒ ∀ k ∈ {1, . . . , n}/i, xk 6= c.

(5.3)

.
By explicitly declaring an alldifferent constraint, some solvers are able

to apply efficient algorithms [41] to such problems. An alternative formulation
to that depicted in Figure 5.13 could use the alldifferent constraint on
doesTask. This is depicted in Figure 5.14 below.

Figure 5.14: The linear assignment problem modeled with the alldifferent

constraint.

1 include "alldifferent.mzn";

2 set of int: Workers = 1..n;

3 set of int: Tasks = 1..n;

4 array[Workers, Tasks] of int: cost;

5 array[Workers] of var Tasks: doesTask;

6
7 constraint alldifferent(doesTask); % implies all tasks get done.

8
9 solve minimize sum (w in Workers) (cost[w,doesTask[w]]);

Were the ORM diagram of the bijection provided, it would be possible to
recommend the alternative alldifferent formulation. Absent the diagram, it
would still be possible were a 0-1 formulation such as depicted in Figure 5.13
provided. The following could be inferred from the 0-1 formulation:

• doesTask takes on only two values: array[Workers, Tasks] of var

0..1: doesTask;,

• doesTask appears to be used as an absorbing factor in the body of the
optimization: cost[i,j]*doesTask[i,j],

• The index sets Workers and Tasks are of equal size,
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• The two constraints place a 1 in each column and row of doesTask.
Therefore doesTask is injective11.

5.6.2 Asynchronous Line Example

A formulation can be incomplete by possessing an unconstrained decision vari-
able, as illustrated in the example of Section 5.5.1. Conversely, the formulation
might define a constraint but fail to link it to the objective statement. Link-
ing can be achieved by either referencing the decision variable directly or by
referencing another decision variable that determines the value of the subject
decision variable. An example of this latter problem is illustrated in the MiniZ-
inc problem depicted in Figure 5.15. The figure depicts a formulation of the
makespan problem on buffered lines that was illustrated above in Figure 5.8.
In this flawed formulation, however, the decision variable Seq is not linked to
the objective. Note that the objective statement only references Exit[j,WS3],
literally the exit time of one job at the last workstation. Constraints at lines
17, 20, 25 and 30, however, force values of Enter to be constrained by values
of Exit and each other. In contrast, the correct formulation of the prob-
lem described earlier references Seq directly in the objective: solve minimize

(Exit[Seq[numToMake],WS3]);. The consequence of the mistaken formula-
tion is that the values of Seq are arbitrary, being only constrained to each be
different by the alldifferent constraint on line 35.

Figure 5.15: A formulation similar to 5.8

1 include "alldifferent.mzn";

2 enum Job = {A1, A2, B1, B2, B3, B4};

3 enum Resource = {WS1, BF1, WS2, BF2, WS3};

4
5 array[Job, Resource] of int : ProcessingTime;

6

11Being a bijection, it is also invertible. An equivalent formulation could replace
doesTask with whoDoes indexed by Task.
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7 % Three decision variable: Enter, Exit, Seq

8 set of int: makeTime = 0..1000; % arbitrarily large.

9 array[Job, Resource] of var makeTime: Enter;

10 array[Job, Resource] of var makeTime: Exit;

11
12 int : numToMake = 6;

13 set of int: LaunchSequence = 1..numToMake;

14 array[LaunchSequence] of var Job : Seq;

15
16 % Work starts at time 0

17 constraint forall (j in Job) (Enter[j,WS1] >= 0);

18
19 % A job starts at a resource after the another product leaves.

20 constraint

21 forall(j1 in Job, j2 in Job, r in Resource where j1 != j2)

22 ((Enter[j2,r] >= Exit[j1,r]) \/ (Enter[j1,r] >= Exit[j2,r]));

23
24 % A job starts at a resource after it leaves the previous resource.

25 constraint

26 forall(j in Job, r1 in Resource, r2 in Resource where r1 < r2)

27 (Enter[j,r2] >= Exit[j,r1]);

28
29 % A Job exits a resource no sooner than ptime[p,r] after it enters that resource.

30 constraint

31 forall(j in Job, r in Resource)

32 (Exit[j,r] >= Enter[j,r] + ProcessingTime[j,r]);

33
34 % Do all the jobs.

35 constraint alldifferent(Seq);

36
37 % Minimize the makespan, the time at which any Job exits the last resource.

38 solve minimize max(j in Job) (Exit[j,WS3]);

The MiniZinc compiler, typical of most compilers, does not detect the sort
of error just described. The reason for this is that recognizing the problem
involves tracing the relationships among variables in arbitrarily complex code.
In simple code, for example y = x + 1, it is obvious that y is determined by x.
In more complex code, the relationship can be made hard to identify by calls to
functions and use of global variables. The notebook agent, owing to the datalog
repository of the Python code’s abstract syntax trees, can query through the
chain of relationships among data and provide a probabilistic estimate of the
likelihood that a variable is determined by some other variable. traceVar is
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a predicate defined to express this probabilistic fact; it could be used in this
example above, e.g. (traceVar Exit Seq).

5.7 Validation in an Industrial Setting

This section describes a field study, referred to as the industrial pilot, that
exercised the thesis’s scheduling methodology. Heretofore, this chapter has
discussed verification of the PR components of the methodology; this sec-
tion discusses validation. In broad strokes, verification determines whether
derived requirements were met; validation determines whether stakeholders’
social needs were met. The social need, as described in Chapter 1, is better
outcomes in production scheduling. The thesis aim is to address the need by
identifying and developing separate roles for humans and machine agents in
the cognitive work of scheduling. The emphasis on verifying the PR capability
above, and the emphasis on the 14-step process for formulation in this section,
are owing to the pivotal roles these capabilities play in helping the analysts
develop an analytical model; it cannot be assumed that analysts possess this
skill.

Owing to the limitations inherent in drawing conclusions from a single
field study, correlation with findings from other studies are relied upon to fill
some of the gaps. Several papers discussed in the literature review, including
survey papers by Baxter & Sommerville [42] and Morris [43] attribute fail-
ures in the deployment of complex systems to failures in system design to
recognize complexity in the organization in which the system is deployed. Hu-
mans interact with technology markedly differently in the thesis methodology
compared to conventional systems designed for users by non-users. For this
reason, validation focuses on the differences. The key differences are (1) the
use of the sentence-based perspective on formulation introduced in Chapter 3,
Section 3.5, and (2) the methodology’s approach to continuous improvement
and systematized learning, as those terms are used in Chapter 2. Section 5.7.1
below describes the industrial setting of the field study. Section 5.7.2 addresses
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(1) and (2) in free-form discussion. Section 5.7.3 addresses (1) and (2) in the
context of the criteria for successful scheduling system design described by
van Wezel et al. [2] and discussed in the conclusion to the literature review in
Chapter 2.

5.7.1 Industrial Pilot Overview

Beginning in November 2018, Peckham, Inc., a US nonprofit company that
sews garments for government and commercial customers engaged with the
author to improve the company’s production scheduling process. In our first
meeting, Peckham’s operations managers reviewed with the author their schedul-
ing challenges. The key need voiced by the managers was for demonstrable as-
surance that their production priorities matched their customer requirements.
Simply put, they wanted to be sure they were working on the right jobs at the
right time.

Requirements of the project originated from both the company’s needs and
the author’s research objectives. In keeping with the spirit of systematized
learning, a goal of the work was to leave the manufacturer with a tool that
they felt confident about refining on their own after our work together ended. A
requirement voiced by management is that the scheduling solution should not
serve as a repository for scheduling information, but only as a decision support
tool consuming information from other company systems. This requirement
is consistent with their long-term strategy to use their enterprise resource
planning (ERP) system as the repository of choice, wherever possible. The
project was viewed by the company as exploratory work that could either
lead directly to an operational capability, or otherwise inform their subsequent
development work.

The company’s three apparel facilities produces about 30,000 items per
week using 600 workers. Relative to others in its sector, the company uses a
substantial amount of information technology in its manufacturing operations.
It maintains information about sales and inventory of inputs and finished goods
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in an ERP system. The company uses eKanban to manage work in process.
They use radio-frequency identification (RFID) to ensure that shipments are
consistent with orders. The company had attempted to use the manufactur-
ing resource planning (MRP) functions of their ERP system for production
scheduling, but found that it lacked the ability to express idiosyncratic con-
siderations essential to their operations.

In contrast to the high levels of automation in other areas of their oper-
ations, the baseline scheduling process involved many manual steps including
(1) generating spreadsheets from sales and inventory information in the ERP
system, (2) referencing other spreadsheets for workforce size and skills classi-
fication, (3) referencing spreadsheets describing the labor hours required for
each product type, and (4) producing a week-to-week scheduling spreadsheet
for 12 weeks. The scheduling spreadsheet described goal quantities of each
product for each week in the 12-week scheduling horizon. These quantities
were derived from order quantities and the scheduler’s estimate of the system
capacity. The spreadsheet did not specify the workforce size to apply to each
production line so as to meet the goal; this task was left to the production
managers.

A salient fact about the company’s baseline spreadsheet-based method is
that its spreadsheets are quite complicated. The baseline scheduling spread-
sheet contained 14 sheets covering all of the various information used in schedul-
ing including raw material availability, work in process, sales orders, labor
hours per garment, and work holidays. A sheet describing the status of prod-
ucts in production contained over 100 separate tables arranged three-across
and sixty-down the vertical axis of the sheet. Effectively, this composite sheet
represented 100 tables where each tables is dedicated to a product type. The
information populating these sheets was derived through formulas or collected
through various means including interactions with persons responsible for the
systems collecting the information. These systems include the company’s ERP
and labor time tracking systems. The author of the spreadsheet was not the
current scheduler, nor the scheduler before him; the spreadsheet was passed
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down through the company’s schedulers as they left for other roles.
Apparel production typically consists of marker making12, spreading and

cutting, sewing, inspection, and packaging. Sewing is the bottleneck pro-
cess for this (and most) apparel manufacturers and the only process explicitly
scheduled in the project’s work. Schedules in this context specify the weekly
sewing workforce size and composition (skill levels) to apply to a collection of
typically 80 jobs over a period of about two months.

Orders contain order lines specifying product style, sizes, color, and quan-
tity requested. There is an injective relation between 〈style, size, color〉 and
stock keeping unit (SKU). However, garment size has only a small effect on pro-
duction processes and it is typically more efficient to mix sizes on the marker
than to make a marker of garments all of one size. Differences in garment color
can necessitate thread color changes on the sewing machines. The scheduled
unit of production (job) is therefore not a quantity of SKU, but a quantity
of product described more generally; jobs encompass SKUs of the same style
and color without regard to size. This more abstract identifier used in their
baseline process is called route. A job is a quantity of a route to produce by
a given customer promise date. The matter of ensuring that the job produces
quantities in the correct sizes is addressed in marker making. The production
area is organized into lines that produce garments of a small number of related
routes, that is, garment types of similar construction.

The sewing workforce is classified into four skill levels. There are some
tasks, like sewing in zippers, that take substantially more skill than others. If
there are not sufficient high-skilled workers on a line, a bottleneck occurs at the
steps requiring high skills.13 The ratio of high-skilled work to ordinary-skilled
work required on a garment varies by line. For example, T-shirt lines require
no high-skilled workers whereas jackets may require one high-skilled worker for

12A marker is a specification of how the pieces of (possibly many) garments are arranged
on the fabric for cutting. Typically, several layers for many garments are cut together,
resulting in pieces for many garments.

13In this sense, we are solving a line-balancing problem as well as a scheduling problem.
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every three ordinary-skilled workers.

5.7.2 Sociotechnical Aspects of Model Refinement

The author presented the sentence-based methodology during his second visit
to the plant. Corresponding to Step 1 of the formulation process (see Chap-
ter 3, Section 3.5), the author and company analysts verified that scheduling
actions, the control signals inherent in a schedule, could be expressed as three
sentence types:

1. Work on job job shall begin on date week.

2. Work on job job shall end on date week.

3. During week week, there are n workers working on job job.

The topics of these sentences are jobs and weeks (see Step 2 of the process).
Dates and numbers of workers are abstract properties of the topic objects (see
Step 3). The intent of the notion of week was to represent the first day of a
work week; it was modeled as an integer where 0 was the current week (see
Step 4). The conceptualization of a job conforming to the description in the
prior section was imposed on the data; this determined a means of indexing
the sales orders (Steps 5 and 6).

Two related notions of line are prevalent in the company’s operations (1)
the usual notion of a production line, and (2) a product line (or clothing style
line). Scheduling, in effect, assigns sufficient numbers of workers to product
lines in order to meet production due dates. The production supervisor is free
to organize production lines consistent with staffing suggested by the schedule.
As well as being a commercial manufacturer, Peckham Inc. is a nonprofit
teaching job skills to persons with disabilities. Contracted work for government
programs for disabled workers stipulates a minimum percentage of disabled
workers allowed under the program. Because process change-over in apparel
can be difficult, and particularly so with these populations, scheduling seeks
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to keep the size of the workforce applied to each product line stable for as
long as possible. Product line is thus an important concept to scheduling the
work. An additional sentence type (Steps 8 and 9) “Job job has line line.” and
the constraint (Step 10) depicted on Line 37 of Figure 5.11 were designed to
organize jobs into lines. Two other properties of jobs, the work required, and
the due date, were similarly define following Steps 8–10.

The initial modeling work just described produced a solution that was
refined over the first month of our collaboration14 to the form depicted in
the figure. This early experience helped to give analysts an introduction into
the methodology. It also provided requirements defining capabilities of the
notebook agent. The simple model depicted is flawed in the sense that the
problem it defines is not satisfiable when the amount of work due exceeds
capacity. The initial focus in refining the model was that problem. Work
with the company analysts, spanning two years, included the following model
refinements:

1. The satisfiability problem was addressed by modifying the objective to
minimize lateness.

2. Data were acquired directly from the ERP system, rather than through
the original scheduling spreadsheets.

3. The skills classification of workers and the difficulty of sewing the var-
ious product types were taken into account. The process difficulty was
expressed in terms of the required skills for teams of four sewers. Effec-
tively, teams of four sewers are scheduled.

4. A production priority value (1–4) is associated with each line.
14We met (virtually, using web conferencing tools) each workday for an hour over the three

months that notebook development was most intense, and once a week after that to refine
our solution. A typical session involved pair programming [44] and spiral development [45]
in which we would work on one of the refinements described below. I also took four trips to
their main facility in Michigan.
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5. Four separate workforce populations are scheduled into three production
facilities.

6. A capability to display stacked bar charts of workforce on each job for
the 12-week scheduling horizon was added to the notebook.

7. A capability to manually adjust workforce assignment through notebook
graphical user interface features was added.

8. Work was undertaken to acquire better estimates of labor hours per
garment.

9. A discipline for versioning the notebook and use of a code management
repository were established.

10. A workforce analysis based on skills classification and labor hours clocked
to jobs was undertaken.

The refinements enumerated mirror the findings of several researchers in
practical scheduling who have emphasized the need for a holistic, interdisci-
plinary view of scheduling reflecting the human, organizational, and technical
dimensions of scheduling in realistic industrial settings. These include Craw-
ford et al. [46], Crawford & Weirs [47], McKay et al. [48], and Arica et al. [49].
The pilot exercise, which began as the work of the author and one analyst,
became increasingly visible to other operational areas and executive manage-
ment. With this, the work began to benefit from the input of individuals in
various roles. For example, a meeting with product-focused personnel identi-
fied discrepancies in the labor hours per garment for some products.

The pilot also mirrored the approach to uncertainty found in other field
studies. Martinelli et al. [50] note the scheduler’s role in monitoring for disrup-
tions. Aytug et al. [51] note that uncertainty in scheduling concerns both the
predictive power of the resulting schedule and the need for reaction.15 In the

15Aytug’s cause and context might be more conventionally viewed, respectively, as type
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predictive context, the industrial pilot’s workforce analysis (started just before
COVID-19 became a scheduling issue) was focused on reducing uncertainty in
the size and composition of the workforce at each plant. In the reactive con-
text, the capability to manually adjust workforce assignment proved useful to
address situations that are not apparent nor possible to anticipate given only
data from system feeds.

The industrial pilot realized dynamic capability, and systematized enter-
prise learning such as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4. Dynamic capa-
bility concerns the competitive advantage inherent in the enterprise’s ability
to learn and systematize learning. Though assessing competitive advantage
is not within the project’s remit, the company demonstrated ability to learn
and systematize learning. Specifically, they subsequently developed notebooks
for (1) analysis of variation (ANOVA) in labor hours per garment, and (2)
workforce size and composition analysis. The ANOVA analysis could provide
the company with knowledge of learning effects, important in managing pro-
duction ramp-up and in taking on production of more complex products. The
workforce analysis should prove useful to scheduling in the latter stages of the
COVID-19 disruption and future unforeseen circumstances.

The industrial pilot also realized theory-based flexecution with a mediat-
ing public object. Theory, being a hypothesis about the relationship between
a collection of models and reality [53, 54], requires tangible models. Expe-
rience with a model reveals its shortcomings and can motivate model refine-
ment efforts. The ten refinements enumerated above are examples of iterations
through the flexecution loops depicted in Figure 2.5. Theory-based flexecution
is commonplace among research communities, in which the mediating public
objects are academic publications. The significance of the thesis methodology
in this regard is that the participants are not scientists but rather persons with
operational responsibilities. In summary, the notebook, integrated with data

causality and actual causality. Type causality has the predictive power sought in scientific
investigation, whereas actual causality is analyzed to impute blame [52]. Actual causality is
also the subject of Chapters 6 and 7 of the thesis.
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from ERP and time tracking systems, provided a mediating public object that
was refined through collective effort to realize dynamic capability and institu-
tional learning. It demonstrated progress toward many of the goals for robust,
holistic, interdisciplinary, scheduling voiced by researchers.

The above notwithstanding, the methodology still has its shortcomings.
Most notably, constraints can become complex, taxing the analysts’ ability
to express them. For example, the constraint requiring that the number of
workers on a line remain constant over the period in which line operates,
though easily expressed in natural language, is difficult to write formally. This
constraint is depicted in Figure 5.11 and also in Figure 5.16 below.

Figure 5.16: A complex constraint from the industrial pilot model

1 constraint forall

2 (lin in Lines, w1, w2 in Weeks

3 where w1<w2

4 /\ exists(j in Jobs) ((LineOfJob[j] = lin) /\ (w2 <= endWeek[j]))

5 /\ exists(j in Jobs) ((LineOfJob[j] = lin) /\ (w1 >= startWeek[j])))

6 ((sum (j in Jobs) (if (LineOfJob[j] == lin)

7 then WorkersOnJob[j,w1]

8 else 0 endif))

9 ==

10 (sum (j in Jobs) (if (LineOfJob[j] == lin)

11 then WorkersOnJob[j,w2]

12 else 0 endif)));

One way around this problem is to seek a sub-model that describes the
constraint more concisely. In this case, the sub-model would (1) define a deci-
sion variable for the number of workers on a line, (2) define decision variables
for the start week and end week of jobs on a line, and (3) require that between
those bounds, the number of workers on the line (the decision variables defined
in (1)) must be constant. Alternatively, the analysts could experiment with
executing examples of the constraint such as depicted using the executable
available through the notebook agent’s metamodel. This, however, does not
make the constraint any less complex.
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5.7.3 van Wezel’s Criteria

As discussed in the conclusion to Chapter 2, van Wezel et al. [2] enumerated
four criteria for successful systemization of scheduling. The following is an
account of how the thesis methodology met these criteria in the industrial
pilot.

1. The scheduling goals of the human scheduler and system need
to be aligned. The human scheduler is the person in the company most
familiar with criteria for effective scheduling. Typically, as was the case in
the industrial pilot, the scheduler has routinely worked through schedul-
ing problems with spreadsheets. With this background, the scheduler
was well prepared to contribute to the development of the notebook-
based system. By actually having a hand in developing the system,
alignment is ensured, if not immediately, then through the scheduler’s
subsequent refinements.

2. The system should communicate the decision strategy and sched-
ule in a comprehensible way. The MiniZinc solver does not, in itself,
support these requirements; the MiniZinc formulation is too formal and
abstract. However, Steps 4, 7 and 13 of the 14-step formulation process
describe a process for translation to and from solver abstractions. Fur-
ther, constraints and associated annotations describe the decision strat-
egy.

3. The system should account for human limitations such as short-
term memory and attention span, and individual differences.
Human limitations in solving combinatorial problems are obviated by use
of solvers. Other human limitations are ameliorated, owing to notebook-
based ability to annotate code with text and graphics.

4. Human schedulers should be provoked to participate in the
scheduling process, or risk losing their long-term mental model
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of system functioning and structure, and their ability to deal
with exceptions. The analysts, and stakeholders generally, can review
the notebook to refresh their understanding of the mental model it em-
bodies. Indeed, every execution of the notebook walks through the steps
of the scheduling process. Further, the notebook sequential format en-
ables one to investigate the validity of inputs to the scheduling process
in situ.

5.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter assessed the formulation methodology. The assessment included
(1) verification of the PR techniques used, and (2) validation by means of a field
study and correlation to requirements cited in the literature. The former is
important toward determining whether PR can sufficiently orient the machine
agent to help guide formulation. The latter, the validation proper, assessed (a)
the larger elements of the methodology, involving humans in on-going formula-
tion and refinement, and (b) use of the 14-step formulation process described
in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.

Though shortcomings were noted in the verification of PR techniques, the
techniques were shown to be sufficient to recognize key scheduling concepts
and to enable machine-mediated guidance. Guidance included (1) ensuring
connectivity between constraints and objective, (2) use of global constraints,
and (3) choosing satisfiable constraints. Machine-mediated guidance can take
many disparate forms and this list is far from complete, nonetheless, wherever
data can provide evidence, the methodology appears sound and effective at
drawing useful conclusions.

A single field study can only go so far towards validating the methodology.
Fortunately, as the literature review makes clear, there is a substantial body
of work about how human agents interact with technology and the pitfalls of
current approaches. Validation therefore focused on the unique challenges of
analyst-led formulation and assessing whether beneficial sociotechnical char-
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acteristics could be attributed to the methodology. The results of this analysis
were mostly positive. Some of the most significant attributes such as institu-
tional learning and theory flexecution are not unique to scheduling. In this
regard, the work may serve to direct attention in scheduling frameworks to-
wards a more encompassing viewpoint, perhaps one complementary to future
smart manufacturing systems.

This chapter concludes discussion of what was described in Chapter 3 as
the “Formulation Loop” (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.2). The next chapter begins
discussion of the “Awareness Loop” depicted in the same figure.
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Chapter 6

Supporting Situation Awareness
in Joint Cognitive Work

6.1 Introduction

Chapters 6 and 7 concern Objective 3 of the thesis, that is, to develop a
methodology to support analysts’ awareness of dynamic situations that is es-
sential knowledge to effective scheduling. The literature review highlighted
that scheduling requires access to up-to-date information about the production
system. Knowledge of process requirements, system capacities, and system re-
liability are the premises on which control policies are formulated. In dynamic
manufacturing environments, engineering change to the product, the process,
and the production equipment can cause these premises to be violated and
thereby make control policies less effective. An accurate, up-to-date model of
the production system is essential to production control, but a challenge to
maintain.

Essential information can be presented simply in tables and graphs. Knowl-
edge of a situation, however, as the review of literature in situation awareness
(SA) points out, can entail a substantially broader set of concerns, those un-
derlying the ability to make decisions appropriate to prevailing circumstances.
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Situational awareness is defined as a continuous extraction of en-
vironmental information, integration of this information with pre-
vious knowledge to form a coherent mental picture, and the use of
that picture in directing further perception and anticipating future
events. Simply put, situational awareness means knowing what is
going on around you [1].

This chapter examines these broader goals of situation awareness and specif-
ically how a machine-generated model of a situation could be used to provide
SA. The chapter following will describe the implementation of a methodology
for composing simulation models from supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) log data.

Similar to the approach to formulation as JCW, the thesis develops a medi-
ating object as the locus of interaction between analysts and machine agents.
In this case, the mediating object is an executable simulation which can be up-
dated automatically by the machine agent whenever there is sufficient change
to the performance or structure of the production system.

To begin, it is argued that a simulation model could serve as the public
entity. Nowak et al. [2] propose that interacting with a simulation, changing
model parameters and observing the effects is useful towards mentally repre-
senting the effects of potential interventions. Similarly, Forrester [3] argues
that simulation has a role in improving one’s mental model and discovering its
inconsistencies. Following these leads, the thesis pursues the use of simulation
as a means to shared situation awareness.

The idea that a simulation is a public entity for which software has any
role other than possibly executing it for presentation to humans needs some
explanation. First, what is intended here by a simulation is both (1) an exe-
cutable model structure and (2) what can be observed by executing it. These
two aspects are discussed separately below.

The model structure is useful to machine agents. If it is possible to query a
model structure for functional and topological characteristics, it is possible that
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software agents can make use of the information provided by the query. For
example, a Petri net’s (PN) executable structure can be expressed in a simple
graphical notation. One can query such a structure usefully to recognize,
for example, the differing structure of block before service versus block after
service behavior [4] (See Figure 6.1; detailed discussion of the PN depicted
here is provided in the next section). Like PNs, SysML [5], a systems modeling
language, could serve to describe model structure, though beyond that, SysML
currently does not specify execution semantics. In contrast to these formalisms,
it is not easy to abstract functional and topological characteristics from models
built from general purpose programming languages. The cyclical scheduling
problem described in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1 is an example formulation that
exhibits structure that can be matched to PN structure.

Figure 6.1: 2-machine system with a buffer size of 3: (a) block-after-service
(b) and block-before-service

Observations made from executing the model are also useful to software
agents. Ignoring for a moment that the “machine agent” involved is not nec-
essarily intelligent, behaviors from executing the model are useful to system
control in the context of model predictive control (MPC) [6, 7]. More to the
point, qualitative simulation, a reasoning technique that uses simulation [8],
can provide a useful abstraction to inform machine agents of salient system
behaviors. An example qualitative model, representing behaviors of asyn-
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chronous (buffered) production lines is depicted in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Qualitative representation of causal links in asynchronous
(buffered) production. The symbol + on an arrow denotes that an increase in
the property value at the tail of the arrow causes an increase in the property
value at the head of the arrow. In the figure, ST is starvation, BL blocking,
and TP throughput.

Finally, in modeling formalisms such as PNs and Business Process Modeling
and Notation (BPMN) [9], where execution is easily related to model structure,
it is possible to step through execution of the model to reveal behaviors. For
example, the state of the two systems depicted in Figure 6.1 can be advanced
by executing the rules for moving tokens (aka the token game). Thereby, even
where names (e.g., “block-before-service”) are not given to the behaviors, it is
possible for machine agents to abstract rules of the system’s behavior.

Simulation can provide the essential elements of SA. The review of litera-
ture in situation awareness in Chapter 2 emphasized three closely interrelated
concepts:
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mental models provide knowledge of how things work,

frames provide structures used to describe the relationships among entities,
and

schema provide structures relied upon for active exploration of the environ-
ment.

Simulation’s roles in forming and correcting mental models was discussed
briefly above. The relational structures of a simulation model structure can
provide frames interrelating domain entities. Finally, simulation can be inter-
related with one’s conceptual schema, linking to past conceptualizations [10]
and providing a means for active exploration through the manipulation of pa-
rameters to study effects [3, 11].

In summary, simulations, if they can be composed and contextualized to
match dynamic situations, appear fit to the purpose of providing analysts with
SA. Of course the viewpoint of the simulation models, the set of concerns and
audience that they support [12] matters greatly to whether or not simulation
is effective in this role.

A remaining question concerns the choice of modeling technology imple-
menting the model. This question is important because, ideally, the com-
position of the simulation models should be automated. It is currently not
possible to automate the composition of complex programs written in gen-
eral purpose programming languages. Instead, Petri nets (PNs) were selected
for this purpose owing to (1) their simple graph-based formulation, on which
machine-based composition and queries can be implemented, (2) their simple
execution model, and (3) the mathematical precision of their representation.
However, Petri nets fall short as a means to accurately model many phenom-
ena. The shortcomings for PNs will be discussed where these shortcomings are
relevant.

For many applications, PNs have been superseded by domain-specific sim-
ulation languages and process ontologies, but these alternatives are not well-
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suited to the requirements developed above. The Core Manufacturing Simu-
lation Data (CMSD) [13] is an exchange form for such component-based sim-
ulation languages; the Process Simulation Language (PSL) [14] is an example
of such an ontology. Owing to the complex structure and deep classification
of simulation languages fitting the CMSD mold, these languages do not lend
themselves to automated composition. For example, component-based simula-
tion languages typically do not define process formally (i.e. such that deductive
reasoning can be used to ascertain the truth of statements). In simulation lan-
guages, behavioral distinctions such as those between BBS and BAS behavior
illustrated above are typically encoded in general purpose software, opaque
to simple queries. Consequently, it is not easy to access and reason about
behaviors in these simulation languages.

Axiomatic process ontologies such as PSL do not suffer this weakness. How-
ever, axiomatic languages typically require theorem provers to infer the effects
of actions. Theorem provers are inefficient for the purposes compared to PNs
owing to the locality of effect that PN execution possesses; the immediate effect
of an event in a PN is limited to changes in the token counts in places directly
connected to the transition representing the event. Such locality of effect is
important to the log interpretation process described in the next chapter. Fi-
nally, category theory-based modeling of PNs [15,16] may make it possible to
define functors (mappings) of PNs to other forms such as analytical codes for
production scheduling.

The next section provides background on Petri nets, covering basic nets
through Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPNs). Following that section is
a section on a new Petri net model developed for the thesis called Routing and
Queueing Petri Nets (RQPNs). Chapter 7 then describes a methodology for
interpreting SCADA system logs into RQPNs to provide SA.
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6.2 Petri Net Overview

PNs is a family of graphical formalisms to represent process causation, concur-
rency, choice, and synchronization [17]. PN graphs are directed and bipartite;
directed edges (arcs) connect places to transitions and transitions to places.
An example of the visual presentation of a PN is shown in Figure 6.3 below.
The convention for presenting a PN is for places to be represented by large
circles and transitions as small rectangles. The left side of the figure depicts a
place p1 containing one token, shown as a black circle in the place p1. The right
side of the figure shows the state of the PN after the transition has “fired”,
that is, advanced to its next state. Because there is no arc from p2 nor p3, the
PN with the initial marking shown on the left has only one additional state,
the one shown on the right.

Figure 6.3: Initial (a) and final state (b) of a simple PN

The firing of a transition removes tokens from input places (the places
with inbound arcs to the transition) and adds tokens to the output places
(places with outbound arcs from the transition). The number of tokens moved
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depends on the multiplicity of the arc. The transition is enabled (able to fire)
if (1) all the input places to the transition have quantity of tokens equal to or
greater than the multiplicity of the respective arcs into the transition, and (2)
places associated with inhibitor arcs to the transition have fewer tokens than
the multiplicity of the respective arcs. The number of tokens added to each
output place when a transition fires is equal to the multiplicity of the respective
outbound arcs of the transition. Similarly, the number of tokens removed from
each output place when a transition fires is equal to the multiplicity of the
respective inbound arcs of the transition.

In the visual presentation of a PN, the multiplicity is expressed as a positive
integer next to the arc. If there is no number displayed, the multiplicity of
that arc is 1.

Figure 6.3 also contains an inhibitor arc (the arc from p4 to t1). Visually,
inhibitor arcs are depicted with a ball rather than arrowhead at the head of
the arc. The function of an inhibitor arc is to prevent the transition from firing
in the case that the multiplicity of the arc is met. In the example, were p4 to
contain at least one token in the initial marking of the PN, no other markings
would be reachable. Inhibitor arcs only connect from places to transition.
They can be used, for example, for express the size of a buffers. For example,
an inhibitor arc with multiplicity 3 could represent blocking on a buffer with
capacity of 3, as shown in Figure 6.1.

The discussion thus far concerns only untimed Petri nets; no time period
nor stochasticity is associate with the firing of the transitions (which are known
as immediate transitions). Following the notation of Marsan [18], an untimed
PN can be formally represented as a 6-tuple:

P =
〈
P, T,M0, I, O,H

〉
(6.1)

where

• P is a set of places;
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• T is set of transitions, T ∩ P = ∅;

• M0 is a function M0 : P → N assigning a number of tokens to each
place, in effect specifying the initial marking (state) of the PN;

• I is the input function to the transition, I : T × P → N, specifying how
many tokens are removed from each place when the transition fires;

• O is the output function to the transition, O : T × P → N, specifying
how many tokens are added to each place when the transition fires, and

• H is the inhibitor function to the transition, H : T ×P → N, specifying,
for an source place p ∈ P and target transition t ∈ T the number of
tokens at the source place sufficient to prevent the transitions from firing.

The set of input places to a transition t is designated •t = {p ∈ P :
I(t, p) > 0}. The set of inhibitor places to a transition t is designated ◦t =
{p ∈ P : H(t, p) > 0}. The set of output places from a transition t is designated
t• = {p ∈ P : O(t, p) > 0}. The state of a PN with n places can be represented
with a vector of length n in which the vector components each count the
number of tokens in a place. Such vectors are known as markings.

The set of markings reachable from an initial marking is known as the
reachability set. A PN for a 2-machine system with BBS buffering (similar to
Figure 6.3(b) but with a buffer size of 1) is shown in Figure 6.4. Its reachability
set is shown in Table 6.1 below.
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Figure 6.4: A 2-machine system with 2-position BBS buffering. (Similar to
Figure 6.1(b) but with more concise naming of the features.)

Table 6.1: Reachability set of the 2-machine system shown above.
Marking p1 p2 p3 p4 p5
M0 1 0 0 1 0
M1 0 1 1 1 0
M2 0 1 1 0 1
M3 0 1 0 1 0
M4 1 0 0 0 1
M5 0 1 0 0 1
M6 1 0 1 1 0
M7 0 1 2 1 0
M8 0 1 2 0 1
M9 1 0 1 0 1

A reachability graph is a graph of a reachability set where the nodes of
the graph are the markings and each directed edge is labeled with the tran-
sition that fired at the change of state. The reachability graph of the PN in
Figure 6.3(a) is depicted in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Reachability graph of the 2-machine system.

If no marking in the reachability set contains more then k tokens at any
place, the PN is said to be k-bounded. In highly concurrent systems, the
reachability set can grow exponentially with increasing k or added places [19].

6.2.1 Timed Petri Nets

Timed Petri nets add to the formalism described above the dimension of time.
These PNs provide a second kind of transition (called timed transitions) that
fire after a period of time has elapsed since the logical conditions for firing have
been satisfied. Immediate transitions have precedence over timed transition; if
any immediate transition is enabled in a marking, it fires before any enabled
timed transition. The time that a timed PN spends in a given state (marking)
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is called the sojourn time of that state.
Importantly, the inclusion of time does not change the logical rules of PN

state transition and therefore the ability of PNs to express system concur-
rency and synchronization is unchanged by the addition of timed transitions.
Timed transitions are visually represented as small unfilled rectangles. The
PNs of Figure 6.1 possess both immediate and timed transitions. The timed
transitions, such as m1-complete-job, typically model relatively long-running
processes, whereas immediate transition are more appropriate to model sys-
tem logic. Block-before-service (BBS), depicted in Figure 6.1(a), specifies
that work at a workstation does not start until there is room in the buffer for
the workpiece after it finishes at the workstation. In block-after-service (BAS)
buffering discipline, Figure 6.1(b), the workstation itself, in effect, serves as an
additional buffer spot.

Marsan et al. [18] citing earlier works, note that three different conventions
have been applied in measuring the time at which timed PNs fire. (1) In
resampling the timer on each transition is restarted when a transition occurs.
(2) In enabling memory the timers on transitions not enabled are restarted,
whereas the timers on enabled transitions are not. Finally, (3) in age memory
no timers are restarted. The age memory convention thereby accurately models
the situation of accomplishing a process that requires a fixed amount of time.

Typically, the timing information associated with a timed Petri net is de-
fined stochastically.1 By far, the most common parametric distribution applied
in timed PNs is the exponential distribution. PNs with exponential distributed
timing are called stochastic Petri nets (SPNs). The utility of exponential dis-
tribution in SPNs is due the distribution being memoryless: Given an expo-
nentially distributed random variable X, for all time periods s and t:

1Petri nets formalisms that feature deterministic transitions also exist, but none were
found that handle competing deterministic transitions. Such a feature is essential to mod-
eling systems with parallel machines. Gilberto and Donatelli [20] describe one of the more
advanced systems combining stochastic and deterministic transitions.
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P (X > s+ t | X > s) = P (X > t). (6.2)

Being memoryless obviates the choice of timing convention; the three con-
ventions described above essentially collapse down to one [18].

6.2.2 Isomorphism to Markov Chains

One great advantage of SPNs is that, under certain conditions that will be
discussed, they are isomorphic to continuous time Markov chains (CTMC) [18].
This makes it possible to calculate steady state parameters such as the steady
state sojourn times of each marking and probability of the system being in
each state (marking).

To begin, a CTMC is a stochastic process, a family of random variables
{X(s), s ∈ S} indexed by a set S. In the isomorphism between SPNs and
CTMCs,

• the index of the CTMC process is a sequence of time values, ti ∈ R+,

• the CTMC’s state space is the PN’s reachability set,

• the CTMC’s graph is topologically like the SPN’s reachability graph
except that, for each node, the CTMC additionally contains an arc with
source and target at the node,

• the CTMC’s next-state distribution are mapped to the exponentially
distributed transitions rates of the SPN,

• k-bounded SPNs correspond to finite continuous time Markov chains,
and

• The rows of the infinitesimal generator matrix (used for calculating
steady-state percent time in each state) are the rates of corresponding
transitions to other reachable markings, except for the diagonal term in
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the matrix (the rate it stay stationary), which is negative the sum of the
other terms.

A CTMC with state space S, sk ∈ S, and all sequences {t0, t1, . . . , tn+1}
such that t0 < t1, . . . , < tn+1 possess the following two2 properties [21]:

(6.3)

P{X(tn+1) = sn+1 | X(tn) = sn, X(tn−1) = sn−1, . . . , X(t0) = s0}

= P{X(tn+1) = sn+1 | X(tn) = sn}.

P{Tn ≤ t | X(tn) = si} = 1− e−λit (6.4)

Equation 6.3 expresses the Markov property of the CTMC. Equation 6.4
expresses that the random variable X(tn) has an exponential distribution de-
pendent only on the state si.

The infinitesimal generator matrix Q is derived from the PN reachability
graph and the rates between transitions [18]. The value of the element of
matrix at row i and column j, qij is given by:

qij =


∑
Tk∈Ej(Mi) λk i 6= j

−vi, i = j
(6.5)

where

vi =
∑

Tk∈Ej(Mi)
λk (6.6)

In Equation 6.5, Tk is a transition with firing rate λk. Ej(Mi) is the set of
transitions enabled in marking Mi that, when fired, place the PN in marking
j. Using similar notation in Equation 6.6, each diagonal element of the matrix
is the negative of the sum of the off-diagonal terms of that row.

2In these equation, the expression inside the curly brackets is read as an event.
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Q is used in the system provided by Equations 6.7 and 6.8. Solving this
system for η provides the steady-state time in each state, from which the token
quantities at each place can be calculated.

ηQ = 0 (6.7)

subject to

η1T = 1 (6.8)

Intuitively, each row i of the matrix Q can be viewed as providing the
exponential clocks started when the system enters the state i. The rate of
transition from state i to j is qij. What is not so easily explained by this
view is the ith term of row, whose value is the given by Equation 6.6. This
term can be explained in relation to Kolmogorev’s Backward Equation, [22,23].
Specifically, if P (t) is the |S|×|S| matrix of transition probabilities with where
the transition from state i to j is the p(i, j) and P ′(t) is the is the |S| × |S|
matrix of the p′ij(t) provided by the Kolmogorev’s Backward Equation

p′ik =
∑
k 6=i

qikpkj(t)− vipij(t). (6.9)

Then Equation 6.9 can be rewritten3 p′ik can be rewritten as a row of the
equation

P ′(t) = QP (t) (6.10)

.

6.2.3 Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets

GSPNs are similar to SPNs but allow both timed and immediate transitions,
the former for modeling long-running processes and the latter for modeling

3Similarly, each row of [P ′(t)]ij = [P (t)Q]ij ] is a Kolmogorev’s Forward Equation.
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system logic. Owing to the inclusion of immediate transitions, GSPNs are
not isomorphic to CTMCs. The states of a GSPN can be classified as either
“tangible” in which the sojourn time is greater than 0 and “vanishing” in which,
owing to exiting the state through an immediate transition, the sojourn time
is = 0. In order to produce an an infinitesimal generator matrix for a GSPN
system, it is necessary to transform the system into one that contains no
vanishing states. One method to do this is the “on the fly” technique [24]. In
this technique, each vanishing state is replaced by the paths from the tangible
state just before the vanishing state to every tangible state terminating the
intervening vanish state. These paths are complicated somewhat in the case
that there are cycles of vanishing states between the two ends of the path, but
otherwise simply the product of rates between the ends.

Figure 6.6: A 2-machine system similar to Figure 6.4 but with timed transitions
replacing immediate transitions that represent process.
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Figure 6.7: Reduction of the reachability graph. Tangible states are in bold;
immediate transitions have dotted arcs.

Table 6.2: Rates for paths through vanishing states
Path Rate Expression
[M0, t1, t2,M6] λ1

[M4, t1, t4, t2,M0] 0.5λ1

[M4, t1, t2, t4,M0] 0.5λ1

[M4, t3, t4,M0] λ3

[M7, t3, t4, t2,M6] λ3

The reduction algorithm developed for the thesis differs from Knottenbelt’s
[24], algorithm in two respects. First, the algorithm is applied to reachability
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graph arcs, not nodes. In the thesis implementation, at least, navigating the
nodes can result in some links not being visited. As a consequence, steady-
state token counts can be wrong in some PNs. Secondly, and important to the
usage in simulation, the rate expressions were implemented as function objects
embedded in the Q matrix. This allows witnessing the effects of rate values
changes and correlation to qualitative models of the system such as depicted
in Figure 6.2.

6.3 Routing and Queueing Petri Nets

A new Petri net formalism called Routing Queueing Petri Nets (RQPN) was
developed for this thesis. As discussed above, the goal is to provide simulations
models to analysts to help them become aware of dynamic production chal-
lenges. Since the models must reflect current challenges, simulations would
have to be generated anew as the situation changes. Doing this in a cost-
effective manner suggests that the composition process should be automated.
In many industrial settings, SCADA logs provide a systematic source of in-
formation suitable for processing by automation. To facilitate automated in-
terpretation (i.e. sense-making) of the log, there must be clear correspondence
between log messages and PN structure. The target production system for this
study is asynchronous production lines, originally motivated by work with au-
tomotive underbody assembly lines [25]. Characteristics of these lines relevant
to interpreting the log include multiple product types in process, buffering,
enforced sequencing, and synchronized joining of subassemblies, The need to
reflect these characteristics in PN structure is pivotal to the choice of PN de-
signs. Various PN formalisms are capable of modeling some of characteristics,
but none were found that modeled all of them. The RQPN adds notions of
queue and token identity to GSPNs while maintains GSPN’s isomorphism to
CTMCs.

RQPNs differ from queueing Petri net (QPNs). QPNs [26] have ordinary
places (called immediate places in this context) and timed places. The time
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places consisting of a waiting area and a service area. Token are not available
at timed places until an associated (exponentially distributed) service time has
elapsed. The tokens in QPNs do not have identity. The gathering of multiple
behaviors into timed places would not serve the goals of log interpretation.

In contrast, RQPNs do not use timed places. RQPNs differ from GSPNs
in that (1) tokens are assigned identity that can be preserved across transition
firing, and (2) a discipline is imposed for introducing and removing token
individuals from the net and for associating them with outbound places of
transitions. The token routing discipline is used to represent jobs entering,
flowing through, and exiting the system. Since the bookkeeping activity of
token routing has no bearing on the behavior of the PN, RQPNs retain the
steady-state properties of GSPNs.

The token routing discipline is as follows.

• τ = [τ1, τ2, τ3, . . .] is a sequence of objects called identified tokens indexed
by the positive natural numbers.

• id : τ → N+ is an injective function ∀i, id(τi) = i, providing the identifier
of a token.

• τi is older than τj in just the case that id(τi) < id(τj). The older the
token, the longer it has been in the system.

• The initial marking of a PN with k tokens associates the identified tokens
{τ1, . . . , τk} to the PN arbitrarily, but obeying the marking.

• The n arcs into transition t are each given a unique priority from the set
{1, . . . , n}.

• Likewise, the m arcs out of transition t are each given a unique priority
from the set {1, . . . ,m}.

• When the transition fires, the number of tokens removed from input
places may be equal to, greater than, or less than the number of to-
kens placed into output places. These conditions are called, respectively,
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equal balance, negative balance, and positive balance and can be stati-
cally associated with each transition. (The rules of the token game are
unchanged.)

• When transition t fires, the oldest tokens in each of the places •t are
removed from each place according to the multiplicity of the arc con-
necting the place to t. For example, if the multiplicity of the arc (pi, t),
pi ∈ •t is n. The n oldest token in pi are removed. S is the set of tokens
so collected.

• If t is an equal balance transition, then the number of tokens to be dis-
tributed to the output places, t•, is |S|. The newest tokens in S are
distributed to the place associated with the highest priority arc connect-
ing t to t• according to the multiplicity of the subject arc. The remaining
arcs are to used to satisfy the remaining arcs, each in priority order. Thus
each of the token in S are placed in one of the places t•.

• If t is a negative balance transition, then the number of tokens to place
in output places is less than |S|. If the difference between |S| and what
is to be distributed is n, then the oldest n tokens are discarded from S

and the remainder are distributed to output places as above.

• If t is a positive balance transition, then the number of tokens to place
in output places is greater than |S|. If the difference between |S| and
what is to be distributed is m, then the next m tokens from τ not yet
used are added to S and S is distributed to output places as above.

It is possible, owing to the topology of the particular PN involved that
tokens can become trapped at a place. If this is the case, then such tokens
probably do not well represent flowing workpieces in the interpretation of the
PN. Similarly, the assignment of identified tokens to the initial marking, being
arbitrary, may not interpret well. But in PN’s where the token represent
workpieces, these will be purged as the PN moves through it states.
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In summary, RQPNs borrow some behavioral characteristics from discrete
event systems without losing the characteristics of GSPNs. The following
example illustrates RQPN operation. In Figure 6.8(a) m1-start-job is a positive
balance transition. When it fires owing to τ7 in m1-blocked (see (b) side of the
figure), a new token τ8 is created and placed in m1-busy because the inbound
arc has priority higher than the arc to (m1-start-job,buffer) (p = 1,versus
p = 2). Also, m2-start-job is a negative balance; when it fires, τ6 is moved to
m2-busy and τ5 is removed from the system.

Figure 6.8: (a) before m1-start-job and m2-start-job fire, and (b) after they
fire.

6.4 Chapter Summary

Several works were cited that noted that, in order to schedule effectively, an-
alysts frequently reassess the fitness of the production system. It was argued
that simulations can provide analysts with rich awareness of the fitness of the
production system to produce. Further it was argued that, by modeling with
PNs, machine agents can (1) abstract qualitative information from execut-
ing the simulation and (2) query the simulation structure to obtain system
structural and behavioral information. These capabilities provide additional
information to the machine agent beyond what can be learned about the an-
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alysts’ goals from studying the formulation (as described in Chapters 3 and
4).

A new PN formalism, the RQPN, was developed in order to better match
PN execution behavior to system sources of information about the current
performance of the system (SCADA logs). The key features developed were
(1) token identity, enabling the ability to track individual workpieces, and (2)
transition rate controls, enabling analysts to modify transition rates and see
the effect. The mental model that the latter may instill may correspond to
a causal model such as depicted in Figure 6.2. The next chapter develops a
means to compose RQPNs from log observations.
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Chapter 7

Automated Composition of
Simulation Models

7.1 Introduction

This chapter describes novel means to compose the RQPN simulation models
described in Chapter 6. The principal class of systems to which the compo-
sition methododology applies are buffered asynchronous production lines. An
example scheduling analysis performed on these systems is provided in Chap-
ter 5, Section 5.4.1. Section 7.5 of this chapter describes how the method
presented may be adapted to other classes of production systems. The model
can provide scheduling analysts and production operations management with
awareness of current production challenges. In the asynchronous lines studied,
a principal challenge to scheduling arises when the bottleneck moves from one
workstation to another. The bottleneck may move owing to degradation of
equipment performance (total or partial failure at a workstation), and changes
to the sequence by which jobs of multiple types are started. Typically under
these circumstances, throughput can be improved by changing the product mix
in ways that reduce demand on the bottleneck workstation [1]. The simulation
model provides insight into the location of the bottleneck and the effects of
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changing its production parameters. The model can be used with combina-
torial optimization to identify the optimal sequence by which jobs should be
started to maximize throughput in multi-job production. This optimization
problem was discussed in Chapter 5.

A Petri net model can be produced using log data reported from system
components. In the discussion, this information is referred to as supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) log data. The methodology identifies
(1) a model that, like traditional statistical system identification [2], responds
to stimulus accurately, (2) system components, their properties, and intercon-
nection, and (3) normative process for multiple job types. These aspects of
the model are updated automatically as production situations change.

The goals of this work extend beyond those of machine-learning methods of
process mining [3–7]. Process mining typically focuses on the most frequently
occurring events in the system logs. By doing so, the methods fall short of
addressing the challenge of dynamic production system identification in three
important respects: (1) rather than frequently occurring events, it is the infre-
quent, exceptional events that typically provide insight into system structure,
capacities, and reliability, (2) production system behavior, especially machine
blocking and starvation, are well-understood phenomena; an analysis of cause
and effects could be used to guide search to an accurate system model, and
(3) process mining lacks inherent means to update the model as the modeled
system changes.

The production system model describes processes associated with Interna-
tional Society of Automation (ISA) Level 3 control [8] (manufacturing oper-
ations management). The algorithm was developed to model buffered asyn-
chronous production systems (such as automotive underbody assembly lines).
In that setting, it is targeted to support dynamic decision making concern-
ing line balancing and product mix (e.g. in cyclical scheduling). The devel-
oped algorithm infers the production-system structure to support such analy-
ses (see Figure 7.1). In the methodology, genetic programming, default causal
knowledge, and probabilistic classification of exceptional conditions are used
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to evolve a population of individuals each representing a candidate model. Ge-
netic programming (GP) [9] is similar to genetic algorithms (GA) except that
the individuals representing solution in GP are programs; in our case, the pro-
grams are executable Petri nets. The fitness of an individual is assessed with
respect to its ability to (a) reproduce the content of logs describing typical
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) events, (b) respond to
perturbations in workstation capacity with plausible differences in buffer oc-
cupancy and state sojourn times, and (c) detect critical job-type distinctions
(e.g. that one job type requires significantly more processing time at some
workstation than does another job type).

Figure 7.1: Production system identification in context

Compared to the systems identification work cited in the literature review,
particularly [3, 5, 10–12], the thesis methodology emphasizes a means to es-
tablish a relationship between the information generated in production and
the system’s components. The identified model is not designed for use as a
simulation directly but as a means to infer, organize, and update information
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needed when building simulations and decision support tools that need to be
responsive to change.

Section 7.2 describes the architecture of the solution and how log content
is interpreted to produce a model of the subject system. Section 7.3 discusses
how the solution addresses the three limitations typical of process mining algo-
rithms described above. Section 7.4 demonstrates the methodology working in
the context of buffered asynchronous assembly lines. Section 7.6 concludes the
chapter with discussion of future work. The author’s paper in the Journal of
Manufacturing Systems titled Dynamic Production System Identification for
Smart Manufacturing Systems [13] provides a more concise but older descrip-
tion of most of the work described in this chapter.

7.2 Solution Architecture

The goal of any process modeling effort is to produce models fit for pur-
pose [14]. Knowledge of system capacities is essential to the purpose of pro-
duction scheduling. For complex system engineering generally, and production
system engineering particularly, capturing the most frequent process patterns
will not be sufficient to create such a model. There are three interrelated
reasons for this. First, the behavior of complex systems under unforeseen
circumstances cannot be predicted from the study of its response to seen cir-
cumstances. Hence models based only on frequent events (seen circumstances)
are not in themselves very good simulations of the actual system. Second, a
system response (e.g. blocking) can be a consequence of earlier interactions
between the system and it environment. That environment might reflect ex-
ceptional circumstances. For example, while a machine is inoperative, work
builds up at its input buffer. A model useful to scheduling must be capable of
carrying this information forward to reflect a new state. The new state reflects
exceptional circumstances and a capacity. Conversely, a model fit to data from
only frequent and normative events would have no basis for doing this. Third,
many analytical methods in production control require a specification that
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separates system description (e.g. capabilities, capacities, and system topol-
ogy) from problem specification (e.g. demand, product mix). Unfortunately,
state-of-the-art process-mining methods do not address these issues.

A sketch of the methodology is provided in Figure 7.2. To test the
methodology, a discrete event simulation system for mixed-model production,
MJPdes [15], was developed to produce log data and performance parameters
consistent with the behavior of actual production lines. The log data is in-
tended to resemble what can easily be provided by SCADA reporting. SCADA
reporting represents activities at Level 2 of the ISA-95 hierarchy. In MJPdes,
message types emitted include job-enters-system, job-exits-system,
job-starts-on-machine, job-moves-off-machine, machine-blocked,
machine-unblocked, machine-starved, and machine-unstarved. Associated
with each of these is the time at which the event occurred. Associated with
the job-* events are job identifier. Associated with machine-* events are
equipment identifiers.

The remainder of Figure 7.2 concerns the GP algorithm. A population of
initial individuals (PN models) is created where each individual traces one job
through the production system as indicated by the appearance of the job at
various points in the SCADA log. The PN representing an initial individual has
one transition for each message in the log emitted about the subject job. PN’s
are directed bipartite graphs, so between each such transition is a place. In an
initial individual, a single arc connects the places and transitions in sequence.
The last place is connected to the first transition. Initial individuals thus have
a simple ring topology. Similar to Nobile et al. [16], a distinction is made
between visible transitions, which correspond to log messages, and invisible
transitions, which do not. Initial individuals have no invisible transitions. As
a consequence of their simple structure, initial individuals are not capable of
expressing buffering constraints.

Successful use of GP requires that genetic operators exhibit locality [17,18].
Locality is the property that small modifications to the individual’s represent-
ing structure (i.e. genotype, the individual’s PN in our case) result in propor-
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tionally small differences in the expression of behavior (i.e. phenotype, produc-
tion of log message in our case). Without locality, successive refinement is not
possible and search degrades to a random generate-and-test process. Genetic
operators for PNs must be carefully designed to ensure locality. The author’s
earlier work [19] led to the conclusions that genetic operators on PNs (1)
should only operate on structure within small neighborhoods, that is, places
and transitions that are only a few edge hops from each other and (2) should
not be allowed to disturb the precedence order of the operations of jobs.

Figure 7.2: System identification methodology

7.2.1 Interpreting Log Content

Messages in the log can be classified as either ordinary or exceptional. Or-
dinary messages correspond to firings of PN’s transitions, and in individuals
that correctly model the log, a legal sequence of states of the individual’s PN
is consistent with the ordering of messages in log. Individuals may classify
the message types differently. An individual’s exceptional messages are those
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that are not represented by transitions. Exceptional messages may never-
theless relate to states of the PN, and where this is the case, knowledge of
the relationship between the PN state and the message can sometimes reveal
important information about the structure of the system. For example, knowl-
edge of the PN state (the PN’s marking) at the occurrence of an (exceptional)
machine blocking message suggests the size of machine’s downstream buffer.
The method by which this is analyzed is described in Section 7.3.1.

The fitness of an individual is expressed as a score based on its ability to
model the log, and it validity relative to a causal model (the latter discussed
in Section 7.3.2). Modeling the log is a combination of interpreting (1) the
deterministic behavior of the PN’s k-bounded reachability graph, and (2) the
probabilistic behavior of an associated probabilistic neural net computed for
the individual. The first of these focuses on interpretation of ordinary messages
and the second on exceptional messages.

The interpretation process is described in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm,
setStateOfMachines defines an initial marking where machines have some
state. kBoundGraph defines a reachability graph where places believed to be
buffers are limited to kBound tokens. syncToLog is a tree search that identifies
the set of marking that are potentially consistent with the first line of the log.
fireable? returns true if a transition is fireable from pnState to produce the
message at logLine of the log. fired returns the state corresponding to firing
that transition.
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Algorithm 2 Interpret Log
logSize← sizeofLog(log)
interp← ∅
kBound← 2
initialMarking ← setStateOfMachines(PN)
while kBound < kBoundMax AND interp = ∅ do

rgraph← kBoundGraph(PN, initialMarking, kBound)
startingLinks← syncToLog(rgraph, initialMarking, log)
while startingLinks 6= ∅ do

pnState← takeFrom!(startingLinks)
logLine← 1
progress?← true

while logLine < logSize AND progress? = true do
if fireable?(rgraph, pnState, log[logLine]) then

pnState← fired(rgraph, pnState, log[logLine])
interp← interp+ pnState

logLine+ +
else

progress?← false

interp← ∅
end if

end while
pnState← takeFrom!(startingLinks)

end while
kBound+ +

end while
return interp
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7.3 Addressing the 3 Limitations

This section discusses the three limitations of process mining mentioned ear-
lier: handling of exceptional messages, causal validation, and dynamic model
updating.

7.3.1 Exceptional Messages

A probabilistic neural net (PNN) [20] is computed for each individual to dis-
tinguish exceptional messages (messages not modeled through execution of
the individual’s PN as described in the interpretation process above) from
ordinary messages. The fidelity and certainty with which the PNN classifies
exceptional messages provides the component of fitness associated with the
individual’s probabilistic behavior.

A PNN is composed of three layers. (See Figure 7.3.) The input layer has
one node for each feature (e.g. each component of a marking). The hidden layer
contains a node for each labeled training instance. The hidden layer nodes can
be viewed as being grouped by the k classes of the training instances. Each
node in the hidden layer is a Gaussian probability density function centered
on a training instance, mi, as shown in Equation 7.1

g(m,mi, σi) = 1√
2πσ2

exp(−D(m,mi)
2σ2

i

) (7.1)

where

• m is the input value, a marking,

• mi is the ith training instance, a marking,

• σi is a smoothing factor, and

• D(m,mi) is a function determining the distance between the input value
and the training instance.
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The hidden layer serves to estimate the probability density function (PDF)
of each class using the Parzen window technique [20]. (See Equation 7.2.) In
this technique, the sum of PDFs from the training instances defines a PDF for
each class. The value of σ determines the width of the window.

fclass(m) = 1√
2πσ2

1
j

∑
i=1,j

exp(−D(m,mi)
2σ2 ) (7.2)

Figure 7.3: Probabilistic neural net

In many applications, the square of the Euclidean distance is used as the
distance function D [21]. However, in application to PN states, this is not
an effective measure because the Euclidean distance between markings has an
imprecise relation to transitions of system state represented by the markings.
The reachability set of a PN does not form a metric space. Effective measures
on which to base the distance function account for the probability between
transitions. One such distance function, based on path probability, is described
by Equation 7.3

D(m1,m2) =
√

(m̂1 − m̂2)2
∑

i∈MinPath

1/pi (7.3)

where
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• MinPath is the set of directed links from the minimum cost path con-
necting m1 to m2 in the PN’s reachability graph,

• i references a link in this path,

• pi is the probability of traversing that link, and,

• m̂1 and m̂1 are, respectively m1 and m1 component-wise normalized.

Component-wise normalization entails that, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} of a PN
having n places, if, xi, the ith component of a marking x = [x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xn]
has a maximum value of k in the PN’s reachability graph, then x̂i = 1

k
xi where

x̂ = [x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂i, . . . , x̂n].
MinPath is found using Dijkstras algorithm [22], a search that finds the

minimum cost path among paths between given nodes in a directed graph. In
the algorithm, cost is calculated as the sum of the cost of the edges traversed.
In the path-probability algorithm, the cost of traversing an edge is calculated
from an interpretation of log content as 1/p where p is the probability of
traversing the referenced states.

The relative performance of the Euclidean, path probability, and a third
strategy similar to path probability but only counting edge hops (See Equa-
tion 7.4.), is illustrated in an example. In the example, message types from
a log of 3000 messages produced from the operation of a simple 2-machine
system depicted in Figure 7.4 are distributed as defined in Table 7.1. The col-
umn system state represents token quantities in places. The ordering of these
features shown is wait-2, place-1, wait-1, place-4, place-3 where these symbols
refer to the places shown of Figure 7.4. The log reflects sparse occurrences
of blocking and starvation, hence individuals are unlikely to model these mes-
sages with transitions. The table values are generated by the interpretation
process described in Section 7.2.1. Markings associated with messages mod-
eled as transitions (e.g. “Workcenter 1 finishes job x”) are labelled ordinary.
Exceptional messages (i.e., wc1-blocked, wc1-unblocked, wc2-starved, and wc2-
unstarved) are labeled with the specific message type and are associated with
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the system state at the time the message occurred, according to the interpre-
tation.

D(m1,m2) =
√

(m̂1 − m̂2)2
∑

i∈MinPath

1 (7.4)

Figure 7.4: An individual modeling a 2-machine system. Note that the buffer
represented by place-3 is not constrained in size. An inhibitor transition with
multiplicity k from place-3 to wc1-start-job would constraint the buffer size to
k. The size can be inferred from analysis of exceptional messages.
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Table 7.1: Message occurrences in the example problem. The System State
column is a vector of [place-1,wait-1,place-2,wait-2,place-3].
Message Type System State Number of Occurrences

m2-starved
[1 1 0 0 0] 10
[1 1 0 0 1] 4

m2-unstarved
[0 1 0 1 0] 10
[0 1 0 1 1] 4

ordinary

[0 0 1 1 1] 243
[0 1 0 1 0] 155
[1 1 0 0 2] 247
[0 1 0 1 3] 326
[1 1 0 0 3] 325
[0 1 0 1 1] 393
[1 1 0 0 0] 10
[1 0 1 0 1] 4
[0 0 1 1 0] 145
[0 0 1 1 2] 326
[1 1 0 0 1] 160
[0 1 0 1 2] 568
[1 0 1 0 0] 10

m1-blocked [0 1 0 1 3] 30
m1-unblocked [0 0 1 1 2] 30
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Table 7.2: Relative performance of the Euclidean, network hop, and path
probability strategies
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As Table 7.2 suggests, a PNN where the distance function is purely Eu-
clidean performs poorly on the example problem, producing incorrect results
(column Cor?) in three states. Certainty (column Certain.) is calculated as a
measure of the best score relative to the second best score, where score is the
value of fclass(m) for each class. If class1 scores highest among all classes and
class2 second highest, then certainty is defined:

certainty(class1,m) = fclass1(m)− fclass2(m)
fclass1(m) (7.5)

Certainty is zero at the decision boundary between two class.
The network hop algorithm of Equation 7.4 performs slightly better on

the example than the purely Euclidean algorithm and is less certain in cases
where it classifies incorrectly. The path probability algorithm of Equation 7.3
classifies each marking correctly. Its worst certainty is 0.727. A value of 0.35
is used for σ for all calculations in the example.

7.3.2 Causal Analysis

The role of causal analysis in the methodology is to validate models. As Ljung
points out, validation in system identification is “the process of ensuring that
the model is useful not only for the estimation data, but also for other data
sets of interest” [2]. The methodology, as described so far, does not necessarily
produce models that meet this requirement. For example, in a system where
a particular workstation is chronically blocking, the GP algorithm is likely to
promote individuals that use a PN transition to model the blocking message.1

Such a model is not robust under circumstances where the cause of the blockage
in the real system is removed (e.g. when the line is re-balanced). The GP
algorithm scores such models (individuals) less fit than individuals that behave

1This is analogous to designing an automobile to get a flat tire every 100km because
that is what has happened to the automobiles that you observed. Intention cannot easily
be separated from adventitious association in system identification.
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consistent with expert understanding of the domain. Figure 7.5 depicts a model
of causes and effects in asynchronous serial lines with buffering.

Figure 7.5: Causal model of asynchronous serial lines with buffering. + on an
arrow denotes that an increase in the value at the tail of the arrow causes a
increase in the value at the head of the arrow.

Models can be tested through two pathways: (1) Steady-state properties of
an individual’s PN can be computed at various workstation production rates
and evaluated for responses consistent with the qualitative causal model, and
(2) using the same computational model as (1), the steady-state results can
be applied to the individual’s PNN and evaluated with respect to expectations
for blocking and starvation messages.

Steady-state properties are calculated using the infinitesimal generator ma-
trix of the Markov chain isomorphic to the PN [23]. The steady-state values
provided by this method are adequate for the qualitative causal analysis per-
formed but are not an accurate measure of actual buffer occupancy and state
probabilities because the model assumes exponentially distributed transition
rates whereas the actual production system is likely to exhibit deterministic
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processing times and unreliable machines.
The infinitesimal generator matrix Q is derived from the PN reachability

graph and the rates between transitions. Detailed discussion of the infinites-
imal generator can be found in textbooks on Markov chains or GSPNs [23].
The value of the element of matrix at row i and column j, qij is given by:

qij =


∑
Tk∈Ej(Mi) rk i 6= j

−qi, i = j
(7.6)

where

qi =
∑

Tk∈Ej(Mi)
rk (7.7)

In Equation 7.6, Tk is a transition with firing rate rk. Ej(Mi) is the set of
transitions enabled in marking Mi that, when fired, place the PN in marking
j. Using similar notation in Equation 7.7, each diagonal element of the matrix
is the negative of the sum of the off-diagonal terms of that row.

Q is used in the system provided by Equations 7.8 and 7.9. Solving this
system for η provides the steady-state token quantities at each state, from
which the token quantities at each place can be calculated.

ηQ = 0 (7.8)

η1T = 1 (7.9)

To perform these calculations efficiently, the software producing the in-
finitesimal generator was designed to accept a table of transition rates and
parametrically produce the corresponding matrix.

Figure 7.6 depicts a simple 3-machine system used in an example causal
analysis. Table 7.3 provides steady-state values for occupancy of states and
buffers for two versions of the system: a baseline, and a system where the
efficiency of machine M2 is increased by 20 percent. As the table shows,
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states wc1-blocked and wc1-busy, in the example exhaustively cover the possible
states for machine M1. (They sum to 1.0.) Consistent with the causal model,
buffer-1 is less occupied when M2 is more efficient. Several other observations
consistent with the causal model are described in the Comments column.

Figure 7.6: 3-machine system used for the example causal validation

Table 7.3: Steady-state baseline and 20% increase in production rate at Ma-
chine M2

Baseline Occupancy
Place Occupancy 20% + at M2 Comments
buffer-1 0.855 0.796 wc2 draws from buffer faster.
buffer-2 0.261 0.328 wc2 buffers faster.
wc1-blocked 0.692 0.624 Blockage at wc1 reduced...
wc1-busy 0.309 0.376 ...thus wc2 busier.
wc2-blocked 0.143 0.188 Blocks more often.
wc2-busy 0.793 0.719 Blocked more, busy less.
wc2-starved 0.207 0.281 Line less balanced.
wc3-busy 0.473 0.548 wc2 supplies parts...
wc3-starved 0.527 0.452 ...so wc3 starved less
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7.3.3 Model Updating

As the production environment changes, so should the model of it. Model
updating can be viewed as a dynamic optimization problem. In GA and GP
algorithms, solution updating can be achieved by increasing diversity as the
environment changes. Many variations on three principal schemes have been
used in the literature: Hypermutation schemes [24] increase the mutation rate
as changes in the environment cause the population’s fitness as a whole to
degrade. Infusion schemes [25] allow new individuals into the population. Im-
migration schemes [26], [27] evolve a separate, parallel and diverse population
and, after some number of generations, move its best members into the main
population.

In this work, an immigration scheme was used. A parallel population for
immigrant individuals is updated periodically with new initial individuals, each
representing a log trace from new log content. These new individuals replace
poorly performing individuals of the immigration population from the last gen-
eration. The immigrant population is subjected to the same genetic operators
as the main population. (See Table 7.4.) By scoring the “parallel” immigrant
population separate from the main population, its individuals are protected
from removal while they develop accurate model structure. The process is
describe in Algorithm 2.
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Table 7.4: Mutation and crossover operators
Operator Type Action
add-arc mutation Add an arc in a small neighborhood.
remove-arc mutation Remove an arc.
add-trans mutation Add an invisible transition.
swap-priority mutation Swap two routing priority values.
add-machine-restart semantic Add place and arc to pause workcenter.
crossover-parallel crossover Combine individuals with differing workcenters.
crossover-color crossover Split paths by color.
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Algorithm 3 Evolution of parallel populations with immigration
pmute ← mutation probability

pcross ← crossover probability

Popm ← makePNs(RandomJobTraces)
Popi ← makePNs(RandomJobTraces)
gen← 0
while true do

gen← gen+ 1
Scoresi ← evaluateF itness(Popi)
Scoresm ← evaluateF itness(Popm)
if immigrate?(gen) then

Popm ← Popm − worst(Popm, Scoresm) + best(Popi, Scoresi)
Popi ← Popi − best(Popi, Scoresi)

end if
if updateImmigrants?(gen) then

Popi ← Popi − worst(Popi, Scoresi) +
makePNs(RandomJobTraces)

end if
Popm ← geneticOperatorsSelect(Popm, pmute, pcross)
Popi ← geneticOperatorsSelect(Popi, pmute, pcross)

end while

In the algorithm, immigrate? is a Boolean function that returns true pe-
riodically to move the best immigrants into the main population. Similarly,
updateImmigrants is a Boolean function that returns true periodically to re-
place some poorly performing individuals in the immigrant population with
individuals created from new log content. makePNs makes PNs from ran-
dom job traces, evaluateF itness measures fitness as described earlier, and
geneticOperatorsSelect performs tournament selection on individuals and ap-
plies the genetic operators.
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7.4 Evaluation

This section illustrates use of the methodology in two examples under con-
ditions typical of automotive underbody assembly [28]. Underbody assembly
systems are asynchronous assembly lines comprised of many workcenters. Each
workcenter may be comprised of several automated units (e.g. robots) that
work in concert to perform a sequence of operations. The controllers of the in-
dividual robots are capable of issuing messages. Given the appropriate genetic
operators, it may be possible to apply the methodology to analyze these mes-
sages and thereby identify the workcenter-level process and its critical path.
This, however, is not the objective of the work. Rather, because the methodol-
ogy is intended to aid in making scheduling decisions, the focus of discussion is
on effects that are abstracted from these details. In this abstracted view, one
is focused on whether or not the workcenter as a whole is delayed — whether
the detailed exceptional conditions reported by the robot controllers affect the
execution time of the critical path. Where this is the case, the workcenter is
considered “down” for a period that is the difference between its actual execu-
tion time and the normative execution time for the processes executing at the
workcenter. Down periods are easily calculated from detailed execution mes-
sages, knowledge of the workcenter process ordering, and normative process
execution times.

7.4.1 Underbody Assembly Example

In this example, a portion of the assembly line consisting of six workcenters
was modelled using the MJPdes simulation engine. Two of the six workcenters,
wc3-1 and wc3-2 run identical operations; the system is free to randomly assign
work to either of these workcenters as work becomes available.

The process of evolution is as follows. A portion of the message log consist-
ing of 3000 messages is used to evolve a population of 50 individuals. At some
later time, a second immigration population of 50 individuals is established
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from fresh log input. Initial individuals model single job traces as depicted in
Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7: An individual created directly from a job trace

In general terms, the evolution process acts to embed in individuals prop-
erties that are inherent to a systemic view of the production process and
thereby removes properties that are idiosyncratic to an individual’s original
job trace. For example, individuals representing a job trace such as depicted
in Figure 7.7 do not match logs where work can start on a downstream work-
center before other work finishes on an upstream workcenter. A genetic mu-
tation operator add-machine-restart can introduce this systemic property.
add-machine-restart modifies a segment of an individual’s PN between where
work is reported to start on a machine and where it ends on that machine.
This operator adds a place after the work completed transition, and connects
it to work starting transition. The connection prevents multiple jobs from
starting. (See Figure 7.8.)
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Figure 7.8: The effect of genetic operator add-machine-restart. On the left
is a segment of an individual before application of the operator. On the right
is the result of applying the operator.

Introducing parallel workcenters requires a crossover operation. (Mutation
involve one individual; crossover, two.) To model parallel workcenters, two
individuals can be joined through crossover such that the new individual splits
paths at a workcenter shared by the two original individuals and rejoins at
another shared workcenter at least two workcenters downstream. The crossover
operation crossover-parallel makes this modification to individuals.

The log can be analysed independent of individuals for evidence of BBS
and BAS operation. The two mutation operators bas-to-bbs and bbs-to-bas

switch PN structure between these two forms. These operators only have an ef-
fect where patterns of structure such as that provided by add-machine-restart

have established a buffer place.
Priority, as described in Section 6.3, is used to specify which tokens are

directed to which outbound arcs. The choice is based on token identifiers
and the arc’s priority number. The mutation operator swap-arcs randomly
mutates the priority assignment of arcs outbound from a transition.

An individual that roughly models the target production system, having
been adapted through use of the operators just described is depicted in Fig-
ure 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: An individual that exhibits asynchronous operation (and thus may
interpret the log)

With each generation, the fitness function is applied to each individual to
evaluate its fitness. The next generation of individuals is selected from these
individuals using the tournament selection method with selection pressure of
4 (based on 50 individuals).

The evolution algorithm is a hybrid genetic programming method in the
sense that individuals are updated not only through use of genetic operators,
but also through inferences made in interpretation. Specifically, as described
in Section 7.2.1, buffer sizes can be inferred from an interpretation in workcen-
ters where blocking occurs. This is expressed with inhibitor arcs from places
representing buffers. Also, transitions that express logical constraints, rather
than processes, can be expressed with immediate transitions, replacing timed
transitions. An individual based on the individual depicted in Figure 7.9, but
reflecting inferences from interpretation is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 7.10: The individual from Figure 7.9, interpreted

The example can be used to illustrate how the production system model is
dynamically updated. The principal source of dynamic adaptation is the influx
of high-scoring individuals from the immigrant population. Suppose that,
currently, the best individual is one similiar to that depicted in Figure 7.10. If
the parallel workcenter wc3-2 were to become interoperative, log output would
no longer report activity at the corresponding workcenter. Individuals are
penalized for possessing transitions that are not exercised. None of the genetic
operators can evolve individuals to eliminate multi-element substructure of
the PN. However, since immigrant populations are occassionally restarted as
job-trace individuals based on fresh log input, immigrants will not possess
transitions involving wc3-2. With time, one of these individuals will immigrate
to the main population.

7.4.2 Mixed-model Production Example

A similar production line to the one used in the example above, but emphasiz-
ing mixed-model production, is describe briefly. Suppose that instead of the
two parallel workcenters, wc3-1 and wc3-2, in the original problem, a single
workcenter wc3 is present. Suppose further that work consists of two job types,
distinguished as blue and red that have significantly different work require-
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ments at this workcenter. The best individuals modeling this system, depicted
in Figure 7.11, would be similar to that depicted in Figure 7.10 however, (1)
different meaning is attached to the transitions in wc3 since these transitions
refer to a single machine, (2) the two arcs from place-5 have a colour binding,
red or blue, directing tokens to either execute for the red duration or the blue
duration, and (3) inhibitor arcs are necessary to prevent concurrent operation
of the red and blue sub-networks.

Figure 7.11: The individual modeling mixed-model production

A crossover operator crossover-colour similar to crossover-parallel

implements this modification of PN structure.
Table 7.5 summarizes fitness metrics used in the methodology. Proficiency

at metric “Interprets sequences” entails the ability of the PN to match the
sequence of messages in the log pertaining to each job individually. Intervening
messages concerning other jobs are ignored. Job-trace individuals such as
depicted in Figure 7.7 can do this except where just one of n − 1 parallel
workcenter is visited.

Proficiency at “Interprets interleaved” entails the ability of the PN to match
messages that are interleaved from all workstations. This metric uses the
interpretation algorithm of Section 7.2.1,

Proficiency at “Uses all transitions” entails a bijective relation between
transitions and ordinary message types.
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Proficiency at “Variance” entails a small variance in the time period be-
tween job-starts-on-machine and job-ends-on-machine messages, once work-
station downtime is taken into account. A lack of proficiency in this metric
suggests that the individual might score better had the job path been split
along job-type (colour) distinctions, as happens when the crossover-colour

operator is applied.
The “Causal” metric refers to causal analysis as described in Section 7.3.2.

The metric “Constrains buffer” uses information from the interpretation to
identify places representing buffers. A small penalty is applied to buffer places
that do not have inhibitor arcs constraining the buffer size.

Table 7.5: Fitness metrics
Metric Type Penalty for Failure
Interprets sequence Interpretation Large
Interprets interleaved Interpretation Medium
Uses all transitions Interpretation Medium
Variance Log analysis Medium
Causal Causal analysis Medium
Constrains buffers Post-Interpretation Small

7.5 Adapting the Solution to Other Industrial
Contexts

Adapting this work to other industrial contexts would (1) quite likely involve
defining different genetic operators, (2) possibly involve defining a different
fitness function, and (3) possibly involve different modeling primitives. These
are discussed, in turn, below.

Experience with the methodology indicates that the very simplest genetic
operators, such as moving an arc from one place to another, can affect the
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behavior of the individual in excess of what conducive to effective local search.
For this reason, other operators, reflecting smaller increments of effect were
developed. These operators, however, reflected domain interpretation such as
buffers. Therefore, a different domain would quite likely need its own opera-
tors.

In the context of this work, and its application in other industrial contexts,
the fitness function concerns the individual’s ability to replicate a log file.
A subset of the PN transitions are associated one-to-one with distinct log
message types. This characteristic helps to gives the fitness function regular
from. Nonetheless, the fitness function serves to weigh the relative importance
of emitting certain message types in certain system states, and this aspect of
the fitness function would quite likely differ in different application contexts.
Future work could investigate the possibility of defining a parametric fitness
function that could model the important aspects of the log form in various
contexts.

The modeling primitives of the work are the model primitives of PNs:
places, transitions and arcs. It can be argued that replacing the modeling
primitives would not be a case of adapting the work but rather implement-
ing an alternative approach. The rationale for doing so would likely point to
shortcomings of a PN model in representing domain behavior. Were this to be
the case, the thesis solution might nonetheless provide some direction in de-
veloping the alternative approach. As described earlier in the chapter, genetic
programming has an advantage over genetic algorithms in obviating the need
to code and decode individuals. It may be possible to use genetic programming
with other modeling technology, especially where that technology defines mod-
els concisely. Figure 7.12 below depicts a model of an asynchronous line in
the notation of the MJPdes simulation engine. Future work could investigate
genetic programming directly on such models.
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Figure 7.12: An example MJPdes model

1 {:line ; a key introducing the line

2 {:m1 (map->ExpoMachine {:lambda 0.1 :mu 0.9 :W 1.2 })

3 :b1 (map->Buffer {:N 3})

4 :m2 (map->ExpoMachine {:lambda 0.1 :mu 0.9 :W 1.0 })

5 :b2 (map->Buffer {:N 5})

6 :m3 (map->ExpoMachine {:lambda 0.1 :mu 0.9 :W 1.1 })

7 :b3 (map->Buffer {:N 1})

8 :m4 (map->ExpoMachine {:lambda 0.1 :mu 0.9 :W 1.05 })

9 :b4 (map->Buffer {:N 1})

10 :m5 (map->ExpoMachine {:lambda 0.1 :mu 0.9 :W 1.2 })}

11 :topology [:m1 :b1 :m2 :b2 :m3 :b3 :m4 :b4 :m5]

12 :entry-point :m1}

7.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter developed and evaluated the second of the two mediating ob-
jects to the thesis approach to JCW. The interpretation of data (such as
from SCADA logs) to produce a model with the characteristics demonstrated
(e.g. topologically correct, executable, with named discrete events) requires
perception and reasoning abilities typically associated with human cognitive
processes. The proposed methodology automates this interpretation and ad-
dresses the three challenges to identifying and updating this model: (1) de-
veloping a method for inferring system structure from exceptional messages,
(2) demonstrating that causal knowledge can be used to guide search to an
accurate system model, and (3) showing that GP provides inherent means to
update the model as the modeled system changes.

Using an expressive Petri net formalism and probabilistic reasoning, it ap-
pears possible to produce an executable model reflecting accurate knowledge
of the system’s current topology, performance, and dynamics. The interpreta-
tion of data to a topologically correct, executable model, with named discrete
events requires perception and reasoning abilities typically associated with hu-
man cognitive processes. The capability to do this with automation thus refac-
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tors the work between human and machine agents, allowing more to be done
with machines. Moreover, such an executable causal model provides situation
awareness more comprehensively than can human interpretation of static data.
In essence, the dynamic nature of the models is a basis for shared awareness
between the human and machine agents.

As was shown in Chapter 5, the Petri net model can be mapped into a
cyclical scheduling formulation. The methodology substantially addresses the
needs of these analyses. One limitation, however, is that the methodology
cannot determine the size of buffers unless that size is at some point too
small to handle prevailing production conditions and exceptional (blocking)
messages are generated. For many analytical purposes, however, such buffers
can be treated as infinite. Incidentally, an advantage of GP over GA and
numerical optimisation techniques is realised in such situations in that a GP
individual can be edited by hand to reflect the buffer constraint. The edited
individual can, for example, be reinserted into the population or used in a
scheduling formulation.

Experience with the methodology demonstrates that it is generally robust.
The methodology was implemented in a 5,000 line Clojure program which
includes a web-based interface and PN drawing functions. Typical of genetic
algorithms, the fitness function of several individuals can be evaluated in paral-
lel. Problems such as the example described in Section 7.4 find a good solution
within 2 minutes on 8 threads of a 4-core laptop. The speed-up from parallel
execution with 8 threads is a factor of about 6.

Future work will extend the methodology to address shortcomings. First,
the causal model described in Section 7.3.2 provides only a qualitative de-
scription of the system behaviour. Were the PN mapped to more realistic
simulation technology such as the MJPdes discrete event simulation tool, an
accurate quantitative model of behavior would be possible. Second, the current
methodology required the development of substantial amounts of software. A
software framework can be developed to make the mapping from SCADA logs
to other production architectures (e.g. synchronous lines) less costly.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary of Thesis

Manufacturing’s current trajectory appears to be aimed at automating away
human roles in cognitive tasks much as it has automated away human roles
in physical tasks. In scheduling, owing to the diversity of industrial setting
in which it is practiced, automation can be costly and ineffective. Cognitive
systems engineering (CSE), responding to the human/machine substitution
fallacy underlying many failed attempts at automation, offers an alternative
path, one involving detailed cognitive task analysis (CTA). The CSE approach,
however, owing in part to its CTA, is also bespoke and costly. Like with
automation, the CSE approach is about technology experts building a system
for stakeholders.

The thesis aim is to develop an effective methodology by which the work of
production scheduling can be divided among analysts and machine agents.

Embracing the broad goals of CSE, it was somewhat surprising to find
that this aim need not involve bespoke CTA and the idiosyncrasies of the
industrial setting. The thesis view is that scheduling can be implemented as
fine-grained human/machine interactions in the performance of cognitive tasks
directed to inform the analysts and help them to formulate a solution. The
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thesis approach involves scheduling analysts in formulation because (1) this
involvement helps the analysts understand the strengths and weaknesses of
the solution, and (2) the solution may someday need to be refined or adapted
to changing conditions. Owing to these characteristics, the thesis approach is
sensitive to the sociotechnical environment in which scheduling occurs and the
value to the enterprise of continuous improvement and skills development.

To achieve the aim, five objectives were outlined. A summary of how each
objective was achieved, as well as the main conclusions, are explained in turn
below:

1. Develop requirements for how the work of scheduling can be shared most
effectively among human and machine agents.

Summary : Taken under consideration in developing requirements were
(1) the literature review of Chapter 2, (2) the thesis industrial pi-
lot activity, and (3) the author’s earlier experiences implementing
scheduling systems in industry. Scoped as a sociotechnical activ-
ity, micro-cognition, macro-cognition and situation awareness were
recognized as essential to effective scheduling. Simulation that can
explain causality was recognized as an effective means to provide
analysts with situation awareness. Explanation can be captured as
relationships among theory, models, types, entities, and data; these
can be used in fine-grained interactions during formulation.

Conclusions : Chapter 3 organized requirements into a solution. The
literature review pointed to a novel solution in which two mediating
objects were conceived to unburden analysts. One mediating object
is a dynamically composed simulation useful in apprising analysts of
production challenges. The second mediating object is a notebook
in which analysts can formulate and refine a scheduling solution.
The solution addresses many shortcomings of scheduling solutions
that ignore sociotechnical issues.
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2. Develop a methodology by which machine agents can discover the nature
of the scheduling problem analysts are undertaking, and what elements
of the formulation have been performed.

Summary : Chapter 4 outlined a novel application of plan recognition
to infer and direct the plan of analysts engaged in formulation.
Observations of various types were found to be useful in recognizing
the analysts plan. These include metamodel-based, relational, and
natural language observation types. In the course of validating the
approach, Chapter 5 elaborated details of using the observation
types.

Conclusions : The high-level plan of every formulation problem in
scheduling (characterizing the system, work, and process desider-
ata) provides a foundation for fine-grained interactions among an-
alysts and machine agents. The challenge is in bridging from the
abstract foundation to heterogeneous details. Explanations con-
structed in plan recognition are the structures that enable machine
agents to validate and guide formulation.

3. Develop a methodology to support analysts’ awareness of dynamic situa-
tions that are essential knowledge to effective scheduling.

Summary : The literature review established that simulation could be
effective in apprising analysts of dynamic production challenges.
Works in process mining and system identification with Petri nets
suggested implementations. Recognizing the shortcomings of di-
rectly using these works to compose simulations, Chapter 6 de-
veloped a new Petri net formalism, Routing Queueing Petri Nets
(RQPNs). Chapter 7 then developed a novel approach to compos-
ing the simulation as inference to the RQPN most fit to explain
system behavior reported in system logs.
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Conclusions : The thesis provides novel and effective means to compose
simulations useful to apprising analysts of production challenges.

4. Develop software prototypes implementing the complementary goals of
Objectives 2 and 3.

Summary : Software was developed to implement the two mediating
objects. The software is rather complex and therefore a spiral de-
velopment process and software engineering best practices were fol-
lowed. Best practices applied included source code version control
and the development of unit regression tests.

Conclusions : The software developed was well-suited to validating
that objectives were achieved. The software is fit for further devel-
opment beyond the scope of the thesis.

5. Assess the effectiveness of the methodologies of Objectives 2 and 3.

Summary : There is significant commonality among the methodolo-
gies used to achieve Objectives 2 and 3. Specifically, they both use
abductive inference of the most probable explanation (MPE). How-
ever, explanation in the context of Objective 2, formulation, is built
up from elementary planning rules that a formulation expert must
articulate, whereas the explanation with the RQPNs is achieved as
matching log input to PN transitions. The analogous expert role
here is simply that of identifying what messages are relevant causes
(and thus would correspond to PN transitions). The validation cri-
teria for the two objectives thus necessarily differ. Objective 2 cri-
teria were (1) classification of formulation elements, (2) recognizing
incomplete and incorrect formulation, and (3) guiding the analysts
to better formulation. Using notebooks of varying complexity, each
of these were demonstrated. Objective 3 criteria were to converge
on an RQPN that, in simulation, accurately describes system be-
havior, and to aid analysts in interpreting causality in the system to
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performance consequences. This was demonstrated using test cases
for unbalanced lines and loss of machines running in parallel.

Conclusions : The methodology appears effective and fit for continued
development and eventual transition to more widespread industrial
use.

8.2 Research Contribution

The work conducted produced one primary and several secondary research
contributions. The primary contribution is

• the demonstration of a novel solution to the sociotechnical problem of
production scheduling.

Though other works have highlighted the need to view production schedul-
ing broadly, as a sociotechnical system, this is the first to highlight roles for
machine agents supporting formulation and situation awareness in joint cogni-
tive work. The notebook agent software and sentence-based conceptualization
of formulation is being used at the industrial pilot manufacturer. The work can
be useful to other manufacturers, particularly those committed to continual
improvement through the development of their staff’s analytical skills.

Several secondary research contributions have been made, these include

• a tool for discrete event simulation of buffered asynchronous production
lines,

• an ontology of modeling and scheduling concepts, contributed to the In-
dustrial Ontology Foundry’s baseline ontology for process and production
planning,

• a library for the calculation of steady state parameters of generalized
stochastic Petri nets,
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• a library for the calculation of common measures of semantic distance in
WordNet, and

• contribution to the development of a Jupyter kernel for the Clojure pro-
gramming language.

8.3 Future Work

The future of this work can be summarized from long- and short-term time
horizons. Regarding the long-term perspective, the introduction in Chapter 1
alluded to the need for standards for “protocols rich in explanatory features.” A
standard encodes industrial consensus on best practice. Clearly, more needs to
be done before such protocols are articulated, much less consensus found. The
thesis stopped short of defining a metamodel for explanation but developed
methods to populate one in the context of production scheduling. The plan
going forward is to continue with industrial pilots and concurrently work with
my colleagues at NIST to develop capabilities for joint cognitive work. The
thesis points to a combination of (1) NIST’s work [1] and others [2] in applied
category theory, (2) the metamodel object types such as in Overton’s work [3],
and (3) techniques for interfacing with analysts such as Object-Role Modeling
(ORM) with spreadsheets. Ultimately, this work could set the direction for
human roles in future complex sociotechnical systems.

Another long-term avenue of investigation is human studies of the usability
of the developed methods for joint cognitive work. Human studies can require
a substantial number of willing participants and, at US national laboratories,
a thorough approval process. However, as the work matures, this may become
increasingly feasible.

Developing the software prototypes was found to be arduous, error-prone
work. Further, the software for composing simulations is designed for use
with buffered asynchronous lines. Other production settings may require a
different modeling formalism than the RQPN and different genetic operators.
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Developing a framework for this could facilitate use of the work in diverse
industrial settings.

Short-term time horizon goals include addressing shortcomings in the for-
mulation notebook agent. Foremost among these is the need for a user in-
terface. The groundwork for this has begun. Further, since the MiniZinc
metamodel translates MiniZinc data types and constraints to Clojure code,
it should be possible to provide a “program stepper” that steps through con-
straints, showing the analyst the binding of variables and the values of inter-
mediate arithmetic and logical expressions. Finally, the notebook agent would
benefit from a methodical approach to how the analyst is queried to resolve
hypotheses about her plan. Work mentioned in the literature review focuses on
domain-independent methods to minimize the number of questions directed to
the user [4]. There may be domain-dependent methods (particular to formu-
lating scheduling solutions) that use hierarchical task network (HTN) planning
to make good use of analysts’ time spent answering questions.
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A.1 Asynchronous Line Cyclic Scheduling Note-
book
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pinedo-obvious

September 29, 2020

1 Buffered Async Lines, Obvious Names

[1]: %load_ext mznb

MiniZinc Notebook Agent Communicator version 0.2.6
Connected to session 59c69be6-6cb7-4d07-9a9e-f1da81c9ad59 at port 57261.
"OK."
NB Agent Gateway (nba_gateway) version 0.1.12 listening on port 60442

[2]: import pandas as pd # This line reads in pandas; the "as pd" part gives it a␣
↪→name we can use.

from IPython.display import display # This line imports some stuff to make␣
↪→tables look better.

import numpy as np
import itertools
import json
import datetime as dt
import re
import sys
from dateutil.relativedelta import *

[8]: PTsheet = pd.read_excel('pinedo.xlsx', sheet_name='Process_times')
PTsheet

[8]: Job Workstation-1 Workstation-2 Workstation-3
0 A1 4 4 6
1 A2 4 4 6
2 B1 4 10 6
3 B2 4 10 6
4 B3 4 10 6
5 B4 4 10 6

[22]: Job = PTsheet['Job'].to_list()
Job

[22]: ['A1', 'A2', 'B1', 'B2', 'B3', 'B4']
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The analysis treats buffer spots like workstations that require zero processing time. We add zeros
between the workstation processing times.

[30]: WSTimes = PTsheet.drop('Job',axis=1)
WSTimes['BF1'] = WSTimes.apply(lambda row : 0, axis=1)
WSTimes['BF2'] = WSTimes.apply(lambda row : 0, axis=1)
WSTimes = WSTimes['Workstation-1 BF1 Workstation-2 BF2 Workstation-3'.split()]
WSTimes.columns = 'WS1 BF1 WS2 BF2 WS3'.split()
WSTimes

[30]: WS1 BF1 WS2 BF2 WS3
0 4 0 4 0 6
1 4 0 4 0 6
2 4 0 10 0 6
3 4 0 10 0 6
4 4 0 10 0 6
5 4 0 10 0 6

[37]: Resource = WSTimes.columns.to_list()
Resource

[37]: ['WS1', 'BF1', 'WS2', 'BF2', 'WS3']

[38]: ProcessingTime = WSTimes.values.tolist()
ProcessingTime

[38]: [[4, 0, 4, 0, 6],
[4, 0, 4, 0, 6],
[4, 0, 10, 0, 6],
[4, 0, 10, 0, 6],
[4, 0, 10, 0, 6],
[4, 0, 10, 0, 6]]

[39]: %%run_mzn --print-vars --time-limit 20 --solver gecode
% The idea here is that we have
% - an async line with a buffers of size N=1 between each of three␣

↪→workstations,
% - job instances with possibly distinct processing requirements at each␣

↪→workstation,
% - we are looking for the optimal sequencing of the jobs in terms of␣

↪→makespan, and
% - the example is designed to block at WS1 if too many B-type jobs are sent␣

↪→through
% consecutively.
%
% Optimal makespan is 58, e.g Seq = [B4, B2, B1, A2, A1, B3]. (There are others,␣

↪→of course.)
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% Seq = [B1, B2, B3, B4, A1, A2] yields 62.
include "alldifferent.mzn";

enum Job;
% Resources are ordered; you can think of WS3 as the last resource.
enum Resource;
array[Job, Resource] of int : ProcessingTime;

set of int: makeTime = 0..1000; % arbitrarily large.
array[Job, Resource] of var makeTime: Enter;
array[Job, Resource] of var makeTime: Exit; % :: check_output annotation not␣

↪→allowed!

int : numToMake = 6;
set of int: LaunchSequence = 1..numToMake;
array[LaunchSequence] of var Job : Seq;

% Work starts at time 0.
constraint (Enter[Seq[1],WS1] == 0);

% A job starts at a resource after the previous job leaves.
constraint

forall(r in Resource, i in LaunchSequence where i > 1)
((Enter[Seq[i],r] >= Exit[Seq[i-1],r]));

% A job enters the next resource after it exits the previous one.
constraint

forall(j in Job, r1,r2 in Resource where r1 < r2)
(Enter[j,r2] >= Exit[j,r1]);

% A Job exits a resource no sooner than ptime[p,r] after it enters that resource.
constraint
forall(j in Job, r in Resource)

(Exit[j,r] >= Enter[j,r] + ProcessingTime[j,r]);

% Do all the jobs.
constraint alldifferent(Seq);

% Minimize the makespan, the time at which the last Job exits the last resource.
solve minimize (Exit[Seq[numToMake],WS3]);

Cell sent to the Notebook Agent for a MiniZinc solution.

[40]: await mznb_magic.start_listening()

Awaiting result 2020-09-11 14:13:45.715420
Finished 2020-09-11 14:13:45.715730
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{'Enter': [[16, 20, 38, 42, 46], [12, 16, 34, 38, 40], [8, 12, 24, 34, 34], [4,
8, 14, 24, 24], [20, 24, 42, 52, 52], [0, 4, 4, 14, 14]],'Exit': [[20, 20, 42,
42, 52], [16, 16, 38, 38, 46], [12, 12, 34, 34, 40], [8, 8, 24, 24, 30], [24,
24, 52, 52, 58], [4, 4, 14, 14, 20]],'Seq': [{'e': 'B4'}, {'e': 'B2'}, {'e':
'B1'}, {'e': 'A2'}, {'e': 'A1'}, {'e': 'B3'}]}

[ ]:

[ ]:
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A.2 Synchronous Line Work Overload Note-
book
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Synchronous Line Work Overload Minimization

June 30, 2020

1 Synchronous Line Work Overload Analysis

This notebook implements an analysis similar to Bautista et al. 2011, A bounded dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm for the MMSP-W considering workstation dependencies and unrestricted
interruption of the operations. The formulation differs a somewhat from what is described in the
paper: (1) Additional constraints where needed, and (2) The formulation is based on start time
rather than lag.

One correct answer to the tiny example from the paper is C B A C A A, another is C A A B C A.
These use 3 units of work overload.

[1]: %load_ext mznb

MiniZinc Notebook Agent Communicator version 0.2.6
Connected to session 771b03fd-73cc-4c0f-9351-04d2d8bc64c3 at port 49860.
"OK."

[2]: import pandas as pd # This line reads in pandas; the "as pd" part gives it a␣
↪→name we can use.

from IPython.display import display # This line imports some stuff to make␣
↪→tables look better.

import numpy as np
import itertools
import json
import datetime as dt
import re
import sys
from dateutil.relativedelta import *

[3]: ProcessTimes = pd.read_excel('bautista.xlsx', sheet_name='process_times')
Demand = pd.read_excel('bautista.xlsx', sheet_name='demand')
Workers = pd.read_excel('bautista.xlsx', sheet_name='workers_on_ws')

[4]: ProcessTimes.head()

[4]: Product Workstation-1 Workstation-2 Workstation-3
0 A 5 5 4
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1 B 4 4 3
2 C 3 4 5

[5]: # Grab just the information content
ptime = [x[1:] for x in ProcessTimes.values.tolist()]
ptime

[5]: [[5, 5, 4], [4, 4, 3], [3, 4, 5]]

[6]: Demand.head()

[6]: Product_Type Demand
0 A 3
1 B 1
2 C 2

[7]: ProductType = Demand['Product_Type'].tolist()
ProductType

[7]: ['A', 'B', 'C']

Here I am committing to the assumption that the table demand is indexed by Product_Type.

[9]: demand = Demand['Demand'].tolist()
demand

[9]: [3, 1, 2]

[10]: nWorkers = Workers['Workers'].tolist()
nWorkers

[10]: [1, 2, 1]

[11]: %%run_mzn --print-vars --time-limit 20 --solver gecode
%# Bautista et al. 2011 "A bounded dynamic programming algorithm..."

int : cycletime = 4; %# cycle time
int : windowSize = 6; %# window size

enum ProductType; %# Product types
int : NumWorkstations = 3; %# Number of workstations
set of int: Workstation = 1..NumWorkstations;

array[ProductType] of int: demand; %# Demand by model.
array[Workstation] of int: nWorkers; %# Number of homogeneous␣

↪→workers, b_k.
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array[ProductType, Workstation] of int : ptime; %# processing time by product /␣
↪→workstation

%# =================================== Design Vars␣
↪→==================================================================

int : TotalToProduce = 6; %# total number of units to␣
↪→produce (total demand)

set of int: LaunchSequence = 1..TotalToProduce; %# Index on launch sequence
int : maxtime = 3000; % It is less than TotalToProduce * max(p) *␣

↪→NumWorkstations.
%# work overload (w) is a measurement, in units of time, of work that cannot be␣

↪→completed at the standard
%# rhythm of an established activity, within the time granted to the␣

↪→workstations (WINDOW).
array[LaunchSequence, Workstation] of var int : overload; %# work␣

↪→overload
array[LaunchSequence, Workstation] of var int : rho; %#␣

↪→processing time required by workstation/launch, rho_{k,t}
array[LaunchSequence, Workstation] of var 0..maxtime : start_time; %# s[t,k]␣

↪→start time of t at workstation k

array[LaunchSequence] of var ProductType : sequence; %# Product type is at␣
↪→this position in launch.

%# array[LaunchSequence] of ProductType : sequence = [C, B, A, A, C, A];

%# ----------- I added the following, not described in the paper. ----------
%# Can't start before the start of the window, and there is a workstation offset.
constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

(start_time[t,k] >= cycletime*(t-1) + cycletime*(k-1));

%# Like Eqn 6 but for s: Start after previous instance finished.
constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation where t>1)

(start_time[t,k] >= start_time[t-1,k] + rho[t-1,k] - overload[t-1,k]);

%# Like Eqn 7 but for s: start on workstation after done at previous workstation.
constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation where k>1)

(start_time[t,k] >= start_time[t,k-1] + rho[t,k-1] - overload[t,k-1]);

%# Work overload is the amount that the instance extends beyond the window.
constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

(overload[t,k] == max(0, start_time[t,k] + rho[t,k] - cycletime*(t-1) -␣
↪→cycletime*(k-1) - windowSize));

constraint start_time[1,1] == 0;
%#---------------------------------------------------------------------
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%# Eqn 2: Demand by model is met. (Eqn 1 is solve stmt. )
constraint forall (i in ProductType)

(demand[i] == sum (t in LaunchSequence)
(if sequence[t] == i then 1 else 0 endif));

%# Eqn 4: Processing time at workstation is processing time of that model at␣
↪→workstation.

constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)
(rho[t,k] == ptime[sequence[t],k]);

%# Eqn 5 overload can't be larger than work required.
constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

(rho[t,k] - overload[t,k] >= 0);

%# Eqn 10: Work overload is non-negative.
constraint forall (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)

(overload[t,k] >= 0);

%# Eqn 11: {sequence \in {0,1}} is part of the var definition.

%# Eqn 1
solve minimize

sum (t in LaunchSequence, k in Workstation)
(nWorkers[k]* overload[t,k]);

Cell sent to the Notebook Agent for a MiniZinc solution.

[12]: await mznb_magic.start_listening()

Awaiting result 2020-06-30 15:16:31.712571
Finished 2020-06-30 15:16:36.015953
{'overload': [[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1], [0, 1,
0]],'rho': [[3, 4, 5], [5, 5, 4], [5, 5, 4], [4, 4, 3], [3, 4, 5], [5, 5,
4]],'start_time': [[0, 4, 8], [4, 9, 14], [9, 14, 18], [14, 18, 22], [18, 22,
26], [21, 26, 30]],'sequence': [{'e': 'C'}, {'e': 'A'}, {'e': 'A'}, {'e': 'B'},
{'e': 'C'}, {'e': 'A'}]}

[ ]:
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A.2.1 Probabilistic Facts

In the following, the number starting the line is probability of the fact. In the
analysis, facts about identifiers whose similarity evaluates to 1.0 are rounded
to 0.99 (so that they remain facts rather than observations).

1 0.990 :fact-1 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product ta/ProductType)

2 0.990 :fact-2 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-1 ta/MachineType)

3 0.990 :fact-3 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-2 ta/MachineType)

4 0.990 :fact-4 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-3 ta/MachineType)

5 0.990 :fact-5 :: (ta/simMatchColName Demand ta/DemandType)

6 0.990 :fact-6 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/DemandType)

7 0.990 :fact-7 :: (ta/simMatchVar Demand ta/DemandType)

8 0.990 :fact-8 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workers ta/WorkerType)

9 0.990 :fact-9 :: (ta/simMatchVar Workers ta/WorkerType)

10 0.968 :fact-10 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet process_times ta/ProcessDurationType)

11 0.968 :fact-11 :: (ta/simMatchVar ProcessTimes ta/ProcessDurationType)

12 0.900 :fact-12 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation ta/MachineType)

13 0.708 :fact-13 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product_Type ta/ProductType)

14 0.598 :fact-14 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workers ta/MachineType)

15 0.598 :fact-15 :: (ta/simMatchVar Workers ta/MachineType)

16 0.586 :fact-16 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-1 ta/WorkerType)

17 0.586 :fact-17 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-2 ta/WorkerType)

18 0.586 :fact-18 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-3 ta/WorkerType)

19 0.583 :fact-19 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product_Type ta/ProcessDurationType)

20 0.563 :fact-20 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workers ta/ProcessDurationType)

21 0.563 :fact-21 :: (ta/simMatchVar Workers ta/ProcessDurationType)

22 0.536 :fact-22 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product_Type ta/WorkerType)

23 0.471 :fact-23 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet workers_on_ws ta/WorkerType)

24 0.449 :fact-24 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product ta/MachineType)

25 0.449 :fact-25 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workers ta/ProductType)

26 0.449 :fact-26 :: (ta/simMatchVar Workers ta/ProductType)

27 0.438 :fact-27 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet workers_on_ws ta/MachineType)

28 0.437 :fact-28 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet process_times ta/ProductType)

29 0.437 :fact-29 :: (ta/simMatchVar ProcessTimes ta/ProductType)

30 0.421 :fact-30 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet process_times ta/WorkerType)

31 0.421 :fact-31 :: (ta/simMatchVar ProcessTimes ta/WorkerType)

32 0.410 :fact-32 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product ta/ProcessDurationType)

33 0.365 :fact-33 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet workers_on_ws ta/ProcessDurationType)

34 0.357 :fact-34 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation ta/ProductType)

35 0.338 :fact-35 :: (ta/simMatchColName Demand ta/WorkerType)

36 0.338 :fact-36 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/WorkerType)

37 0.338 :fact-37 :: (ta/simMatchVar Demand ta/WorkerType)

38 0.336 :fact-38 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation ta/WorkerType)

39 0.333 :fact-39 :: (ta/simMatchColName Demand ta/ProcessDurationType)
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40 0.333 :fact-40 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/ProcessDurationType)

41 0.333 :fact-41 :: (ta/simMatchVar Demand ta/ProcessDurationType)

42 0.308 :fact-42 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product ta/WorkerType)

43 0.308 :fact-43 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet process_times ta/DemandType)

44 0.308 :fact-44 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet process_times ta/MachineType)

45 0.308 :fact-45 :: (ta/simMatchVar ProcessTimes ta/DemandType)

46 0.308 :fact-46 :: (ta/simMatchVar ProcessTimes ta/MachineType)

47 0.308 :fact-47 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet workers_on_ws ta/ProductType)

48 0.283 :fact-48 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product ta/DemandType)

49 0.283 :fact-49 :: (ta/simMatchColName Demand ta/ProductType)

50 0.283 :fact-50 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/ProductType)

51 0.283 :fact-51 :: (ta/simMatchVar Demand ta/ProductType)

52 0.261 :fact-52 :: (ta/simMatchColName Demand ta/MachineType)

53 0.261 :fact-53 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/MachineType)

54 0.261 :fact-54 :: (ta/simMatchVar Demand ta/MachineType)

55 0.261 :fact-55 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workers ta/DemandType)

56 0.261 :fact-56 :: (ta/simMatchVar Workers ta/DemandType)

57 0.214 :fact-57 :: (ta/simMatchExcelSheet workers_on_ws ta/DemandType)

58 0.167 :fact-58 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-1 ta/ProductType)

59 0.167 :fact-59 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-2 ta/ProductType)

60 0.167 :fact-60 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-3 ta/ProductType)

61 0.143 :fact-61 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation ta/DemandType)

62 0.111 :fact-62 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation ta/ProcessDurationType)

63 0.083 :fact-63 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product_Type ta/DemandType)

64 0.068 :fact-64 :: (ta/simMatchColName Product_Type ta/MachineType)

65 0.063 :fact-65 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-1 ta/ProcessDurationType)

66 0.063 :fact-66 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-2 ta/ProcessDurationType)

67 0.063 :fact-67 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-3 ta/ProcessDurationType)

68 0.031 :fact-68 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-1 ta/DemandType)

69 0.031 :fact-69 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-2 ta/DemandType)

70 0.031 :fact-70 :: (ta/simMatchColName Workstation-3 ta/DemandType)

A.2.2 Observation
1 (mz/array nWorkers)

2 (mz/array sequence)

3 (mz/array demand)

4 (mz/baseType sequence ProductType)

5 (mz/indexSet ProductType)

6 (mz/indexSet LaunchSequence)

7 (mz/indexSet Workstation)

8 (mz/indexedBy nWorkers Workstation)

9 (mz/indexedBy sequence LaunchSequence)

10 (mz/indexedBy demand ProductType)

11 (mz/indexedBy-1 rho LaunchSequence)

12 (mz/indexedBy-1 start_time LaunchSequence)
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13 (mz/indexedBy-1 overload LaunchSequence)

14 (mz/indexedBy-1 ptime ProductType)

15 (mz/indexedBy-2 rho Workstation)

16 (mz/indexedBy-2 start_time Workstation)

17 (mz/indexedBy-2 overload Workstation)

18 (mz/indexedBy-2 ptime Workstation)

19 (mz/integer maxtime)

20 (mz/integer cycletime)

21 (mz/integer TotalToProduce)

22 (mz/integer NumWorkstations)

23 (mz/integer windowSize)

24 (mz/isDecisionVar rho)

25 (mz/isDecisionVar start_time)

26 (mz/isDecisionVar overload)

27 (mz/isDecisionVar sequence)

28 (mz/isListK ProductType)

29 (mz/isListK nWorkers)

30 (mz/isListK rho)

31 (mz/isListK start_time)

32 (mz/isListK overload)

33 (mz/isListK sequence)

34 (mz/isListK ptime)

35 (mz/isListK demand)

36 (mz/setIsEnum ProductType)

37 (mz/setRangeHigh LaunchSequence TotalToProduce)

38 (mz/setRangeHigh Workstation NumWorkstations)

39 (mz/setRangeLow LaunchSequence 1)

40 (mz/setRangeLow Workstation 1)

41 (mz/sizeK ProductType 3)

42 (mz/sizeK nWorkers 3)

43 (mz/sizeK rho 6)

44 (mz/sizeK start_time 6)

45 (mz/sizeK overload 6)

46 (mz/sizeK sequence 6)

47 (mz/sizeK ptime 3)

48 (mz/sizeK demand 3)

49 (pd/table ProcessTimes)

50 (pd/table Demand)

51 (pd/table Workers)

52 (pd/tableColumn ProcessTimes Product)

53 (pd/tableColumn ProcessTimes Workstation-1)

54 (pd/tableColumn ProcessTimes Workstation-2)

55 (pd/tableColumn ProcessTimes Workstation-3)

56 (pd/tableColumn Demand Product_Type)

57 (pd/tableColumn Demand Demand)

58 (pd/tableColumn Workers Workstation)
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59 (pd/tableColumn Workers Workers)

60 (pd/tableColumnType ProcessTimes Product string)

61 (pd/tableColumnType ProcessTimes Workstation-1 int)

62 (pd/tableColumnType ProcessTimes Workstation-2 int)

63 (pd/tableColumnType ProcessTimes Workstation-3 int)

64 (pd/tableColumnType Demand Product_Type string)

65 (pd/tableColumnType Demand Demand int)

66 (pd/tableColumnType Workers Workstation int)

67 (pd/tableColumnType Workers Workers int)

68 (py/link process_times ProcessTimes)

69 (py/link ProcessTimes process_times)

70 (py/link demand Demand)

71 (py/link Demand demand)

72 (py/link workers_on_ws Workers)

73 (py/link Workers workers_on_ws)

74 (py/sheetName process_times)

75 (py/sheetName demand)

76 (py/sheetName workers_on_ws)

77 (py/varAssign ProcessTimes)

78 (py/varAssign Demand)

79 (py/varAssign Workers)

80 (ta/isSequence Workstation-1)

81 (ta/isSequence Workstation-2)

82 (ta/isSequence Workstation-3)

A.2.3 Best individual

The following is the description of the best individual (a possible world). There
are 233 individuals in the synchronous line work overload problem using obvious
names in the notebook.

1 Cost: 720

2 1 true (ta/conceptType demand)

3 2 true (ta/demandConcept demand)

4 -3 false (ta/demandConcept-ref-scheme ProcessTimes)

5 4 true (ta/demandConcept-sheet demand)

6 -5 false (ta/demandConcept-var demand)

7 -6 false (mz/indexedBy ProcessTimes LaunchSequence)

8 -7 false (py/link demand ProcessTimes)

9 -8 false (py/link demand demand)

10 -9 false (ta/machineConcept demand)

11 -10 false (ta/machineConcept-sheet demand)

12 -11 false (ta/machineConcept-var demand)

13 -12 false (ta/productConcept demand)
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14 -13 false (ta/productConcept-sheet demand)

15 -14 false (ta/productConcept-var demand)

16 -15 false (ta/ptimeConcept demand)

17 -16 false (ta/ptimeConcept-sheet demand)

18 -17 false (ta/ptimeConcept-var demand)

19 18 true (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/DemandType)

20 -19 false (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/MachineType)

21 -20 false (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/ProcessDurationType)

22 -21 false (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/ProductType)

23 -22 false (ta/simMatchExcelSheet demand ta/WorkerType)

24 -23 false (ta/simMatchVar LaunchSequence ta/ProductType)

25 -24 false (ta/simMatchVar ProcessTimes ta/DemandType)

26 -25 false (ta/simMatchVar demand ta/DemandType)

27 -26 false (ta/simMatchVar demand ta/MachineType)

28 -27 false (ta/simMatchVar demand ta/ProcessDurationType)

29 -28 false (ta/simMatchVar demand ta/ProductType)

30 -29 false (ta/simMatchVar demand ta/WorkerType)

31 -30 false (py/varAssign demand)

32 -31 false (ta/workerConcept demand)

33 -32 false (ta/workerConcept-sheet demand)

34 -33 false (ta/workerConcept-var demand)

A.3 Industrial Pilot Notebook
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pilot-obvious

September 29, 2020

1 Pilot analysis

[1]: %load_ext mznb

MiniZinc Notebook Agent Communicator version 0.2.6
Connected to session 5243d2e5-0d88-44e8-969b-1f6dd6ba74a2 at port 51875.
"OK."

[2]: import pandas as pd # This line reads in pandas; the "as pd" part gives it a␣
↪→name we can use.

from IPython.display import display # This line imports some stuff to make␣
↪→tables look better.

import numpy as np
import itertools
import json
import datetime as dt
import re
import sys
from dateutil.relativedelta import *

[3]: JobInfo = pd.read_excel('pilot-data.xlsx', sheet_name='JobInfo')
JobInfo

[3]: Order Number Qty Route Line of Job Line Number Week Due \
0 AX1156 1000 111 A 1 1
1 WW32 5000 211 B 2 2
2 GR3 2500 311 C 3 5
3 TW4 20000 112 A 1 6
4 TW4 10000 212 B 2 6
5 AX66 200 312 C 3 4
6 GR3 3000 113 A 1 5
7 GR88 4000 112 B 2 4

Required Sewer Hours
0 1000
1 4000
2 2000
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3 10000
4 5000
5 500
6 300
7 4000

Some of the information required is available directly from the spreadsheet.

[4]: Order = JobInfo['Order Number'].to_list()
numJobs = len(Order)
LineOfJob = JobInfo['Line Number'].to_list()
Route = JobInfo['Route'].to_list()
WeeksTillDue = JobInfo['Week Due'].to_list()
RequiredWorkEffort = JobInfo['Required Sewer Hours'].to_list()
RequiredWorkEffort

[4]: [1000, 4000, 2000, 10000, 5000, 500, 300, 4000]

The remainder of the information is easily derived from these data.

[5]: numWeeksScheduled = max(WeeksTillDue)
numWeeksScheduled

[5]: 6

[6]: Workdays = [5]*numWeeksScheduled
Workdays

[6]: [5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5]

[7]: numLines = len(set(LineOfJob))
numLines

[7]: 3

[14]: %%run_mzn --print-vars --time-limit 20 --solver gecode
include "arg_max.mzn";

int: workforce_size = 570;
int: numLines;
set of int: Lines = 1..numLines;
int: numJobs;
set of int: Jobs = 1..numJobs;
array[Jobs] of Lines: LineOfJob;

int: numWeeksScheduled;
set of int: Weeks = 1..numWeeksScheduled;
array[Weeks] of int: Workdays;
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%# RequiredWorkEffort is the # of sewer/days needed to complete the job.
%# It is lhpg times quantity.
array[Jobs] of int: WeeksTillDue;
array[Jobs] of int: RequiredWorkEffort;

%# Number of workers on the line in any week.
array [Jobs,Weeks] of var 0..workforce_size: WorkersOnJob;
%# The week at which the work on the line starts.
array [Jobs] of var 1..numWeeksScheduled: startWeek;
%# The week at which the work on the line ends.
array [Jobs] of var 1..numWeeksScheduled: endWeek;

%# There are no weeks for which we have assigned more people than we have.
constraint forall (w in Weeks)

(sum (j in Jobs) (WorkersOnJob[j,w]) <= workforce_size);

%# Work on a job starts before it ends! This isn't necessary.
%# constraint forall (j in Jobs) (startWeek[j] <= endWeek[j]);

%# Work on a job ends by its due date.
constraint forall (j in Jobs) (endWeek[j] == WeeksTillDue[j]);

%# The number of workers on a line is constant over all weeks.
constraint forall

(lin in Lines, w1, w2 in Weeks
where w1<w2

/\ exists(j in Jobs) ((LineOfJob[j] = lin) /\ (w2 <= endWeek[j]))
/\ exists(j in Jobs) ((LineOfJob[j] = lin) /\ (w1 >= startWeek[j])))
((sum (j in Jobs) (if (LineOfJob[j] == lin)

then WorkersOnJob[j,w1]
else 0 endif))

==
(sum (j in Jobs) (if (LineOfJob[j] == lin)

then WorkersOnJob[j,w2]
else 0 endif)));

%# Nobody assigned when it is not being worked.
constraint forall (j in Jobs, w in Weeks where w < startWeek[j])

(WorkersOnJob[j,w] == 0);

constraint forall (j in Jobs, w in Weeks where w > endWeek[j])
(WorkersOnJob[j,w] == 0);

%# Effort over weeks worked is sufficient to finish the job.
%# NYI: but not so much as to use more workers than necessary.
constraint forall (j in Jobs)

(RequiredWorkEffort[j]
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<=
(sum (w in Weeks) (8*Workdays[w]*WorkersOnJob[j,w])));

%# Definition of start week. Where arg_max involves a tie, the lowest index in␣
↪→the tie is returned.

constraint forall (j in Jobs)
(startWeek[j] == arg_max(WorkersOnJob[j,..]));

%# Maximizes run length.
solve maximize sum (j in Jobs) (endWeek[j] - startWeek[j]);

Cell sent to the Notebook Agent for a MiniZinc solution.

[15]: await mznb_magic.start_listening()

Awaiting result 2020-09-27 13:52:17.508207
Finished 2020-09-27 13:52:17.508550
{'WorkersOnJob': [[42, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], [100, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], [0, 13, 13, 13, 13,
0], [0, 50, 50, 50, 50, 50], [0, 134, 100, 102, 134, 134], [13, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],
[8, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], [34, 0, 34, 32, 0, 0]],'startWeek': [1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1,
1],'endWeek': [1, 2, 5, 6, 6, 4, 5, 4]}

[ ]:
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A.4 Bayesian Networks Used in the Work

Figure A.1: Bayesian Network for Term Identification (Part 1)

1 (defkb type-kb

2 :rules [{:prob 0.95 :head (ta/conceptQuery ?x)

3 :tail [(ta/conceptType ta/DemandType ?x)]}

4 {:prob 0.95 :head (ta/conceptQuery ?x)

5 :tail [(ta/conceptType ta/WorkerType ?x)]}

6 {:prob 0.95 :head (ta/conceptQuery ?x)

7 :tail [(ta/conceptType ta/MachineType ?x)]}

8 {:prob 0.95 :head (ta/conceptQuery ?x)

9 :tail [(ta/conceptType ta/ProcessDurationType ?x)]}

10 {:prob 0.95 :head (ta/conceptQuery ?x)

11 :tail [(ta/conceptType ta/ProductType ?x)]}

12 {:prob 0.95 :head (ta/conceptQuery ?x)

13 :tail [(ta/conceptType ta/JobType ?x)]}

14
15 {:prob 0.60 :head (ta/conceptType ?type ?x)

16 :tail [(ta/conceptSheet ?type ?x)]}

17 {:prob 0.60 :head (ta/conceptType ?type ?x)

18 :tail [(ta/conceptVar ?type ?x)]}

19
20 {:prob 0.90 :head (ta/conceptType ?type ?x)

21 :tail [(py/linkSheetToDF ?x ?y) ; :rule-9

22 (ta/conceptVar ?type ?x)

23 (ta/conceptSheet ?type ?y)

24 ]}

25 ;;; This is a candidate for fuzzy OR (var, DF, RefScheme)

26 ;;; This rule might not be complete. The original py/linkBack seems to make sense.

27 {:prob 0.95 :head (ta/conceptType ?type ?x)

28 :tail [(ta/conceptRefScheme ?type ?x)]}

29 {:prob 0.60 :head (ta/conceptType ?type ?x)

30 :tail [(ta/isType ?type) (ta/simMatchVar ?y ?type) (py/traceVar ?x

?y)]} ;; py/traceVar NYI

31 {:prob 0.80 :head (ta/conceptDF ?type ?x)

32 :tail [(ta/isType ?type) (ta/simMatchVar ?x ?type)]} ; POD more to do

here (check columns etc.)

33 {:prob 0.80 :head (ta/conceptSheet ?type ?x)

34 :tail [(ta/isType ?type) (py/sheetName ?x) (ta/simMatchExcelSheet ?x

?type)]}

35 {:prob 0.80 :head (ta/conceptVar ?type ?x)

36 :tail [(ta/isType ?type) (ta/simMatchVar ?x ?type)]} ; :rule-13
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Figure A.2: Bayesian Network for Term Identification (Part 2)

1 (defkb type-kb

2 ;; 30% of the time when a MiniZinc variable is indexed by a product

type, it is a demand type.

3 {:prob 0.30 :head (ta/conceptRefScheme ta/DemandType ?x)

4 :tail [(mz/indexedBy ?x ?i)

5 (ta/simMatchVar ?x ta/DemandType)

6 (ta/simMatchVar ?i ta/ProductType)] :no-inv? true}

7 {:prob 0.30 :head (ta/conceptRefScheme ta/WorkerType ?x)

8 :tail [(mz/indexedBy ?x ?i)

9 (ta/simMatchVar ?x ta/WorkerType)

10 (ta/simMatchVar ?i ta/MachineType)] :no-inv? true}

11
12 ;; POD Fix this: index-1 index-2 ordering is arbitrary, not. (Two rule

for this? (mz/indexing ?x ?i ?j) .... test NOT.

13 ;; Also, could have rules for single index version of this rule (not

indexing on a ta/MachineType)

14 ;; (mz/indexedBy-1 ptime ProductType)

15 ;; (mz/indexedBy-2 ptime Workstation)

16 {:prob 0.99 :head (mz/multiIndexed ?x ?i ?j)

17 :tail [(mz/indexedBy-1 ?x ?i) (mz/indexedBy-2 ?x ?j)]}

18 {:prob 0.99 :head (mz/multiIndexed ?x ?j ?i)

19 :tail [(mz/indexedBy-1 ?x ?i) (mz/indexedBy-2 ?x ?j)]}

20 {:prob 0.30 :head (ta/conceptRefScheme ta/ProcessDurationType ?x)

21 :tail [(mz/multiIndexed ?x ?i ?j)

22 (ta/simMatchVar ?x ta/ProcessDurationType)

23 (ta/simMatchVar ?i ta/ProductType)

24 (ta/simMatchVar ?j ta/MachineType)] :no-inv? true}

25 ]

26 :facts [{:prob 0.001 :fact (py/linkBack ?x ?x)}]

27 :eliminate-assumptions [mz/indexedBy-1 mz/indexedBy-2 mz/indexedBy]

28 :elimination-threshold 150

29 :elimination-priority [ta/isType ta/simMatchVar ta/simMatchExcelSheet

ta/conceptSheet py/linkBack py/traceVar py/sheetName]

30 :observations [(ta/isType ta/DemandType)

31 (ta/isType ta/WorkerType)

32 (ta/isType ta/MachineType)

33 (ta/isType ta/ProcessDurationType)

34 (ta/isType ta/ProductType)

35 (ta/isType ta/JobType)

36 ])
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A.5 Additional Elementary
Recognition Results

Below are results for elementary recognition tests for the work overload note-
book discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.2.

Table A.1: Work Overload Notebook, mostly meaningful names

Identifier
Intended

Class
Inferred

Class
P/F Order Score

demand Demand Demand Pass 1 2918
demand Demand ProcessDuration Fail 4 3357
nWorkers Worker Worker Pass 1 1800
nWorkers Worker Machine Fail 3 2202
procTimes ProcessDuration ProcessDuration Pass 1 3043
procTimes ProcessDuration ProductType Fail 4 4365

Note that in the following the margins between intended and unintended
interpretations is generally smaller, and in the case of “Dmd” the margin is
zero.

Table A.2: Work Overload Notebook, somewhat obscured names

Identifier
Intended

Class
Inferred

Class
P/F Order Score

Dmd Demand Demand Pass 1 2881
Dmd Demand Worker Fail 2 2881
ProcTimes ProcessDuration ProcessDuration Pass 1 2605
ProcTimes ProcessDuration ProductType Fail 2 3011
Wrkrs Worker Worker Pass 1 2595
Wrkrs Worker ProductType Fail 2 3021
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Table A.3: Work Overload Notebook, somewhat obscured names

Identifier
Intended

Class
Inferred

Class
P/F Order Score

dmd Demand Demand Pass 5 2564
dmd Demand Worker Fail 1 2556
ptime ProcessDuration ProcessDuration Pass 1 2574
ptime ProcessDuration Machine Fail 2 3435
wrkrs Worker Worker Pass 1 2740
wrkrs Worker Machine Fail 2 2740

Table A.4: Work Overload Notebook, names x1, x2, x3

Identifier
Intended

Class
Inferred

Class
P/F Order Score

x1 Demand Demand Pass 5 2952
x1 Demand ProcessDuration Fail 1 2627
x2 ProcessDuration ProcessDuration Pass 1 2925
x2 ProcessDuration Machine Fail 2 3520
x3 Worker Worker Pass 1 2589
x3 Worker ProcessDuration Fail 2 2635
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Appendix B

Ontology

B.1 Operations Ontology

This appendix describes an ontology of concepts and relationships in the areas
of operations scheduling and line balancing. The ontology can be used in the
process of formulating optimisation problems. It relies on the DOLCE upper
ontology [1].

B.1.1 Specifications

ProductionSchedule a DesignSpecification that stipulates the order or time
intervals (DOLCE.T) at which Jobs visit Workstations.

ProductionSchedule ⊂ DesignSpecification

ProcessPlan ProcessP lan ⊂ DesignSpecification

B.1.2 OperationsDomainConcept

EngineeredProduct an artifact that is an intended result of production.

EngineeredProduct ⊂ Object

WorkcenterOperation
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ProcessOccurrenceCharacteristic

WorkInProcess the amount of parts currently being process and waiting in
Buffers to be processed

WorkInProcess ⊂ Object WorkInProcess ⊂ PerformanceV ariable

StandaloneThroughput ïż£the average number Jobs completed by a Ma-
chine or Workstation per unit of time in the steady state of system op-
eration [2].

ProcessOccurrence

ProductionSystem

WorkRequirement the time required to perform the operations performed
on the machine

WorkRequirement ⊂ModelParameter

Labor Labor ⊂ Process

B.1.3 Operations Problem

AssemblyLineBalancingProblem a problem for which solutions seek to
distribute work between workcenters in a line.

AssemblyLineBalancingProblem ⊂ OperationsProblem

ProductionSchedulingProblem the problem of deciding what to produce
when or in what sequence to produce product. Potentially there are,
of course, many objectives in scheduling production, for example, (1)
scheduling against supply chain constraints and (2) scheduling for effi-
cient use of manufacturing resources.

ProductionSchedulingProblem ⊂ OperationsProblem
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FlowShopScheduling a ProductionSchedulingProblem in which “there are
a set of m machines (processors) and a set of n jobs. Each job comprises
a set of m operations which must be done on different machines. All
jobs have the same processing operation order when passing through
the machines. There are no precedence constraints among operations
of different jobs. Operations cannot be interrupted and each machine
can process only one operation at a time. The problem is to find the
job sequences on the machines which minimize the makespan, i.e. the
maximum of the completion times of all operations [3].”

FlowShopScheduling ⊂ ProductionSchedulingProblem

SequencingProblem the problem of deciding in what order to start jobs of
various job types in line production.

SequencingProblem ⊂ ProductionSchedulingProblem

MultiModelSequencing MultiModelSequencing ⊂ SequencingProblem

CyclicalScheduling a sequencing problem for which the solution is expressed
as a finite sequence that is intended to be repeated without any inter-
vening scheduling nor any delay.

CyclicalScheduling ⊂ SequencingProblem

MixedModelSequencing a SequencingProblem that “aims at avoiding/min-
imizing sequence-dependent work overload based on a detailed scheduling
which explicitly takes operation times, worker movements, station bor-
ders and other operational characteristics of the line into account [4].”

MixedModelSequencing ⊂ SequencingProblem

B.1.4 Jobs, JobTypes, and their Characteristics

Jobtype the production process type associated with a class of products.

Job hasJobType Jobtype []
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Job work (sequence of processes) that is performed to produce a product or
batch of products

Job ⊂ Process Job hasResidenceT ime ResidenceT ime [: functional]
Job hasJobType Jobtype []

ResidenceTime the amount of time a Job, once started, remains in the sys-
tem.

ResidenceT ime ⊂ DOLCE.T ResidenceT ime ⊂ NonControlledV ariable

Job hasResidenceT ime ResidenceT ime [: functional]

CycleTime CycleT ime ⊂ DefinedV ariable CycleT ime ⊂ JobTypeCharacteristic

rocessingTime the amount of time required by a part at a workstation.

ProcessingT ime ⊂ DOLCE.AB

DynamicProcessingTime a processing time that may vary with time. Ex-
ample: varying due to learning effect [5].

DynamicProcessingT ime ⊂ ProcessingT ime

StochasticProcessingTime a ProcessingTime described by a RandomVari-
able. StochasticProcessingT ime ⊂ ProcessingT ime

DeterministicProcessingTime a ProcessingTime described by a fixed quan-
tity of time.

DeterministicProcessingT ime ⊂ ProcessingT ime

B.1.4.1 Resource Characteristic

WorkCapacity the amount of work that the machine can do per unit time.
NOTE: the processing time of a JobType on a machine is the JobType’s
Work Requirement divided by the Machine Work Capacity.

WorkCapacity ⊂ModelParameter MachinehasWorkCapacityWorkCapacity[:
functional]
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BlockingProbability the probability that a Machine or Workstation is in a
Blocked state under current assumptions.

BlockingProbability ⊂ ResourceCharacteristic BlockingProbability ⊂
NonControlledV ariable

RepairRate the (average) rate at which the machine is brought back to op-
erational status

RepairRate ⊂ ResourceCharacteristic RepairRate ⊂ModelParameter

Machine hasRepairRate RepairRate [: functional]

BreakDownRate the (average) rate at which the machine is switching to
non-operational status

BreakDownRate ⊂ModelParameter BreakDownRate ⊂ ResourceCharacteristic

Machine hasBreakdownRate BreakDownRate [: functional]

StarvationProbability the probability that a Machine or Workstation is in
a Starved state under current assumptions.

StarvationProbability ⊂ NonControlledV ariable StarvationProbability ⊂
ResourceCharacteristic

B.1.5 Scheduling Objective

SchedulingObjective SchedulingObjective ⊂ Objective

InputLevelScheduling a sequencing problem that seeks solutions that do
not violate constraints on the rate at which input materials can be pro-
vided [4].

InputLevelScheduling ⊂ SchedulingObjective

MinspanObjective a SchedulingObjective in which the goal is to complete a
given collection of jobs as soon as possible after work on the jobs begins.

MinspanObjective ⊂ SchedulingObjective
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B.1.6 Production Resource

These are durable resources used in production.

Workstation a designated location in a production facility where jobs may
stop for processing. Note: Some problem formulations equate Worksta-
tion with Machine. Best practice for using this ontology would specify a
Workstation in 1-1 correspondence with a Machine in these cases.

Workstation ⊂ ProductionResource WorkstationhasMachineMachine[:
inverse− functional]

Machine a unit of production equipment that can be fitted with tooling and
a fixture to perform an operation of a workstation.

Machine ⊂ ProductionResource Workstation hasMachineMachine [:
inverse−functional]MachinehasRepairRateRepairRate[: functional]
Machine hasWorkCapacity WorkCapacity [: functional]
Machine hasBreakdownRate BreakDownRate [: functional]

Buffer a queue between machines that accepts parts from the upstream ma-
chine and providing parts to the downstream machine.

Buffer ⊂ ProductionResource Buffer ⊂ Object

Buffer hasBufferSize nonNegativeInteger [: functional]

B.1.7 Sequencing Constraints

CarSequencing a sequencing problem similar to mixed model sequencing but
with only certain (less restrictive) constraints to be decided, specifically,
the maximum number of jobs with a certain option Ho that are to be
allowed within No sequence positions [4].

CarSequencing ⊂ SequencingConstraint
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B.1.8 Line

line a production system architecture to facilitate work in which jobs visit the
same collection of workstations in the same order.

Line ⊂ EngineeredSystem

AsynchronousLine a Line in which the movement of jobs to next worksta-
tions is not coordinated; new work may be processed as soon as the
workcenter is free and the new work is available. Note: asynchronous
operation is enabled by buffers between workcenters.

AsynchronousLine ⊂ Line

SynchronousLine a line in which all work moves between workstations si-
multaneously. Note: Typically the simultaneous movement is a necessity
brought about by the line not having buffers between workstations. It
can be implemented, for example, by a conveyor that moves simultane-
ously moves workpieces (i.e. jobs) from one workstation to the next.

SynchronousLine ⊂ Object SynchronousLine ⊂ Line

UnpacedLine a SynchronousLine in which jobs move to their next worksta-
tion only when work at the current workstation is completed.

UnpacedLine ⊂ SynchronousLine UnpacedLine ⊂ Object

PacedLine a SynchronousLine in which jobs move to the next workstation
at specified times, regardless of whether or not the work to be performed
at the current workstation is complete.

PacedLine ⊂ Object PacedLine ⊂ SynchronousLine
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B.2 Modeling Ontology

This appendix describes an ontology that is foundational to the operations
ontology provided in the previous appendix.

Specification a set of propositions (some of which might be optative) about
the form and function of a physical artifact or plan. Note: There is
no requirement that artifacts conforming to a Specification are possible.
Note: This definition is inspired by Guarino’s paper [6] but might not
be quite what that paper intends. Note: Specifications are used to aid
in the planning and investigation of EngineeredSystems.

SpecificationreferencesEquationEquation[: asymmetric : irreflexive]
Specification referencesProperty ModelProperty

[: asymmetric : irreflexive]

DesignSpecification a Specification about how functions and sought quali-
ties of an artifact will be realized. Note: This definition is inspired by
Guarino’s paper [6] but might not be quite what that paper intends.
Note: Things that are DesignSpecifications have a prescriptive proposi-
tional attitude.

DesignSpecification ⊂ Specification

PredictiveModel a Specification that, given a set of initial circumstances,
describes likely outcomes

PredictiveModel ⊂ Specification

AnalyticalModel a model through which deductive inference provides in-
sight about the subject by relating BasicVariables to DerivedVariables.
N.B. Typically, it is belief in the validity of certain causal claims that
justifies use of an analytical model.

AnalyticalModel ⊂ PredictiveModel
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NumericalModel a Model that encodes an AnalyticalModel or Probabilistic-
Model for the purpose of simulation or computation of DerivedVariables.

NumericalModel ⊂ PredictiveModel

ProbabilisticModel ProbabilisticModel ⊂Model

DiscreteEventSimulation a Monte Carlo simulation that describes the prob-
able state of a system by simulating the consequences of a probabilistic
occurrence of events

DiscreteEventSimulation ⊂ ProbabilisticModel

B.2.1 Model Variables

Symbol A representation of a ModelProperty

Symbol ⊂ModelAbstraction SymbolrepresentsPropertyModelProperty

[: asymmetric : irreflexive]

ModelProperty A property describing some aspect of a model. NOTE: It
may be denoted in a mathematical relation by a Symbol.

ModelProperty ⊂ModelAbstraction

SymbolrepresentsPropertyModelProperty[: asymmetric : irreflexive]
ModelreferencesPropertyModelProperty [: asymmetric : irreflexive]

BasicVariable a Variable that corresponds to a Property that can be di-
rectly measured. Note: an individual may be both a BasicVariable and
a RandomVariable.

BasicV ariable ⊂ModelProperty

ModelParameter a ModelProperty whose value can be specified so as to
specify a context of the analysis.

ModelParameter ⊂ModelProperty
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DerivedVariable a Variable that corresponds to a Property that cannot be
directly measured, but is known only through its relationship with other
Variables.

DerivedV ariable ⊂ModelProperty

B.2.2 Causality

Cause a DOLCE.PD (perdurant) significant enough in the context of the
system to merit attention.

Cause ⊂ DOLCE.PD

Event a DOLCE.EV (event) significant enough in the context of the system
to merit attention.

Event ⊂ DOLCE.EV Event ⊂ Cause

Situation a DOLCE.STV (stative) significant enough in the context of the
system to merit attention.

Situation ⊂ DOLCE.STV Situation ⊂ Cause

InfluencedVariable a Variable whose value is interpreted as an effect of a
causal relationship described by the model.

InfluencedV ariable ⊂ CausalV iewpointV ariable

DefinedVariable a CausalViewpointVariable that is provided a definition as
a function of other CausalViewpointVariables.

DefinedV ariable ⊂ CausalV iewpointV ariable

ControlledVariable a variable that, in the context of the analysis, can be
set. AKA a design variable.

ControlledV ariable ⊂ CausalV iewpointV ariable
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PerformanceVariable a ModelProperty the value of which can decide whether
a system requirement is met.

PerformanceV ariable ⊂ CausalV iewpointV ariable

NonControlledVariable a variable in a causal relationship for which inter-
vention is impossible.

NonControlledV ariable ⊂ CausalV iewpointV ariable

B.2.2.1 Equation

RegressionEquation Equation derived from observations

RegressionEquation ⊂ Equation

ObjectiveFunction The function that describes the objective to be accom-
plished

ObjectiveFunction ⊂ Equation

ObjectiveFunction hasObjective Objective []

PhysicalEquation Equations based on physics concepts with consistent di-
mensionality

PhysicalEquation ⊂ Equation

B.2.3 Function

RandomVariable a measurable function over a probability space (i.e. out-
comes). Note: typically a random variable is used to enable specification
and sampling of a probability distribution associated with the probability
space.

RandomV ariable ⊂ Function

RangeDeclaration RangeDeclaration ⊂ModelingConcept

DomainDeclaration DomainDeclaration ⊂ModelingConcept
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TypeDeclaration TypeDeclaration ⊂ModelingConcept

Parameter Parameter ⊂ModelingConcept

SubtypeRelation SubtypeRelation ⊂ModelingConcept

PropertyDeclaration PropertyDeclaration ⊂ModelingConcept

Cardinality Cardinality ⊂ModelingConcept

B.2.4 Proposition

Proposition a sentence expressing a complete thought

Verbatim from [7]: [Propositions are] abstract entities that
express a complete thought or a set of such thoughts. As
an example, the formula ’(instance Yojo Cat)’ expresses the
Proposition that the entity named Yojo is an element of the
Class of Cats. Note that propositions are not restricted to the
content expressed by individual sentences of a Language. They
may encompass the content expressed by theories, books, and
even whole libraries. It is important to distinguish Proposi-
tions from the ContentBearingObjects that express them. A
Proposition is a piece of information, e.g. that the cat is on
the mat, but a ContentBearingObject is an Object that rep-
resents this information. A Proposition is an abstraction that
may have multiple representations: strings, sounds, icons, etc.
For example, the Proposition that the cat is on the mat is rep-
resented here as a string of graphical characters displayed on
a monitor and/or printed on paper, but it can be represented
by a sequence of sounds or by some non-latin alphabet or by
some cryptographic form.

Objective ⊂ DOLCE.AB
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Objective a Proposition expressing an optative propositional attitude.
Objective ⊂ Proposition

ObjectiveFunction hasObjective Objective []

B.2.5 Uncertainty

Uncertainty the quantification of doubt about a measurement [8].

Uncertainty ⊂ DOLCE.AB

AleatoryUncertainty Uncertainty that, within the context of the modeling
universe, cannot be reduced by gathering more data or by refining models
[9].

AleatoryUncertainty ⊂ Uncertainty

PropertyMeasurementUncertainty Uncertainty inherent in the basic ran-
dom variables, such as the uncertainty inherent in material property con-
stants and load values, which can be directly measured [9].

PropertyMeasurementUncertainty ⊂ Uncertainty

ModelUncertainty ModelUncertainty ⊂ Uncertainty

StatisticalUncertaintyOfModelParameters Statistical uncertainty in the
estimation of the parameters of the probabilistic sub-model. Note: Der
Kuireghian types 4 and 5 [9].

StatisticalUncertaintyOfModelParameters ⊂ Uncertainty

ParameterMeasurementUncertainty Uncertain errors involved in mea-
suring of observations, based on which the parameters [of physical and
probabilistic models] are estimated. These include errors involved in
indirect measurement, e.g., the measurement of a quantity through a
proxy, as in non-destructive testing of material strength [9].

ParameterMeasurementUncertainty ⊂ Uncertainty
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Fidelity the degree to which a Model agrees with reality.

Fidelity ⊂ DOLCE.AB

Credibility an expression of confidence in a belief.

Credibility ⊂ DOLCE.AB

MeasurementError the difference between a measured value and the “true
value” of the thing being measured [S. Bell]

MeasurementError ⊂ DOLCE.AB

UncertaintySource UncertaintySource ⊂ DOLCE.AB

ModelPropertyMeasurementUncertainty Uncertainty inherent in the ba-
sic random variables X, such as the uncertainty inherent in material
property constants and load values, which can be directly measured [9].

ModelPropertyMeasurementUncertainty ⊂ UncertaintySource

ProbabilisticModelFormUncertainty Uncertain model error resulting from
selection of the form of the probabilistic sub-model used to describe the
distribution of basic variables [9].

ProbabilisticModelFormUncertainty ⊂ UncertaintySource

EpistemicUncertainty uncertainty that, within the context of the modeling
universe, can be reduced by gathering more data or by refining models [9].

EpistemicUncertainty ⊂ Uncertainty

ComputationalUncertainty Uncertainty modeled by the random variables
Y corresponding to the derived variables y, which may include, in addi-
tion to all the above uncertainties, uncertain errors resulting from compu-
tational errors, numerical approximations or truncations. For example,
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the computation of load effects in a nonlinear structure by a finite ele-
ment procedure employs iterative calculations, which invariably involve
convergence tolerances and truncation errors [9].

ComputationalUncertainty ⊂ EpistemicUncertainty

ModelFormUncertainty ModelFormUncertainty ⊂
EpistemicUncertainty
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